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A

iKMrly entire skeleton.
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IClephn s Col u in h i)

fc(!t

Joneshoro. Indiana.

G inches

liij^h

at

the slioiilders,

I^xhihited in Hall No.

KKl

troni near
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HE

present

number

marks a change

1907

No.

American Museum Journal

of the

the poHcy of the magazine.

in

1

In

order to emphasize the news features of the periodical

and make

it

is

clusive,

medium
Museum,

a more satisfactory

Members

cation with the

of the

present.

The

guide

them

tinue to be issued at intervals, and copies of

Members upon request made to the Director.
The guide leaflet now in press is No. 23 of the

Mummies and what
W. Mead,

"Peruvian

prepared by Mr. C.
of Ethnology,

and

the

be issued monthly from October to

to

instead of quarterly, as at

cease to form an integral part of the publication, but

to

communiJournal
May, in-

of

they Teach."

leaflets will

they

will

series

will

con-

be sent free

and

entitled

is

The book has been

assistant curator of the

Department

intended as an introduction to the study of the

is

Peruvian Hall (No. 302 of the third, or gallery, floor of the Museum).

Non-members

Museum may

of the

at the entrance to the building
or
r)

obtain the pamphlet for ten cents

bv writing
c>

to the Librarian.

*/

RECEPTION TO COMMANDER PEARY.

Saturday

afternoon,

December

by invitation of

8,

Jesup and the members of the Peary Arctic Club

gave
his

The

in the

auditorium of the

Museum

remarkable exploring expedition
thrillino;

for the Pole
trations.

much

to

was

told with the aid of

personality of

the

to

public account of

latest

"farthest north,"

"Roosevelt" and the dash

numerous lantern
the

slide illus-

pictures

bare outlines of

added
which

the audience through newspaper accounts.

Before the lecture the Trustees of the
city officials, the

first

speaker and the

vividness of the account,

were already familiar

and

to the

storv of the vovage of the

The
the

the

President

Commander Peary

members

of the

Museum, many of

the chief state

Peary Arctic Club, the

the American Geographical Society and the

New York

officers of

Historical Soci-

AM ERIC AX MUSEUM JOURXAE

Tin-:

4

Museum and

etv, the staff of the

other scientists and ethicators of the

City and vicinity met Mr. Peary in the Board

Mr.

invitation of

formal j)uhlic reception

The

*>reat

Museum

in

of the

[Museum by

Mr. Peary held an

New York

to see,

hear and shake

was manifested hy the attendance

intre])id explorer

of thousands of visitors,

who packed

Peary enthusiastically when

at

not only the auditorium

but also the adjacent exhibition halls with a multitude that
]\Ir.

in-

the auditorium.

desire of the j)eoj)le of

hands with the
the

Room

Jesuj), while after the lecture

<,n-eeted

he was introduced to his audience by

the President and as he walked through the ]\Iu.seum after the lecture

under the escort of the Director.

A ZOOLOGICAL EXPEDITION TO NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA.

UlUXG

last July

and August Dr. Alexander V. Ruthven

of [Michigan University

American

the

Museum

made a

trip in the interests of

to southern

New

[Mexico and

Arizona, for the purpose of studying the re{)tiles

batrachians of those regions.

bv Mr.
territory

von Krochow of the

about Alamogordo,

New

lie

was accomj)anied

Museum

The

staff.

Mexico, and Tu.scon, Arizona, was

In each of the.se localities there

explored in detail.
tats,

(J.

is

a variety of habi-

ranging from the lower, arid deserts to the more humid, forest-

crowned sununits

of

the adjacent

mountain ranges.

Field stations

under different enviromnental conditions were established, where,
noting the ])hysical factors and

As a

vegetation of each habitat, the

after

reptile

was determined by careful collecting.
work it was estal)lished that the reptile and amphieach hal)itat \vas characteristic, as has been shown for .some

and amj)hibian
bian

and

life

result of this

life

of

other a-iimals a-id for plants.

Notes were made on the

foiiiis to deteniiiiic llicir

(lillciTiil

hai)its of the

relationship to the en\ ii'omnciil with

which they have been found associated, observations on food habits
being supj)lemented by examinations of the contents of many stomachs, which
.\boiit

for the

have been

],()()()

Museum,

j)riucij)ally

carefully labeled

and picserved.

sj)e(imens of cold-blooded

vertel)rates

were secured

besides a small collection of invertebrates, consisting

of ants,

molluscs and j)arasitic worms.

Several

valuable

COLUMBIAN MAMMOTH
specimens of lizards are represented

The

5

in the collection

by extensive

series.

now being worked up in several papers,
Mr. Bryant Walker, the vertebrates by Dr. Ruthven.

results of this expedition are

the molluscs by

THE SKELETON OF THE COLUMBIAN MAMMOTH.

\E

of the

most recent additions

to the collections in the

Hall of Vertebrate Palaeontology

Mammoth, Elephas
the

Mammoth had

is

a skeleton of the

This skeleton shows that

columbi.

a very short back and long

legs.

Its

body was not as massive as that of the Mastodon, and
the pelvis
carried

point

more

down

is

proportionately narrower.

erect than that of the
at first,

then curve forward and upward and completely

The

cross at their points.

continue farther

The head was

Mastodon, and the tusks, which

tusks of the ^Mastodon, on the other hand,

downward

before bending upward, and their distal

portions turn outward.

During the middle Pleistocene or Glacial Period three well-known
The Siberian mamspecies of Mammoth inhabited North America.
moth, Elephas primigenius, was abundant
America, and bodies of animals of

and frozen ground

ice

The

Imperial

of Alaska, the flesh

Mammoth,

United States and

its

the northern

in

this species

part, of

have been found

and hair

still

in the

preserved intact.

Elephas imperator, inhabited the southern

remains are found in Texas.

The

third species,

Columbian Mammoth, Elephas columbi, inhabited the greater part
the United States, and its range extended as far southwest as Mexico.

the
of

Teeth and bones

of the last-named species

have been identified

localities, but the specimen now under consideration is the
most nearly complete skeleton yet mounted in this country. This skeleton was found on the farm of D. C. Gift, four miles east of Jonesboro,
Indiana. That part of Grant County is level and was originally swampy

from many

and had

to

be drained.

While enlarging a drainage canal across a part
below the

of the farm, a tenant encountered the skeleton only eight feet

surface,

where

it

lay articulated, with

its

bones

in position just as the

swamp. The feet
were not found, having been perhaps scraped out and lost during the
first opening of the drain, hence the lower parts of the limbs and the
animal had fallen after becoming mired

in the old

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM JOURNAL
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have been restored from casts of a skeleton of Elrpfias primigcnius

feet

Avhich

in the Paris

is

'I'he followiufj

Length,

Museum

size of this

tips of tusks to vertical line of tail,

base

Height

of Natural History.

measurements show the
"

'

at shoulders,

Length of

right tusk (outside curve),

DEPARTMENT OF VERTEBRATE

Department

10

"

6

11

"

4V

"

FIELD

PAL-ffiONTOLOGY;

EXPEDITIONS OF

HE

unique specimen:

17 feet OV inches.
"
"
13
'Sh

1906.

had three

of Vertebrate Palaeontology

The

expeditions in the field last summer.

Mr. Barnum Brown, continued the hunt

for dinosaurs

A

fine

Claosaiirii.'i

and

Cretaceous deposits of Montana.

in the Li)])er

skeleton of the Duck-billed Dinosaur

under

first,

several less complete specimens of these strange look-

The Museum now

ing animals were secured.

and an excellent

ble skeletons

of Diick-biilcd Dinosaurs, besides

Broun
ing

new

less

Jurassic

them with

enable the

to

vigor.
fill

It

is

hoj)ed

that the final

an entire exhibition

variety of
size

and

with

hall

results will

tlic

dinosaurs

In addition to the dinosaur remains a few specimens

of the minute and very rare

T'|)j)er

Cretaceous manunals were secured.

second expedition, under Mr. Walter Cranger, continued the

exj)l()ration

ol"

oj"

Wyoming, working this year
number ot" line s|»c(inicns were

the ]'>ocene lorniations of

principally in the

obtained

be

a great incentive towards continuing the search

es|)ecial

Museum

of this period.

is

Mr.
to

to the Bird-catch-

from the Upper Cretaceous, most of them of huge

bizarre appearance,

The

which a])pcars

The remarkable

period.

kinds

complete .specimens.

and of a small species related

to science

Dinosaur of the

dino.saurs

for

many

also discovered renuiins of a large dinosaur

entirely

mounta-

possesses two

skull, representing three distinct

Washakie Basin.

.\

the characteiMstic large nianunals of this

Eohd.si/cii.s, largest

and

last of

the uintatlicre

of the rhinoceroses, AcIiivikuIou

,

A

formation, the

iiii/ikxIoh

,

the

first

a gigantic j)ig-like aninuil, PalriajcHs,

a large and j^owerful carnivore, and of the
Titanotheres,

I'ace,

I'^ocene ancestors of the

besides skulls and skeletons of .seveial

of

tin-

smaller

VERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY
carnivora, rodents and other forms.

and

science

from the

all

of

them

Many

7

of these will be

will aid greatly in filling

new

to

out our collections

Mr. Granger paid much attention to the stratithe formation, and the origin of the materials composing it,
Eocene.

later

graphy of

obtaining data which, with the collections of fossils secured at different

enable us to

levels, will

kie to the Bridger

fix

accurately the time relations of the

SCENE

The

third expedition

Lower Miocene

IN

WASHAKIE BASIN

was conducted by

of

South Dakota.

Western States are

in general very

been but

ceeded

By
and

jNIr.

Albert

Thomson

in the

formations of this age in the

barren of

fossil

mammals and have

large collections to the explorations of the past half-

and thorough search Mr. Thomson sucfrom these unpromising beds a considerable collection

dint of diligent

in getting

of skulls

The

explored, although the formations above and beneath

little

them have yielded
century.

Washa-

and Uinta formations (Middle and Upper Eocene).

skeletons, nearly

all

of

them new

to science

and repre-

senting an intermediate stage between the Oligocene and later Miocene.

Among

the interesting novelties of this collection

is

a fragmentary

skeleton of a gigantic Wolverene as large as a jaguar or a black bear.

8
It

was much the

lar^'est of

ble beast of prey,

of

AMKIiir.lX

77//:

its

modern

MUSEUM JOURXAL

the weasel family

ami was a

truly formida-

possessed the savage and bloodthirsty disposition

if it

relatives.

Professor Osboru, under whose directions the expeditions were sent
out, visited

all

summer and gathered

the parties during the

valuable

data for his studies upon the stratigraphy and relative age of the TerDr. Matthew was with Mr. Thomson's expedition

tiary formations.

during the

first

half of the

summer, and

was

^fr. Tiregory

of the j^artv

in the latter part of the season.

THE SELMA METEORITE.

HE

Museum

collection of meteorites in the foyer of the

has recently been enriched by the addition of an aerolite,

was

or stone meteorite, which

March,

fountl in

1000, about two miles north-northwest of Selma, Ala-

bama, near the road
finder

Mr. Coleman
1898.

was Mr.

J. \V.

to Sunnnerfield.

Coleman

states his belief that the

from half a mile

where the stone was found saw a
leaving a "trail of

have traveled

fire

fell

on July 20,

at least five (observ-

to

two and one half miles from

brilliant

meteor pass through the air

ten or twelve feet long."

The meteor seems

a direction .somewhat west of north, and

in

said to have been

fortunate

of that city.

meteorite

At about 9 o'clock of the evening of that day

ers at different stations

The

accompanied by a heavy, rumi)ling

No

noise.

similar meteorite has been noted in the immediate region,

to

flight is

its

other

and

this

meteorite docs not seem to show any more decomposition of surface

than might liave taken
the date of

its

assumed

star of July 20,

but

it

The

years that haveelaj)sed since

identity of this find with the shooting

ISOS, camiol of course be establish(MJ wiih certainly,

.seems probable.

'J'his

meteorite, photogra|)hs of which are iej)r()du(('d in this lunn-

ber of the JoruXAl.,

Most

])lace in tlic eight
fall.

su<-li

bodies

is

l»fe:ik

one of the ten
to pieces in

on account of nne(|nal heating due
into scores

largest aerolites ever found.

the (Nirth's

atinosphere,

to friction against the air,

|tr()l):dily

and shatter

and even hundreds or thousands of fragments before they

reach the ground, an<l

United States.

this

is

the largest

entire aerolite

now

in

the

THE SELMA METEORITE
Weight, 306

lbs.

Front or " Brustseite."

.

rilE

10

The Selma,

AMERICAN MUSEUM JOURNAL

as this meteorite will be called,

inches wide and 14 inches thick, and

A

piece of perhaps four

it

weifjjhs

is

20j inches

hifjh,

300 pounds (138.0

pounds weight has been

lost

20

kilos).

from the mass,

4

.<.i.ij.-iiJi,.

THE SELMA METEORITE
Rear viow
hcMicc
lain

it

is

buried

proliiililc llial

in

ori<^inal gla.s.sy

the

the

<fr()niid

crust has

lic(

wcin-hl

()ri;j;inal

whcic
n

it

Irli

lar;:cly

was 310 pounds.

for several years,

.so

It

has

that

th*'

dccompo.sed and wa.shed away,

-and the characteristic " liuuib-uiark " pittinj^s jiave been partly ob.scured.
I

Some

|)ortions,

howcxcr, I'cmain as an inihcatioii of

its orii^inal

coudi-

THE SELMA METEORITE
Views of opposite edges.

12

Till-:

tion.

.sha])e

Ill

.1.1/ /•:/:/

r.i.v

the meteorite

orientation features,

tliouti;h

is

musi:um joi'uxal

roughly

j)()Iy(j^onal,

])liere.

on the

prineij)a]ly

centers, noi-

Tiie cracks do not ra(Hate from one or

rear.

earth.

'1

more

the aj)j)arent rigicHty of the mas.s afl'ected l)ythem; hence

is

they do not seem to have h.een caused by

were

i)r()iiomK'e(l

was the "hrustseite," or front, (hn-ino- fhoht throu<>h theatmosThe mass is (leej)ly j)enetrate(l by craeks on both sides, but

page

tlie

without

seems prohal)le that the side shown on

it

he

sliatterin<>- (hie to

and character of the

p;)siti()n

impact with

fissures indicate tliat thev

<hic to une(|ual hcatinti' throiioh friction witli tlie air (hiring flight

through

atmosphere, the tension pnxhiced being insufficient to

the

cause comj)lete fracture.

Macroscopic examination of a cut and

j)()hshe(l

fragment siiows

the stone to have a (hirk l)rownish-gray color, and to be

made up

spherical or nearly spherical "chondrules," or particles, Hrmly
in

The

a similar matrix.

chondrules are

largest

g

inch (3

diameter, though those more than one half as large are rare.

magnifying glass

is

needed

to

show one the minute grains

of

imbedded

mm) in
A strong

of iron scat-

tered through the mass.

The

sj)ecific

ment weighing

P. Merrill of the National

(it.

polished and has published a brief
in the

is

3.42 as determined nj)on a frag-

ounces (129.4 g) and showing some eliects of decomchemical analysis of the material has not yet been made,

A

po.sition.

but Dr.

gravity of the stone

4.r)()

Proceedings of the U.

gives the find the

S.

Museum

.scientific

National

has had sections cut and

description of the meteorite

Museum

for lUOO,

K.

MUSEUM NEWS
At

the

autumn meeting

Board

of the

IToVKY.

of Trustees President

Hoard

important

Jesup
gifts

received, as follows:

From Mr.
Hall,

From

().

NOTES.

reported that since the last meeting of the

had been

where he

name which wc have adopted.

Ml'.

.Viniii'u

and
(

Criniss

J amks, for iiiural decorations in (he Ivskiino

for field explorations for fossil horses;

ii;oi{(;i:

S. I'xiw doIN, for the (lr\clo|)iiieiii of the

(

"clacea Col-

led ion;

From Mr.
Black

S.\Mri:i, \

.

Moniil:iiiis

IIkii \i\\, lor an cnioiiioloyic;!! expiMJiiioii to (he

of

.Xordi

(

'aroliii;i

;

NEWS NOTES
From Mr. James R. Keexe,

13

famous race horse

the skeleton of his

"Sysonby;"
From Mrs. F. K. Sturgis an additional contribution

for the purchase of

Birds of Paradise;

From Mr. Francis R. Appletox
From Mr. A. C. Clarkson, the
the late

Museum

at the

which was held

and entomological

library

collection of

Frederick Clarkson.

INIr.

Professors

for exploration for fossil horses;

Allen and Henry F. Osborn represented the
autumn meeting of the National Academy of Sciences
in Boston on November 20-22 in the new buildings of
A.

J.

the Harvard Medical School.

At

this

meeting Professor Osborn pre-

sented two papers, one on "Section of American Tertiaries," and the
other on

"A

Complete ^Mounted Skeleton

saurus of the Permian."

Among

Finback Lii^ard Nao-

of the

the extensive series of exhibits dis-

played at the conversazione held in connection with the meeting there

were the following by Professor Osborn:
extinct horses of

F. Osborn, water-colors, photographs;

plete section of the x\merican Tertiaries,

Upon

receipt

attained by

plorer, a temporary exhibit

of the dogs

One

—a

was

Mr. Peary's
mounted specimens

installed pertaining to

which he used on one of

a figure dressed in Arctic clothing

On

com-

E. Peary, U. S. N., the Arctic ex-

of his sledges harnessed to four

employed by the explorer.

(2) first

])reliminarv study.

announcing the "farthest north"

of the telegrams

Commander Robert

Arctic work.

Recent restorations of

North America, executed by Charles R. Knight, under

Henry

direction of

(1)

his earlier expeditions

showed the means

the sledge

together with

of transportation

was one

of the sleeping-bags

On

a neighboring table

so essential to existence in the Arctic regions.

were shown photographs of Peary's steamer, the "Roosevelt," together
with photographs of the explorer and his party.

how Peary determined

The

question as to

was answered by the display

his position

of a

sextant for determining latitude and a chronometer for determining

longitude used by General Greely in his famous polar

doned by him

at Fort

Conger.

On

work and aban-

a section of a globe nearby

illustrat-

ing the north polar regions, Peary's route to the farthest north position

was shown by means

Among

of colored cord.

recent accjuisitions to the

mention should be made of a large

Department
series of

of Mineralogy special

nuggets and coarse gravel
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Gold from

])lac'er

in weight;

a wonderful crystal and a magnificent group of ruby-red

Tourmaline

(Ilubellite) of

gem

and deep color from the noted

cjuality

Pala near San Diego, California;

locality at

New

from

diggings in Alaska aggregatiiitj; ahout 4 pounds troy

and a block

South Wales bearing a surface of more than 90 square

inches of Precious

()j)al.

Tuesday, October

30, the National Association of

ties for the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals held

in the

West Assembly

The Museum
Samoan

the

of (luartzite

outfit for the

Audubon

its

Socie-

annual meeting

Hall.

recently acf|uired by purchase a fine collection from

Among

Islands.

manufacture

other things this contains a complete

of bark or

"tapa"

In the manufacture

cloth.

of this cloth, single strips of bark from a species of mulberry are pre-

pared by scraping and soaking

in water, after

which they are beaten

out very thin by means of small wooden clubs.
while
to

still

thin sheets,

wet, are laid one over another and the whole beaten together

Such bark cloth

form a large sheet of uniform thickness.

res{)ects

These

a kind of

damaged by

but

])a})er,

water.

The
For

or rather rubbing.

it is

serviceable as cloth since

finished cloth

this

in relief are

upon which the

sticks of coloring matter,

like

is

crayon.

in

some

not easily

is

ornamented by

often

purpose designs

or built u]) of ])alm-leaf cuttings,

rubbed with

is

it

])rinting,

carved on wood

cloth

is

laid

and

This leaves an

impression of the raised portion of the carving similar to that ])ro(luced

when a school-boy rubs
some

the impression of a coin into the fiy-leaf of his

Aside from the tapa

book.

pieces of finished

utensils

outfit,

and other implements.

together with

otlici-

the collection contains several hand-

doth and a number of costumes, household

niatciMal

It is

in

proposed

to install this collection

the ]\Iuseuni as a sjx'cial

cxliil)!!

fi'oiu

one of the colonial possessions of the Fiiitcd States.
I)k.

K. O.

latter part

of

lI()\i;vof the

Department of Geology returned in the
in Mexico of the Tenth

October from the convention

International Geological Congress to which he was sent as the delegate
of the

Museum.

14, inclusive,

The

and was

convention met
atlendeil by

in

Mexico City September

many

of Knroj)e as well as of the I'liited States.

with

iiim

of the

|)r()niiiicnl

lo

Dr. Ilovey l)n»ught back

a large series of s|)ccimens of ores, rocks mihI

main- pliotograolis (negatives) for the

(i

geologists

Museum

collections.

fossils

and

LECTURES

A

VALUABLE

15-

Collection of the co-types of the ants obtained

fessor Filippi Sylvestri of

Naples

in a^trip across

years ago has been presented to the

Museum

by Pro-

South America some

by the

The
Emery

collector.

corresponding type collection was described by Professor Carlo
of Bologna.

The

great Scudder collection of fossil ants from Florissant, Colorado,

Museum for study and description. The colmore than 4,000 specimens representing about 40
species.
None of these species has been described, and there is ample
material for the work. The specimens are almost entirely males and
females which dropped into the Tertiary lake of Florissant while on
has been loaned to the
lection consists of

nuptial

their

no workers are represented

Practically

flight.

in

the

series.

LECTURES.
Legal Holiday Course.

Upon

the four principal legal holidays occurring during the winter-

season the

no

Museum

has for

many

years given lectures free to the public,

The programine

tickets being required for admission.

season follows.

The

Thanksgiving Day, November
Its

— E. O. Hovey, "Volcanoes,"
— Louis P. Gratacap, "Iceland:

29, 1906.

Christmas Day, December 25, 1906.

New

for the current

doors open at 2:45 and the lectures begin at 3:15.

Scenery and Inhabitants,"

Year's Day, January

Home-Life
Washington's

"The

1,

1907.

— Frank

M. Chapman, "The

of Flamingoes,"

Birthday,

February

22,

1907.

— Harlan

I.

Smith,

Five American Nations: Conquerors of the Snow, Forest,.

Mist, Desert and Plain."

People's Course.

The programme of
is

illustrated Free Lectures to the People for January-

as follows:

Tuesday evenings
January
January

8.—
15.

at 8 o'clock.

E. C. Culver.

— Colvin

B.

"The Yellowstone National Park."
"The Sierra Nevada Mountains and

Brown.

the Yosemite valley."

AMERICAS MUSEUM JOUILXAL
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January 22.—
Jamiarv29.

(

February

W.

J.

5.

)\ve to the

—-"The

eourse

January

5.

January

12.

January

19.

January

20.

These

ot"

at

leetures

What We

IiuHan Inventor."

8 o'eloek.

hy Professor

II.

E.

('rani|)t(>ii, ('(>hini!)ia I'niversity.

I)evel()])inent

— "The

Evidence of

Fo.ssils."

lectures are given in coo])eration with

New

York.

They

of

the reguhitions of

tlie

the ca.se of

in

at 7:

(

and no

liihh-en,

who,

the Department of Education, will be

Member

admitted only on j)resentation of the ticket of a
doors open

Dejjartnient of Educa-

are open free to the ])uhlic

tickets are re(|uire(l for aihnittance, exce|)t

The

LatuI of Sunsliiiu'."

— " Prineiples of Orfjanie Evolution."
— "The Anatomieal Evidence of Evohition."
as Evidence of Evolution."
—"

tion of the City of

on account

tlu'

"Primitive Inventions.

Jaiiics.

KeHijion of the SoiUhwest Indians."

Saturday evenin<js

A

"Raiiiona and

Fairhaiik.

— George Wliartoii

of the

Museum.

30 o'clock and close when the lectures begin.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
Xew ^Ork .Academy of Sciences and .Miiliatcd
Museum according to the following schedule:
On Monday evenings, "^riie Xew York Academy of Sciences:

Meetings of the

Societies

are held at the

Mondays, Section of Geology and Mineralogy.
Second ^Mondays, Section of Biology.
First

Third Mondays, Section of Astronomy, Physics ;>nd ("hemistry.
Fourth Mondays, Section of .Vnthropoiogy and Psychology.

On Tuesday

evenings, as announced:

The Linnrean

The Xew York

Society,

l^ntomological

."Society

and

the Torrey Botanical Club.
()n

Wednesday evenings, as announced:
The Xew York Mineralogical Club.

The ])rogramme

of meetings of the respective organizations

Xew

the weekly "Bulletin" of the
the

members

\'()rk

of the several societies.

request of the

is

issued

.\cademy of .Scicuces and sent

Members

of the

Musemn

in

to

on making

Director will be j)rovided with these circulars a> they are

published.

The

folhtwing lectiu'cs have been given

at

tli<'

Mnscinn

recently through

coiiperalion with the .\cademy:

October

November

2«.l.

P.).

Dr.

I'".

.\.

Lucas, " Elephants, Past and i'n-scnt."

and Xautical

December

.">.

"The Pro|)osed Astronomical
Museum for Xew ^'ork City."

Professor C. L. Poor,

<

1li lies

Truax. "Tin-

^ Cllowstoue

National Park."

o ^

The American Museum Journal
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MEMORIALS OF MEN OF

[ATURDAY

afternoon,

SCIENCE.

December

29,

the

unveiling ceremonies of the busts which

impressive-

have been

installed in the foyer representing ten of the

have been foremost

America were held

in the
in

2^

advancement

men who

of science in

After

the large auditorium.

anthem "America," Doctor Herthe ^Museum, acting for Mr. Morris K..

singing the national

mon

C.

Bumpus, Director

of

Jesup, President, presented the busts to the Trustees.

After the gift

had been accepted by the Hon. Joseph H. Choate on behalf

of the

board, memorial addresses were delivered in accordance with the

fol-

lowing programme:

Benjamin Franklin by Dr. S. Weir Mitchell of Philadelphia; Alexander von Humboldt, by His Excellency Baron Speck von Sternburg, German Ambassador, (Read by Major T. von Korner, Military Attache of
the Embassy); John James Audubon, by Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief,
U. S. Biological Survey, Washington, D. C; John Torrey, by Dr.

New York

Nathaniel L. Britton, Director,

New

Botanical Garden,

Joseph Henry, by Dr. Robert S. Woodward, President,
Carnegie Institution, Washington, D. C; Louis Agassiz, a letter wasread from the Rev. Edward Everett Hale, an intimate personal friend

York

City;

James Dwight Dana, by Dr. Arthur TwiningNew Haven, Conn.; Spencer
Fullerton Baird, by Dr. Hugh M. Smith, Deputy Commissioner, Bureau
of Fisheries, Washington, D. C; Joseph Leidy, by Dr. William Keith
Brooks, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.; Edward DrinkerCope, by Dr. Henry Fairfield Osborn, Curator, Department of Verte-

of Professor Agassiz;

Hadley, President, Yale University,

brate Pala?ontology, American

The
of

of

Natural History.

occasion was a notable event in the annals of the

American science

full

^Museum

capacity with

in general.

members

of the

The

^Museum and

hundreds were turned away from the
accommodation. The addresses were

them were

^Museum and

auditorium was crowded to
visiting scientists,

hall for lack of space for their
alive with interest

and some of

historic in value for their appreciation of great
19

it&

and

men

of the

WILLIAM COUPER
'I'lic

sculptor of

tlip

20

hiists

in

the

I'uycr

THE PROGRESS OF SCIENCE
men

past by great

A

of the present

who were

pamphlet containing the addresses

graphs of the busts

the busts

represent the subjects in the prime of

The

worthy memento

life

and

The

of this

busts are intended to

at the zenith of their

powers.

data used were photographs, painted and other portraits, descrip-

tions

and

illustrated with photo-

Mr. William Couper

is

a sculptor of international reputation.

city,

and

to serve as a

leaflet to the foyer.

who prepared

artist

their pupils or their friends.

in full

now being prepared

and a guide

of the occasion

The

is

21

by contemporaries and the

criticisms

and suggestions

of friends

relatives, as far as obtainable.

EXHIBITION OF THE PROGRESS OF SCIENCE.
|S

a feature of the great convention of American scientists

which was held from December 27

to

January 2

at the

Museum, Columbia University and other institutions in
the city, the New York Academy of Sciences in cooperation with the

^Museum assembled material from

over the country to represent the progress

in

alt

science,,

both pure and applied, that has been made during the past few years.

would be impractical)le to give, in the space available in the American Museum Journal, an exhaustive account of the noteworthy features of the exhibition and we shall attempt only to touch upon a few
of the most salient points.
The exhibition was given Friday and
Saturday, December 28 and 29, under the direct auspices of the
Acadenl}^ and was continued imder the auspices of the Museum for
It

two weeks

longer.

In the department of Anatomy a series of excellent preparations of
electric fishes

and

dissections

surprising as showing the

and diagrams

number

current induced by their peculiar organs.

was declared by an eminent authority
important assemblage of
since

it

showed

all

its

of their electric organs

of such species

to

The

the most important recent

Astronomy

work

of

this coimtrv,
all

the great

In the department of Bacteriology

there were extensive exhibits of cultures
institutions in this citv

exhil)it of

be the most remarkable and

kind thus far gotten together in

observatories in the United States.

was

and the strength of

and methods from

which are carrving on researches

all

the great

in this science.

.
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the

includiiio-

From

American Musevim.
was most

specialist, tlie e.\hil)itioii

the

it

view of the

of

j)()iiit

hut

iiiterestinijj,

re<|iiire(l

exphinatioM for the average visitor to spend the time over
deserve<

it

much

that

it

1

The

dej^artmeut

interest,

Botany contained many features of

of

amont; which

may

l)e

mentioned

and sour

and a

diiferent colors;

sections of

more than 100 dairy

set of

and hacteria, including those that give the

cheese, produce the sweet

(general

natural Sj)ineless Cactus

tlie

from the Island of Culehra, Porto Rico; a
fun<;i

too

flavor to

Camembert

and turn milk

of milk

cur<lliiig

remarkable photomicrographs of thin-

series of

American woods.

The Chemistry

was

exhibit

large.

most popular

Its

haps, were those pertaining to radium and the effects of

its

features, per-

use in surgery.

The dej)artment of Electricity was much in evidence at the exhibition,
on account, particularly, of the Telharmonium and the " Helion Filament" incandescent lamps. The former is a newly devised musical instrument, while the latter

methods

revoluti«)n in

lamp

follows clo.sely

new lamp

a

is

that bids fair to introduce a

The

of illumination.

upon the successful manufacture of the tantalum
and marks the third wonderful discovery

:and the tungsten lam])s

The new

incandescent lighting within two years.
silicon deposited Uj)on

carbon, and, although

ordinary carbon filament,
three times as
In

the

centered

much

earthenware

was exhumed recently
Island.

The

in

tant bearing on the anticpiity of

bone objects from caves

in

costs

more than the

longer and gives more than
of power.

and Archa'ology

jar of Iro(|Uoian

local

is

not uni(|ue, but

An

tliis

xicinity.

num

in .\inerica

California.

Avenue,

iOth
it

is

the most

exhibit having imj)or-

was

The

interest

Indian mainifac-

214th Street and

at

sjx'cimen

perfect that has been found

it

in

filament consists of

same consumption

de])artment of Pvtlmology

Manhattan

of

much

lasts

it

light for the

ai'oinid a large

ture which

production of the helion

that of

oi)jccts

some worked

are apparently

(ilarial or interglacial age.

The department

of Ivxperinienlal

of the public through the crowing of

l''.\()lnlion

some

alliieled the attention

live roosters

introduced for

the j)ur|)ose of showing the effects of breecling along certain lines.

(

)ther

and diagrams showing the maniinherited eharaeteristics under cro.ss-

interesting exhibits were s|)ecimens
festations of

breeding.

tlie

In

Mentlelian law of

the

ile|)aitnient

of

I'Apcriniental

I'sychology

mention

THE PROGRESS OF SCIENCE
may

be made of a

series of

23

photographs of the movements of the eve

examining sundry objects and particularly

in

in reading, together with

the apparatus used in making the negatives.

Geology and Geography were well represented, particularly through
the

maps and
and

States

other publications showing the recent

work

of the United

Special mention should

several State geological surveys.

be made of the new unpublished maps of Connecticut and Massachu-

The American Museum

setts.

contributed to this department models

of Martinique and Mt. Pele and a series of transparencies of the

West

Indies and Mexico.

In the section of Mineralogy the most important displays of popular
interest

were the

series of

specimens of unusually large and perfect

crystals of Calcite collected last

York

summer

in the northern part of

State by an expedition from the State

Museum and

New

the set of

great ruby red Tourmalines and Beryls from near San Diego, California.

The American Museum showed
accessions to

cabinet including a particularly

its

large crystals of

Invertebrate

here some of the most striking recent

Ruby Tourmaline
Palaeontology

handsome group

does not ordinarily contribute showy

material to an exhibition, but attention was attracted at the
''

of

from California.

(Rubellite)

Academy

conversazione" by the display of Trilobites, Eurypterids (crustaceans)

Hexactinellids (glass sponges) and other fossils sent

York

State

Museum from

part of the state.

down by

recent collecting in the central

The American ^Museum

the

New

and western

contributed to this section

some remarkable Cretaceous cephalopods and a series illustrating
Jurassic fauna of the Black Hills of South Dakota and Wyoming.

The major

the

portion of the display in the section of Vertebrate Palfeon-

was contributed by the American Museum and consisted of
many remarkable specimens most of which have been noticed in preMention should be made, however, of
vious issues of the Journal.

tolog}^

the skeleton of the strange-looking Fin-backed Lizard, Naosaurus,
the restorations of several

fossil

fishes

and the

practically complete

specimen of a giant Tortoise from the Badlands of Wyoming.
Tortoise has

its

nearest living relatives

among

This

the big turtles of the

Galapagos Islands.

To

the sections of Pathology, Pharmacology, Physics and Physiol-

ogy the American

Museum made

no contributions of

section of Phvsics, as usual, attracted

much

attention

exhibits.

from

The

visitors.
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Recent

aroused imicli interest

e{irth(|iuikes

<rra])h

and

taken

witli the lens

New York

records for

its

from a

is

A

of seisnio-

series of photo<);raj)lis

eye was worth more than a

fish's

Tlie Zeiss epidiascope

glance.

new form

a

in

City.

a

new and

passintj;^

successful electric lantern

device for throwing; on a screen pictures from ordinary photographic

and other opa(|ue

prints

was a

e.xhihit

prominent feature of the Diysics

December

lecture Saturday evening,

"The

F. Nichols on

and lantern

A

objects.

Pre.s.sure of

The

slides.

20, by Professor Iv

Light," illustrated with experiments

Physiolog}' exhibit

was extensive and conSomething

tained nuich of technical as well as popular interest.

motion always attracts a crowd, hence

showing a

in

the ])oj)nlarity of the /.oetrope

series of kinetoscope pictures of the

movements

of the alimen-

and the working model of the

tary canal taken with X-ray apparatus,

heart showing ])erfectly the action of valves.

Hv

far the

all,

advances nuide during the past

clearly the
tain lines,

most attractive exhibit of

was

and the one showing most
along cer-

five years, at least

'i'he exhibit consisted

that of the de])artment of Zoology,

American Museum of Xat\ual
Hi.story, the New York Zoological Park, the Acjuariinn and the HrookAmong the American Museum exhibits, most attention
Ivn Museum.
j)rincipally

of contributions froni

the

was attracted perhaj)s by that of two mounted lions, showing in mo.st
.striking maimer the advance that has been made in a comparatively
few years over the old methods of taxidermy.
emplified in the
visitors

at the Zoological

Museum,

entered bv the
'I'hese

mount

The new

of " Hannibal," the lion, so well

Park

in

Bronx

were the grouj) of Wapiti, or American Klk,

and

in

the East

ten grou|)s of

birds with panoramic backgrounds, illustrating a novel

In .seven

hori/on in

its

familiar

anemone).

most
'J'he

j)art,

citv.

.*~i(|uid

'I'he

marine

The

many

Manunal

North American

method

of light-

of

invertebrates,

j)articularly

the .New I-'ngland coast

exhibit

and

some

insects,

an .\ctinian (sea

from the Zoological Park consisted,

for

the

of nKij)s, ])hotographs, trans|)arencies an<l sam|)les of labels.

New ^Ork

of the

to

of the.se the background is curved, so as to rej)resent the
Mention should be made of the waxnatural position.

and-glass models of various
the

known

Other exhibits were

I'ark.

but not removed from the exhibition halls.

Hall, second floor of the building,

ing.

ideas were ex-

.\<|Uiiriuin, in

ai|ii;iri;i

lirooldvn

addition to similar exhibits, showed

which are snp|>licd
lii>liliUc

Museum

some

to the public .schools of
exliil>ited

tyj)ical

the

collection.s

EXPEDITION TO EGYPT
showing

to

disseminate knowledge outside the ]\Iuseiim.

Hag

Fishes and other curious marine forms were

efforts

its

Japanese Sharks,

25

very interesting to the speciahst, and Economic Entomology was

illus-

by the photographs, transparencies and specimens

illus-

trated, in part,

trating

progress

recent

mosquito and

in

methods

in

New

Jersey in

the extermination of

of educating the public

the

on the subject.

EXPEDITION TO THE DESERT OF FAYOUM, EGYPT.

X

January 5 Professor Henry F. Osborn

accompanied by

]\Iessrs.

Egypt

sailed for

Walter Granger and George

Olsen of the Department of

^"ertel)rate PahTeontology

on an exploring expedition of three months into the

Fayoum
dicted

Sirenia

that

Osborn

1900 Professor

In

desert.

pre-

^

the remote ancestors of the Proboscidea,

and Hyracoidea would prove

to

be of African origin, and soon

afterward, through the extensive exploration and study of this region

by the Egyptian
yielded

some

Siu'vey,

of the

this

prophecy came

true.

most remarkable recent discoveries

This desert has
in paUieontology,

among which may be cited, besides those in the three orders above
mentioned, many entirely new and unique forms, one of which is Arsinoitherium.
Dr. C. W. Andrews of the British Museum and Mr.
Hugh J. N. Beadnell of the Egyptian Siu'vey have been the principal
students of this fauna and have described their discoveries in a series
of papers published during the last five years, culminating in a large

quarto memoir published

Ever since the
fauna,

new

last

year by Dr. Andrews.

fulfillment of his

to science. Professor

explore the Fayoiun, but he

felt

prophecy and the discovery of

Osborn has been anxious

to visit

this

and

that he could not go before the publi-

cation of Dr. Andrews's report freed the field to

all scientific

workers.

Palaeontologists at present regard Africa as the storm center of their

work and look
of the

to the revelation of its secrets for the solution of

problems which confront them

in the unraveling of

If the expedition is successful, the addition of this

tion of fossil vertebrates in our ^Museinn will greatly
to the public

and

its

fauna

many

the past.

to the collec-

enhance

its

interest

value to the student.

Fauna! Relations of Europe and America during the Tertiary Period and
Theory of the Successive Invasion of an African Fauna into Europe. Ann. N. Y^
^

Acad.

Sci., Vol.

XIII, No.

1,

July 21, 1900, pp. 1-72.
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TJIE
l^vsideiit

Jesup jjrovided the iiecessarv

])eciiniarv

.suj)])()rt

for the

embarked on his nn(lertakin<j with
letters from President Roosevelt to Lord Cromer, the head of the Egyptian government, intro(hi(in<r him as (Jeologist and Paheontologist of
the U. S. (leological Survey, as well as Vice-president and Curator of
this Museum, and from eminent English and (iernum scientists who
have preceded him in the work of exploring this desert.
Professor
Oshorn will return about April 1 and will doubtless have a story of

•exjjeihtion,

and Professor

()sl)orii

experiences very diflFerent from those incident to the exploration of our

own western
by camel
desert,

much time in the
The jjarty goes

country, to which he has devoted so

last fifteen years, interesting as the latter

have been.

southwestward from Cairo three days' journey into the

train

and the region

in

which work

is

to

be carried on

at least fifty

is

miles from the nearest source of water.

THE MUSEUM "BULLETIN" FOR

HE

twenty-second volume of the Bulletin' of the Ameri-

can

Museum was

articles,

which

museum and

issued during the year lOOG.
to the scientific

pertain

volume

The

obtained from the Librarian.
is

The

work of the

are technical in character, are also pub-

lished separately and, like the

the volume

1906.

itself,

may be

table of contents of

as follows:
Page

Art.

The Habits of the Tent-Building Ant (Crrma.sfofja.sfrr IliiroSay).
By Willlvm Morion Wiikklkk. (Plates A'l)

I.

/ato

I

On

Art. H.
r:ASK.

Art. hi.

On

of Fossil Turtles.

the

reference to

Morton-

The

Art. V.

19

new ( jcuera

{Ecliiinitriiii/.s-

and two new Species {Xenochclys

7>?////«;»/)

W

Pounding

tlie
II

Parasitic

i;i:li:i{.

By Olivkr

of Colonics

jttrmosd

P.

by (^iiccn

and Slave-making

(I'laies

Ortlioptcra of the

II \v.

and Xnio-

and Trrrnpene
(7 text figures)

.\nts,

S|)ccies.

i{y W'li.i.iwi

VIII XPn)

Bahamas.

By
Aur.

.1.

\ II.

27

with special

33

By

.Ia.mks A. (J. Kkiin.

107

(4 text figures)

Art. VI.

1

By K. C.

(Plate VII)

Descriptions of two

chelys)

Art. IV.

the Skull of Edajihosnuriis por/onirts Cope.

Tlie Myzostoines of the "Albatross" K\|)editi(>n to .la|»an.
F. M(('l,r.\i)o\.

(Plates

XV

XVII

II'.)

)

Notes on Suiiic .lurassic Fossils fnini

l'"i\iii/.

.loscf

Land,

MUSEUM BULLETIN
Member

brought by a

R. P.

Whitfield.

27

By

of the Ziegler Exploring Expedition.

(Plates

XVIII, XIX)

131

New or little-known Mammals from the Miocene of South

Art. VIII.

By W. D.

xVmerican jNIuseum Expedition of 1903.

Dakota.

]Matthew and

W. Gidley.

J.

Part IV,

W.

J.

G.

(20 text fig-

135

ures)

On Two

Eocene Turtles, Chisternon
Art. IX.
AnosteraLieidy.
Oliver
P. Hay.
By
heidy und
(3 text figures)
Durango,
Mexico, by
Northwestern
Art. X. List of Birds collected in
Genera

Interesting

of

H. Batty, during 1903. By Waldron De Witt INIiller
Art. XL Arachnida of the Bahamas. By Nathan Banks. (4
J.

.

.

185

Mammals

from the States of Sinaloa and Jalisco, Mexico,

H. Batty during 1904 and 1905. By J. A. Allen.
(Plates XX-XXXIII and 3 text figures)
Art. XIII. ISIilk Dentition of the Hyracoid SagJiatherium, from the
Upper Eocene of Egypt. By Henry Fairfield Osborn. (3 text
by

collected

J.

A New

Wingless Fly (Puliciphora borinquenensis) from

By William

Porto Rico.

ISIorton

Wheeler.

(Plate

Volcanic Ash in the Bridger Beds of Wyoming.

Sinclair.

XXXV-XXXVIII)

(Plates

XXXIV)
By J. W.

'
.

Second Communication.

273

.

By Henry Fairfield Osborn.

(Plate

XXXIX)
Art. XVII.

281

New

Notes on the Osteology of Triccratops.

NUM Brown.

(Plate

The Ants

Art. XVIII.

XLI and

Art. XIX.

XL, and

of Japan.

By Bar297

2 text figures)

By William Morton Wheeler.
301

2 text figures)

The Ants

of the

Grand Canyon, Arizona.

By William

Morton Wheeler
Art. XX.

The Ants
Wheeler. (1 text

Art.

267

Tyrannosaurus, Upper Cretaceous Carnivorous Dinosaur.

Art. XVI.

(Plate

191

263

figures)

Art. XIV.

Art. XV.

161

text

figures)

Art. XII.

155

XXL
Times.

Art. XXII.

329
of

the

Bermudas.

By William ]Morton
347

figure)

Hypothetical Outlines of the Continents in Tertiary

By W. D. Matthew.

A New

Genus

of

(7 text figures)

Notes on a Small Collection of Equine Teeth
California.

By

J.

353

Horses from the Mascall Beds, with

W. Gidley.

in the University of

(1 text figure)

Remarks on and Descriptions of Jurassic Fossils of the
Black Hills. By R. P. Whitfield and E. O. Hovey. (Plates
XLII-LXII)

385

Art. XXIII.

'

389
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XX1\

Art.

An

.

ot"

certain Maladjiistinciits in the

By William .Moutox Wiikklku.

IMaiiis.

LXIII-LX\I II aii<l text fignre)
The Hees of Florissant, Colorado.

(Plates

403

1

XXV.

Am-.

Siudy

Etliolotjjical

Relations of Ants to

T.

D.

.\.

By T.

D.

.V.

liy

CocKKHKLl
(

.\iri-.

'dcKKKKLL.
A.

X\'I1

457

(I text fignre)

(IMate

XXIX.

XXX.

l-'lorissant.

Hy T.

of Florissant, Colorado.

45!)

Maninials from the island of Hainan,

1.

(

"liina.

\)\

.\.

.1.

LIX)

4(i5

By

Colorado.

Fossil Saw-Hies

Phytij-plKigons Ilymenopiera from

and

Fossil Parasitic

F'lorissant,

Art.

from

Cictidtt

The Fo.ssil Moliusea
COCKERELL

Allkx.
AuT.

Fossil

XX\'II.
1).

.\|{T.

411)

A

Art. XX\'1.

Cm.\rle.s T. Brue.s

491

from Florissant, Colorado.

By

'i\ 1>. .\.

COCKERELI

499
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hrate

NOTES.

Williani ^r. Wheeler, Curator of Tnverte-

Zoology,

lectiireil

in

the aiulitoriiiin on

"The

I'olymorphi.sm of Social In.sects" before a large audi-

ence on Friday, December 2S.

The

was

lecture

fol-

lowed by a meeting at which was organized the Society

American Entomologists, with Professor

of
.stock of Cornell

rniver.sity

as president and Doctor K.

The

Washington, D. C., as secretary.
well as other

working entomologists and

society includes

Com-

Titus of

economic as

l)egins life with

nearly three

in connection with the meeting an interesting ex-

hundred members,
hibition

J. II.

S. (J.

was made, the principal features of which were some air-brush

enlargements of simdrv insects for lecture room purposes, a berlese
a|)paratus for catching
sj)iders'

webs, an

of

in.sects

fossil

Ox

in.sects,

from Florissant, Colorado.

Decendx'r 2S and

largely altendcfl sessions of

meeting formed a

which was held
inclusive.

a wonderful series of j)hotographs of

ant nest and a series of excellent specimens

artificial

2!)
its

the

(

leologic al Society of

annual meeting

|)ortion of the great

in

New

at

the

.\inerica held

Museum.

'I'his

conxcntion of scientific societies

^'ork Citv from

j)ecend)er27

to

January

.">,

MUSEUM NEWS NOTES
On

29

Saturday evening, December 29, a reception

to

the visiting

delegates of the American Association for the

and

was given

affihated societies

New York Academy

operation with the

was a

of this reception

of Sciences.

series of brief lectures

which were given

tions

at

Advancement of Sciences
the Museum by the trustees in co-

One

of the features

with lantern slide illustra-

in the large lecture hall according to the follow-

ing programme:

"Mt. Pele and

Pierre," by E. O. Hovey;

St.

"The Fur-Seal Islands of Alaska," by Charles H. Townsend;
"The Home-Life of the Brown Pelican," by F. M. Chapman;
"The Fire-Walking Ceremony of Tahiti," by H. E. Crampton;
"Illustrations of

Wild Flowers used

in Lectures

for the Preservation of Native Plants,"

"Recent Explorations and Results
brate Palaeontology," by

The

Henry

American Bison Societv held

on Thursday, January

10.

its

by the Society

by Charles L. Pollard;

of the

Department

of Verte-

F. Osborn.

annual meetino- at the

This society has for

its

Museum

object not only the

prevention of the extermination of the Bison, but also the encoiu'age-

ment

of the raising of the animal

as a

commercial proposition.

A

generation ago the Bison, or American Buffalo, roamed over the western plains in vast herds, estimated to contain more than ten million
individuals, while to-dav,

on account of the merciless and wanton slaugh-

ter practised in the early eighties, scarcely

be

The

in existence.

two thousand are known

of Bison reservations in each state

where climate and other conditions

are favorable for the maintenance and increase of herds.

York

the proposition

square miles

in

to

society proposes to encourage the estalilishment

is

For

New

that, as a beginning, the State set aside nine

one of the reserved areas of the Adirondack region and

appropriate !$15,000 for the purchase and maintenance of a herd of
fifteen Bison.

Dr. William T. Hornaday, director of the

Zoological Park,

is

the president of the society.

New York
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Till-:

The

of

Dej)artmeiit

rala'ontolo^y

\ ertebrute

added

lias

to

its

Horse Alcove, through the generosity of Mr. Randolph Hmitington,

The

the skeleton of the Arabian stallion "Xiinr."

skeleton has been

mounted bv Mr. S. H. Chubl) luider the direction of Professor Osborn
in such a manner as to show the characteristics of the Arabian Horse,
particularly the high elevation of head and tail when the animal is
This race of Horse

excited.

characterized

is

high, prominent, broailly separated
jiosition of pelvis,

iiorizontal

j)rofile,

cannon bones and
only

undertaken

orl)its,

long

study

of

Maky

concave

skeleton

the

of

Arabian

the

Huntington stud and many photographs taken from
]\Iiss

skull witii

round thorax, long and slender

The mounting

j)asterns.

after

by a small

slender nose and

horses

in

the

life.

Lois Kisseli. has been engaged by the Department

of Ethnoloffv to arrange the exhibits of basketrv for the various

American

was

The

tribes.

North

]\Iuseum possesses large collections of some

very rare Californian baskets, particularly the so-called "ti-stitch" of
the

Pomo.

to the

entire

"^riie

collection has been re-arranged according

The

weave, and labels for the specimens are being j)repared.

plan of the

new

exhibit includes a general synoptic series for the chief

weaves employed
is

Pomo

Following

in the different parts of the world.

this

it

proposed to arrange according to locality the Museum's large col-

lection of baskets

from California and the adjacent parts of the Pacific

Coast.

The

American

Institute

Social Service oj)cned

(^f

Safety Devices and Industrial Hygiene at the

nary 20,

to

The

continue two weeks.

public, comprises live machinery,

from various

and shows

lMiroj)eaii

in striking

behind Europe

in

exhibition,

working

the fact

any organized

The

tliat

we

effort to protect

on account of the great recent increase
liiiib^

(tl"

Tin; record of attendance
visitors.

Aiiierlcan

at

the

fi'ce to

the

photographs
I

workmen

exhibition has aroused

tlif life,

jic'iltli

is

nited States,

are nearly a generalion

interest

470,1.').')

wliicli

models and

countries, as well as from the

maimer

while they are at work.

;iii(l

an Kxj)osition of

Mu.seum Tuesday, Jan-

in

tiDin
nnicli

injury

public

accidents affecting

workmen.

Mnseinn during

the year 1906

was

LECTURES

St

LECTURE ANNOUNCEMENTS.

MEMBERS' COURSE.
The
of the

second course of lectures for the season 1906-1907

American

Museum

Members

plimentary tickets given them by

The

and March.
and will be

fully illustrated

the course

as follows:

is

February

21.

February

28.

to

Members-

Natural History and persons holding com-

of

be given during February
on Thursday evenings at 8:15

will

lectures will be delivered

The programme

by stereopticon views.

— Frank M. Chapman, "The Birds of Spring."
— Richard Tjader, "Hunting Big Game British
in

for

East

Africa."

March
March

14.

March

21.

7.

— Frederic A. Llx'as, "Whales and Whaling."
— Edmund Otis Hovey, "Earthquakes; Their Causes and
— Clark Wissler, "Living with the Indians the Plains."
Effects."

of

PUPILS' COURSE.

The
and

will

Lectures to Public School Children will be resumed in

March

be given in accordance with the following programme.
Apr.

Monday,

8.— "Along

the Historic Hudson."

By

G. H. Sher-

wood.

10.— "Life in the Far North." By H. I. Smith.
12.— "New York City in Colonial Days." By R. W.
jNIiner.

15.

— "The

American Indians

of today."

By G. H.

Pepper.

17.

— "Commercial

Centers

of

Europe."

By

E.

O.

Hovey.

19.

— "Farming

and Ranching

in the

United States."

By G. H. Sherwood.

22.

— "Travels

in

South America."

24.— "Natural Wonders

By Barnum Brown.
By R. W.

of our Country."

Miner.

26.— "The Products
These

Our Mines."

By

E. O. Hovey.

lectures are open to public school children accompanied by their
and to the children of ^Members of the iNIuseum on the presentamembership tickets.
Particulars of this course may be learned by

teachers
tion of

of

addressing the Director of the

Museum.

.
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PEOPLE'S COrUSE.
TiH'sdavs

S

at

The

m.

r.

continuation of a conrsc of

illiiNti'atctl

lectures

by (ieorge Wiiarton James.
of the Southwest Indians."
— " Tlie
Dwellers of the Southwest."
— "The Prehistoric and
— "The Colorado Desert:
Horrors, ^lystery and Recla-

Februarys.
February 12.
February

Ri'liijion

Al)orii>inal

19.

Its

niation."

February

— "Thinii's We

2().

Saturdays

at

S

The

.m.

i'.

May

Crampton

T>earn from the Indians."

continuation of a course on Evolution by

Columbia University.

of

Professor

II.

February

2.

9.

—-"Tlie
—-"The

^lethod of Evolution."

February

Fel)ruary 16.

— "The

Evolution of

February

— "Evolution

E.

23.

Human S[)ecies."
Human Races."

Evolution of the

Mind,

of

of Society

and

of Ethics."

The.se lectures are given in coi)j)eration with the Department of Education of the City of
tickets arc

re(|uirc(l

on account

of the

Xew

^'ork.

They

reifiihitions

ojx-n at 7:

Department

of the

admitted only on ])resentation of the

The doors

are oj)en free to the ])ublic

and no

for admittance, except in the case of children,

ticket of a

of Education,

Member

of the

who,

will

l)e

Museum.

30 o'clock and close when the lectures bcoin.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
Xew York Academy of Sciences and .Mlilialcd
held at the Museum according to the following scheduK-:
)n Monday evenings. The Xew ^ Ork Academy of Sciences:

Meetings of the
are

Societies

(

First Mondays, Section of (Jeology and Miiieialogy.
Second Mondays, Section of Biologx
Third Mondays, Section of .Vsti'onomy, IMiysi<'s and ("hemislry.

Fourth Mondays, Section of .\nthro|)i)logy and Psychology.

On Tuesday
The

evenings, as announced:

Linna'an

The

.Society,

the Torrey Botanical
(

)n

Wednesday
Till-

the weekly "liulletin

members

re(|Uest

|)ublishrd.

Society and

Mineralogical Club.

"

of the

ihi-

Director

will

rcsp;'clivc orgaiii/.alions

New \ Ork

of the several societies.

of ihc

I'inIom:)logi<al

evenings, as announced:

.\'cw ^()rk

Tlic programin;' of mrcliiigs of

the

Ni*\v ^ Ork

Clul).

.Vcademy of

Members

.'^<iences

of the

be |)ro\idcd with these

Museum

is

issued in

and

sent to

on making

ciriMilars as

thev are

The American Museum Journal
MARCH,

Vol. VII

No. 3

1907

THE AFRICAN LION "HANNIBAL."
|0 much favorable comment has come

to the

Museum

regarding the illustration of the mounted lion that was
issued with the

announcement

of the spring courses

we think that our ^Members will be
knowing how the specimen was acquired
and how it was prepared and mounted.
October 17, 1902, Miss Carnegie, daughter of Andrew Carnegie,
of lectures that
interested in

On

presented to the
the Barbary lion.

New York Zoological Park an excellent example of
On February 21, 1905, "Hannibal," as the lion was

and the body was presented

called, died,

to the

through the courtesy of the Zoological Society.

American Museum,
About a year later,

Mr. James L. Clark, the ^Museum's animal sculptor, began preparations
modeling the animal. The work was completed a few weeks ago^

for

and the
of the

lion

was seen by the public

New York Academy

from December 27, 1906,

on permanent

When

for the first time at the Exhibition

of Sciences

to

January

which was held

14, 1907.

It will

at the

^Museum

soon be placed

exliibition.

Clark began preparations for mounting the lion he visited

]\Ir.

the Zoological

Park and made a study

in clay

from

living specimens.

This was prepared with great care, attention being paid to every detail
of structure.
of

After the small model had been completed, the real

mounting began.

and the basis
an armature

The

work

general outline of the animal was obtained,

of the life-sized

model formed, exactly

On

for a large figure.

this

as a sculptor

makes

foundation wet clay was piled

until the mass corresponded in some degree to the measurements which
had been made from Hannibal in the flesh. ^Modeling tools in trained

hands then developed the surface and reproduced with precision the
contours of muscle, cord and tendon.

From
exact

fit,

time to time the skin was placed over the clay to insure an

and any imperfections

at last the desired

in the

model were corrected.

When

form had been attained, a plaster mold was taken,

from which a cast was made.

This cast was made very thin and lined
35
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hurlap, to coinljiiK' strength and diirahility with the luiiiiinum

of weiwlit.

make

it

sewed

After the plaster was

(h-y,

was given

a coat of shellac

to

water-proof, the skin was adjusted, and the seams were neatly
T-ast of all, the eyes,

uj).

nose and month were modeled,

— the

COMPLETED PLASTER CAST OF LION
Heady for applifatioii of skin

most

difficult

interesting part of the work, for the delicate lines

and

require the utmost

skill

and

c-losest

study for successful reproduction,

and the modeling here determines the whole expression
and the success or failure of the mount.
This,

Carnegie

method which was employed in j)reparing the
In mounting the animal the subject has
from the artist's standpoint, and the effort is successful in

in brief, is the

lion for exhibition.

been treated
getting

of the face

away

entirely

attitude chosen

is

mechanical side of taxidermy.

the

The animal

anatomy

The

rej)resented as being

is

for displaying

which gives an excellent opjjortnnity

in a position of rest,

the general

fioni

rather muisual.

which has been so carefully

worked out by the

sculptor.

THE NAOSAURUS, OR "SHIP-LIZARD."
N

I'',

of

fossil
li;is

the most
reptiles

I'cccnlh'

ancient

bodied,

as most grotescpic of

been placed on exhibition

sliort-tailccl

bon\'

as well

the .\ausaurus, a skeleton

The animal was

Hall.

mous

is

(in

n|ton

about eight

carnivorous
its

back.

in

of

feet long, a

I'cptile

The

with an

(in

which

the l)inosaur

is

heavyenor-

composed

"

From

HANNIBAL"

ths modeled

mount

37
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THE SKELETON OF NAOSAURUS
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and each spine bears a
series of little cross bars, the arrangement suggesting the masts and
yards of a square-rigged ship, whence the name of Nao-saurus or "ShipLizard." This remarkable specimen is a part of the Cope Collection
of the spines of the vertebrae greatly elongated,

of Fossil Reptiles

which was presented

Jesup a few years ago.

The bones were

of the Wichita river region, Texas,

The
during

to the

Museum by

collected in the

President

Permian beds

by Charles H. Sternberg.

spines of Naosaurus spread out like the sticks of a fan

life

and

were probably connected by tough, horny skin, though not

covered with

flesh, for

without seme such connecting tissue the spines

might easily be wrenched out of place, dislocating the backbone, since
the fin

an extension of the vertebrae, unlike the

is

fins of fishes,

which

are independent of the backbone, or the crest of the Iguana, which

simply an outgrowth from the skin.

is

Although the large sharp teeth

are well adapted to seizing and tearing the animal's prey, they are
curiously

ill-fitting,

and apparently the jaws could not be

tightly closed.

The under side of the body was covered with bony scales.
The use of the great back fin has not yet been satisfactorily explained.
It may have served partly to protect the backbone, always the most
vulnerable part in such animals, but more probably

mental.

Suggestions that

it

lurked, or as a sail to enable

and

lakes,

was

chiefly orna-

served to conceal the animal by resembling,

to the untutored eye of its prey, the reeds

rivers

it

it

and rushes among which

to traverse the waters of the

need not be taken very

it

Permian

seriously.

Although clumsy and awkward looking in comparison with the
more highly developed carnivorous reptiles and mammals of later
periods, the Naosaurus was the most active and powerful prcdaceous
animal of

its

time.

A

suggestion of

its

fighting habits

injury to one of the spines in this skeleton.

placed during

growth of

life,

is

conveyed

in the

This was broken and

dis-

probably in some affray, and afterwards united by a

false bone.

Several other specimens in the collection bear

marks of injuries received during life.
With this skeleton the Department of Fossil Vertebrates enters upon
the illustration of the fauna of the Age of Amphibians, which preceded
the Age of Reptiles as that preceded the Age of Mammals in the history
of the earth.
In the Hall of Fossil Mammals may be seen the rise and
development of the various races of quadrupeds which to-day inhabit
the earth; while the Dinosaurs, in the Dinosaur Hall, and the Marine

THE SKELETON OF NAOSAURUS

Cope Collection

A great,

flesh-eating lizard, eight feet long,

by Charles H. Sternberg.
Hermann.

Collected

by

A.

Mounted

from the Permian beds of Texas.
the .\inerican Museum in 1906

at

\

^A'<?
\

MODEL OF NAOSAURUS
Executcci under the diicctidn of Professor
in UI07.
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11.

I".

OsImhii

by

Cliiirlcs

|{.

Kiiiulu

XEW ESKIMO EXHIBIT
Reptiles, in the corridor, l^elong to
tiles

an

41

earlier period

during which Rep-

were the dominant animals of the world, and the Naosaurus and

contemporaries of the Permian Period are of that
time

when Amphibians,

still

more ancient

related to the efts anfl salamanders of the

present day, were the dominant animals and the reptile race was in

The

infancy.

splendid series of Permian fossils contained in the

collection, together

Museum,

will

with valual)le collections more recently

make

and primitive

made

its

Cope

for the

a remarkable exhibit of these gigantic amphibians

which have heretofore been imperfectly known.

reptiles,

The extreme

its

remoteness of this period

may

be judged from the

estimate that the Naosaurus lived twelve million years ago, or twice as

long ago as the Brontosaurus, six times as old as the Four-Toed Horse

and two hundred times as old as the ]\Iammoth and the Mastodon or
the oldest traces of

The
Osborn

fossil ]\Ian.

Naosaurus skeleton by Professor

description of the

scientific

will shortly

appear

in

the Bulletin of the INIuseum.

A NEW ESKIMO EXHIBIT.

HROUGH the great amount of
in

by

excellent material brought

from the many expeditions

Commander Robert E.

to the

tensive whaling cruises of Captain

American

Museum

Far North made

Peary, U. S. N., and the ex-

George Comer the

stands preeminent

among

all insti-

tutions along the lines of ethnological research

Arctic peoples.

The

completeness

assembled has enabled the

Museum

cases which illustrate vividly the

Eskimo, together with their

methods

A

of

the

amid

and data thus

to install a series of

home and

utensils,

material

groups and

village life of the Central

implements and weapons and the

of using them.

large free space has been formed at the north end of the

North

Hall on the ground floor of the building near the entrance to the audi-

torium by removing two of the

tall

pier cases

and substituting lower

cases which are better adapted to the display of the material used.
result of the

may

change

is

obtain a clear general idea of the whole exhibit.

for visitors

One

that from any point within the area the visitor

have been provided

in the

Resting places

shape of two skin-covered sledges

which were among the number used by Mr. Peary

in his arctic

work.

TIIK

42

An
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imafjiruitlon that

is

vivid

enough

to ehniinatetlie comforts of the

exhibition hall would enable a person, sitting upon one of these sledges
to think himself amonj; the interesting inlial)itants of the land of cold

INTERIOR OF ESKIMO IGLOO

From

and snow,
iti

— the

liiiul

grn\ip in H:ill \o. lOS

of the midnight sun in

winter, save for the briUianl moouHglit

A

siiiiiiiicr

ami of darkness

and the annua

iiorcahs.

general glance at the exhibit leads to an appreciation of the bleak

<'haracterislic.s of the

land of the Eskimo.

Almost no wood

is

to

be seen,

NEW ESKIMO EXHIBIT
most

of the objects having been

made from some

part of an animal, and

bone, horn, tusk and skin have been ingeniously
purpose.

The

Methods

seal-oil

lamp has been devised

of manufacture are illustrated

by

43

made

to serve every

for giving light

and

life-sized figures of

heat.

men

ESKIMO WOMAN FISHING THROUGH THE ICE
From group in Hall No. 108

and women making or mending harpoons, harness,
ments.

The

practically complete absence of metal

sledges

and gar-

from the region

employment of thongs in joining bits of wood or bone for
making sleds, boxes and boats. The stray bits of precious iron or
steel obtained by barter are used only for weapons or tools.
Vegetation in Eskimo lands is extremelv scantv and is almost excluleads to the

44
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sivelv confiiK'd to ino.sse.s, rushes or, in

for the food of

none of whieh are suitable
ment,

tiierefore, drives the

of livelihood,

man

crouching by

his side

of food being the chief
life-sized

which

Eskimo

in the act of

localities,

human

a few low shrubs,

is

occupied

harpooning a

l)y

environ-

a small modeled

seal, while

The

a vitally interested spectator.

is

j)r()l)leni

The

beings.

lumting and fishing as a means

to

and the center of the space

grouj) representing a

two

some

a

of existence in these far northern regions,

groups have been installed at the north side of the exhibit

tyj)ify

two

One

occupation.

asj)ects of the universal

of these

groups represents the interior of an igloo or snow house, where a
is

cooking by means of a

seal oil lamj), while

the floor; the other group shows a

under the

ice,

woman

j)r()viding

lee of

woman

a child

is

woman

cree])ing about

fishing through a hole in the

a wall of snow blocks which protects her from the

cold, biting winds.

In spite of their adverse environment the Eskimo have develo])ed
a love for art, as
in

ivory

is

shown

The

and bone.

in

the case devoted to carvings

and engravings

walls and case fronts of the alcove are decorated

with skulls, tu.sks and horns of the walrus, narwhal and wild reindeer,
while the figure of a

man

in

on top of one of the cases.
installation

cases,

is

hunting costume

An

in

a kayak has been placed

additional pleasing feature of the

the arrangement of concealed

electric laTn|)s within

by means of which a diffused but ample

light

is

new
the

thrown on the

specimens.

MUSEUM NEWS
The annual meeting

Hoard of Trustees of the

of the

held at the .Metroj)olitan Club,
officers of

1

*.)()(>

Monday

Museum was
The
II.

evening. Fel)nuu-y

were re-elected, namely:

President,
l''irst

NOTES.

Mouhis K. Jksfp,

\'i(c-l'i('sidcnt,

.1.

riKUl'oNT

MoHCAX,

Second \ice-l'resident, IIknkv FaikfikI-I) Oshohv,
Treasurer. Ciiaui.ks Lanikh,
Secretary.
I

)in(tor.

.1.

IIami'DKN

IIkkmon

C

lvi»lU(.

lir.MiM s.

In ad<liti(>n to the routine business of

was

pas.sed to the

members

tlic

meeting, a

of the I'eary .\ntie

(

'hi!)

\<)te

of thanks

for their generosity

MUSEUM NEWS NOTES
American

in presenting to the

Museum

of Natural History the vakiable

made by Commander Robert

collections

45

E. Peary, U. S. N., on his

recent expeditions to the Arctic under the auspices of the Club, and

Miss Maria R. Audubon and Miss Florence Audubon were elected
Life

Members

of the

Museum

in recognition of their gift of

and personal trophies

sketches, drawings, plates

valuable

of the ornithologist,

John James Audubon.

A

CABLEGRAM from Professor Osborn announces
from Cairo, on January 30, of

starting

He

Fayoum.

of

the

auspicious

his expedition into the Desert

goes with valuable cooperation on the part of the

Egyptian government and has every prospect of achieving important

Department

of ^'ertebrate Palaeontology left

5, as related in

the

Fayoum

illustrating

The
S.

Professor Osborn and two of his assistants in the

results.

scientific

New York

on January

the February Journal, to explore certain portions of

desert for fossil
several

lines

of

mammals needed

to

fill

gaps

in the series

evolution.

material brought back Iw

Commander Robert

E. Peary, U.

N., was removed from the ship "Roosevelt" to the ^Museum during

the latter part of January.

seum

This material, which comes

as the gift of the Peary Arctic Club, adds a large

particularly desirable specimens to the collections

to the

number

Magnificent skulls and skeletons of walrus, narwhals, seals and

named Rangifcr

of

from the Far North.

oxen, an entire herd of pure white reindeer (a

has been

Mu-

new

species

musk
which

pearyi by Professor Allen), clothing and

implements of household use, hunting and fishing and sledges are

among

the items of this collection.

from the popular point of view

is

The most

interesting single piece

perhaps the sledge with the help of

which the new farthest north record was made and which Mr. Peary
has christened the "]\Iorris K. Jesup."

The

collection

made by

the Tjiider Expedition into British East

^luseum during January. This material,
which is wonderful in the extent, variety, size and perfect condition
of its specimens, fulfills the announcements of success already made.
Africa was received at the

A

friend has

tion,

and

Journal.

it

made

it

possible for the

Museum

will receive full description

in a

to accpiire this collec-

subsequent issue of the
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A

COLLECTION of

fossil

leaves from the Fort

nion beds of Tertiarv

I

time has recently l)een received at the Miiscmn.
gathered hy Mr.

Barmim Brown and

The specimens were
Montana

his assistants in central

The collection, which is said hy Doctor
Museum, a high authority on pahcohotany, to be the finest he has ever seen from this deposit, c()mj)rises many
remarkal)Iy fine examj)les of twenty-one known sj^ecies belonging to
fourteen genera, besides several new genera and species.
Aside from
during the
F. H.

its

season of

field

Knowlton

190().

of the National

value from the point of view of the palieobotani.st, the collection

means

great importance as a

The

Fort Union beds contain beds of

an important source of
ignited

some

In

or brown coal, which are

places this lignite has been

have burned for an unknown length of time, baking

fires

fusing the clays above

slag or volcanic
in

fuel.

lignite,

by spontaneous combustion or through some other natural

agency, and the

and

scorifie.

and below the

Specimens of

coal until they look like brick,

this material

were brought

also

by the expedition.
TiiK International Exhibition of

Devices which was

.'^"afety

the power room and adjacent corridor from January

was the

first affair

comprising
injury

visitors.

all .sorts

fioin

2!)

of the kind ever held in this country,

a large number of

of

ha.'^

of separating several geological horizons.

There were about 300

ojx'ii

to F('l)rnarv

and

it

in

street,

*l

attracted

entries of exhibits

of contrivances for the prevention of accidents

unavoidable accidents

in

and

house and factoiy.

In coimcction with the exhibition lectures were delivered on February
1,

4 and 7 by Dr.

W.

II.

Tolmaii upon " Furo|)ean

Museums

of Safety

Devices and American Industrial Hetternient," while on l^'cbiuarv
Dr. Josiah Strong lecturccl on "Safety

Thk

legal

holiday lecture of

Frank M. Chapman upon
and was

illustrated

New

the topic

for

11

American Life and Labor."

dear's

Day was

"The Home

given

Life of

i»y

Mr..

Maniingos"

with some of the remarkable j)liotogra])hs from

making up tlu llaniingo group.
The lecture on Washington's Birthday was by Mr. Harlan 1. Smith
uj)on "The Five American Nations: ('on(|nerors of the Snow, Forest^
nature a portion of which were used in

Mist, Desert and Plain."

The

attendance

at

the four lectures given

on the principal holidays of the winter was 2710, indicating the hold
that this course has u|>on the public.

LECTURES
The West

47

Side Natural History Society held a special meeting in

West Assembly Hall of the Museum on the evening of February
7, when jMr. B. S. Bowdish of Demarest, New Jersey, gave an illustrated lecture upon "The Birds of Demarest, New Jersey."
the

During February,
eight

lectures

in

was "The Distribution

The

Frank

]Mr.

]M.

Chapman

delivered a series of

the Lowell Institute Course at Boston.
of Bird Life in

His topic

North America."

annual meeting of the Board of Directors of the Audubon

Society of the State of

New York

was held

at the

^Museum Thursda)^

afternoon, Januarv 17.

LECTURE ANNOUNCEMENTS.

MEMBERS' COURSE.
The
of

second course of lectures for the season 1906-1907

the American

programme

is

Thursdays
February

21.

February

28.

Museum

to ]\Iembers.

The

Natural History and their friends.

of

as follows:
at 8:15 P.

M.

— Frank M. Chapman, "The Birds of Spring."
— Richard Tjader, "Hunting Big Game British
in

East.

Africa."

March
March
March

7.

— Frederic

14.—
21.

E. O.

A. Lucas, "Whales and Whaling."
Hovey, "Earthquakes; Their Causes and

— Clark Wissler,

Effects."

"Living with the Indians of the Plains."

PUPILS' COURSE.
Mar.

Monday,

4

Apr.

8.— "Along

the Historic Hudson."

By G. H. Sher-

wood.

Wednesday,

6

Friday,

8

10.— "Life in the Far North." By H. I. Smith.
12.— "New York City in Colonial Days." By R.

AV.

Miner.

Monday,

11

15.

— "The

American Indians

of today."

By G. H.

Pepper.

Wednesday, 13

17.

— "Commercial

Centers

of

Europe."

By

E.

O-

Hovey.

Friday,

15

19.

— "Farming

and Ranching

Bv G. H. Sherwood.

in the

United States.'"
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Mar.

Ai.i.

IS
Monday,
Wednesday, 20

22.

— "TrtiveLs in South America."

24.— "Natural Wonders

By Barnum Brown.

By R. W.

of our Country."

Miner.

2G.— "Tlie Products

5

Friday,

This course of lectures

of

Our Mines."

By

ojXMi to pul)lic school children acconijianied

is

hy'their teachers and to the children of ^Members of the

presentation of

E. O. Hovey.

membership

tickets.

Museum on
may

Particulars of the course

learned by addressing the Director of the

the

be

Museum.

PEOPLE'S COURSE.
Given

in cooperation with th(> City

Tuesdays

Dej)artment of Education.

M.

S P.

at

lectures on tlie "Far Eastern Question" by ]\Ih. Ei.wood
American
Board of Missions, New York City.
Tewksbury,
G.

A course of five

March 5.— "The White Peril."
March 12.— "The Sie^^e of Pckiiio."
March 19.— "The Yellow Peril."
March 20- "The New Far P:ast."
2.

.\])ril

— "Asiatic-American

Saturdays

A

at

S P.

Keci|)roclty."

M.

course of nine lectures on "Electricity and Electrical Enerjjy" by

Professor John

March
March

2.

S.

McKay

— "Relation

of

Packer Collegiate

of Electricity to Matter,

"Relation of Electricity to Energy.

*.).

Institution,

— the
An

Brooklyn.

Electron Theory."

Electric

Charge and

an Electric Current."

March
March
March

J

"Electric Currents, or Electricity in ^Motion."

(').

23.
80.

— "Thermal Relations Electric Currents."
— "Chemical Relations of Electric Currents."
of

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
The meetings

be held

Societies

will

grammes

are i.ssued in

of Sciences anfl .sent
(if

the

Museum

New ^()rk .Vcadeniy of Sciences and .Vliiliatcd
The j)roat the Museum during March as usual.
York
.\cademy
tin; weekly "Bulletin" of the New

of the

to

the

on making

members

of the several societies.

Members

request of the Director will be provided with

these circulars as they are published.

WARD
llabitut groiijj

rL-prt'seiitiiin

;i

S

GREAT BLUE HERON

scene

in ciMitrnl
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l'l(ni(l:i

nt';ir

tlic

Indiiin Kiver,

The American Museum Journal
APRIL, 1907

Vol. VII

[URING

the past

Guide

Leaflet.

the

month the ]\Iuseum has
This pertains

the Peruvian

in

lections

No. 4

the
is

author

]Mr. Charles

is

W.

extensive coldescriptive of

bundles" which come

their contents

and the objects which

have been found associated with them

The
who

new

"mummy

strange looking

from Peru and

to

Hall and

issued a

in the graves.

^Mead, of the Department of Ethnology,

has devoted several years to the study of Peruvian archaeology

and has made

many

interesting

The importance

discoveries.

of

the nuniimy bundles and the contents of the graves of the ancient

Peruvians

is

enhanced by the

had no written

fact that the people

lan-

guage and that these objects are almost the only data that we have

for

studying the manners and customs of the interesting people that the

Spaniards found inhabiting the Pacific slopes of the central Andes at
the time of the Conquest.
series, will

be sent

may

Others

free,

The

upon

Leaflet,

which

request, to

is

No. 24 of the ]\Iuseum

Member

any

of the

Museum.

obtain the pamphlet at the entrance to the building or

from the liibrarian on payment of 10

cents.

HABITAT GROUPS OF BIRDS.

With
of the

number

this

new

of the

Journal we

bird groups which have been

present illustrations of two

mounted

in the

Hall of North

American Ornithology (Gallery floor, north wing). These are part of
a series which is being prepared with funds provided by the North
American Ornithology Fund representing the birds

of the continent in

their natural surroundings, or "habitats."

One
in the

of these groups represents a family of

swamps

Ward's Great Blue Heron

of central Florida near the Indian River.

This bird,

once abundant, has been almost exterminated by plume hunters.

The

other group illustrated in this nimiber of the

of the Prairie

season,

when

Hen and

Jourxal

is

that

represents several couples during the mating

the male goes through his peculiar antics of
51

"drumming"

NEW WHALES
The

and dancing.

man

in the

Halsey

Sand

53

material for this group was collected by Mr. Chap-

Nebraska near the town
Mr. Chapman considered himself very fortunate

Hill region of western

last spring.

Hen

witnessing this performance of the Prairie

of
in

at close range, thus

securing the data from which the group has been constructed.

The backgrounds have been painted by Mr. Bruce Horsfall, who
sent by the Museum to make the requisite studies in the field and

was

Museum

the accessories have been prepared at the

of Mr.

J.

under the direction

D. Figgins.

THE MUSEUM'S NEW WHALES.

HE Museum
of

is

fortunate in having secured the skeleton

two Atlantic Right Whales

which were captured

off the

{Balrrna

biscayensis)

south shore of the eastern

end of Long Island on Washington's birthday.

an opportunity has offered

itself

Such

but seldom before in

a generation, and the animals too are becoming very
scarce.
is

Furthermore, when whales are taken on a cruise the skeleton

rarely preserved, particularly with

all

the small bones intact.

Early in the morning of February 22 three whales, one small and

two

large ones, were sighted about five miles

men

of Amagansett, L.

I.,

from shore by the

and immediately a boat load

of

fisher-

hardy

men

under the leadership of Captain Josh Edwards, an old time whaler,
Right Whale means thouMeanwhile another boat load of fisher-

set out in pursuit, for the carcass of a large

sands of dollars

men from

to its captors.

Wainscott, ten miles west of Amagansett, joined in the chase,

which became an exciting adventure

from land

in mid-winter.

for the

two small boats so

far

Fortunately the weather was clear, though

cold.

The Amagansett crew made
killing her in the

body

fast to the

cow whale and succeeded

in

open ocean, but they had a hard task in towing the

to the beach.

crew harpooned the

made good

The

bull

calf

and then had an easy time,

Wainscott

his escape, but the
for the

wounded

animal, also a female, headed stiaight for shore and landed high and

dry on the beach.

The
at the

next morning the news of the capture of the whales was received

Museum and two men from

the Department of Preparation and

THE AMAGANSETT RIGHT WHALE
Stripping off the blubber

THE AMAGANSETT RIGHT WHALE

Lower jaw

lioiK',

stripped of flesh but
54

still

attached to

(lie

head.

THE AMAGANSETT RIGHT WHALE
jaw, showing whalebone in place

The upper

^^^^^g
THE WAINSCOTT WHALE
flipper, edgewise view

Right

55
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Installation were .sent by the first train with instructions to "<^et the

Their experiences are best

specimens."

"We

told in their

own

words.

reached the whales Saturday evening, and after bargainings

and the whalebone of the larger sj)ecinien we stopped
work of stripj)ing oil" the blubber, until we could make our measurements and get full data for the construction of life-size models. The
big cow measured 53 feet from tij) of nose to notch of tail, which is
equal to the maxinunn size for this species as noted by F. S. True in
The
his book on "'J'he Right Whales of the Western North Atlantic."
for both skeletons

the

whalebone of

and

is

this individual is fully

The

unusually perfect.

calf

seven feet long, also a record

measured about 40

size,

in length

feet

and had whalebone three feet long in the longest pait.
"The following day the whalers finished removing the blubber,
and then we set to work cutting out the skeleton. This was a large
undertaking since we were obliged to remove the

flesh in rather small

pieces in order not to lose any of the bones, antl our labor

more

was rendered

and trying by the waves that broke over us most

difficult

time while we were at work, and

of the

froze in ])icturesfjue icicles that

we

could not appreciate at the time.

"Wednesday we had
heavy and began
in

the sand,

We

to

to face a

new

difficulty, for the surf

became

bury the remaining bones of the Amagansett whale

whence

would have been impossible

it

to recover

them.

waited anxiously for low tide Thursday and then hastily construi'ted

a rude coft'cnhiui using

ril)s

man

contrivance, with one

for j)iles

and whale

actively bailing water

shoveling .sand, enabled the rest of our force to .secure the
of the great beast, after

"The

bones

them

to the

on the beach, had

higlici-

alreadv been secured and nothing remaineil to do
.shij)

last

two hours of the hardest work imaginable.

Wain.scott whale, Ix-'ng smaller and

thoroughly and

This

for filling.

flesh

and another vigorously

i»ut to

Museum, which

clean the bones

finished a

week

of

hard but satisfactory work."
In sj)ite of

its

commercial value, the whalebone of the Amagan.sett
was jmrchascd by the Museum

sjx'cimen, weighing .some ITOO pounds,

and

The

will

l)e

moimted

in

proper

wiiole series of wli;ile

material

momited, make an exhibit the
be found

was not

in

this

cnuntry.

.seciu'id b\

j)osilion

('(jtial

in

now
of

the skeleton or the model.
at

which

The whalebone

the Mii>einn.

the
in

of

Museum
its

the

line

is

will,

when

not yet to

Wain.scott

whale

EGYPTIAN EXPEDITION
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THE EGYPTIAN EXPEDITION.

INCOURAGING
the Desert of

news comes from the expedition

Fayoum

Osborn writes,
help from Lord

fessor

that

for

vertebrate

February

11,

and Director H.

G.

under date

Cromer

into

Pro-

fossils.

of

Lyons of the Geological Survey has supplied the
American INIuseum party with full equipment of
tents, tanks

and other supplies needed

for life in the desert.

He

says,

"In five days instead of the ten days estimated beforehand
in effect:
we were ready, and 1 despatched Daoud Mahommet, who had been
out every year with Beadnell and Andrews of the British Museum,
around by rail to Tamia on the western edge of Fayoum with instructions to

the most easterly of the bone pits, which

camp near

is

about

from the railroad. We left the Gizeh pyramids, twelve
evening
miles from Cairo, on Thursday morning, January 31, and that
Memphis.
ancient
of
tombs
the
camped near the Sakhara pyramids,
Mr. H. T. Farrar, who had been detailed by Doctor Lyons to
accompany us, joined our party here; so we were eight tents and
forty miles

twenty-one camels strong,— quite a big caravan and most picturesque.
"Friday we went beyond the Dashur pyramid, and the following

where the Metropolitan Museum excavaLythgow. Sunday
tions are in progress under the direction of Doctor
of the Fayoum
edge
the
on
Tamia
reached
we traversed the desert and
camp.
waterless
desert
first
and Monday night we made our

night

we camped

at Lish't,

oasis,

Tuesday, February

5, just

a

month from

leaving

New

York, we reached

around
our main desert camp and found that the men who had been sent
diggers
seventeen
secured
have
We
by rail had arrived two days before.
our
and eight camels for the transportation of water and supplies, and
is
Olsen
Mr.
of four tents under the charge of Mr. Granger and

camp

between the two easterly bone pits.
"The country has been thoroughly prospected on the surface, but
methods which we
careful and extensive quarrying with the thorough
produce good
have used so successfully in our own West is certain to
of Egyptian
Tesuhs. We have the best trained and the largest force
search has
first
our
and
locality,
this
workmen which has ever been at
together
produced several apparently new members of the smaller fauna,
forms."
larger
with excellent jaws and isolated teeth and bones of the
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THE RESULTS OF THE TJADER EXPEDITION.

IIROUGH
the

in

the 'Jjmler expedition to
of

iiu'iition

of

])at>;e.s

the

come

logical

material

representatives

fauna of that

1U0(>,

the

of

the

MemlxTs
2(S,

the

possession of a rich collection

types

zoo-

of

specimens amono; which are

about 450

princij)al

throni^h

Museum

the

of

mammalian and

l)ird

of the continent.

j)art

Our Members
1,

into

com|)risin<2;

to

time to time

the inirrative of

Mr. Tjader on February

the lecture by

has

fioiii

JoiHN.M. and

which has hecome famihir

Kast Africa,

liritish

which has been made

will recall that this expedition left

and proceeded

to

Mombasa on

the

ea.st

New York March

coast of Africa, where

MAP OF PART OF BRITISH EAST AFRICA
Doited

the rn;;nida railwav
trips

were

ina<lc

dirir

was

of 'Ijadcr llxpcdit ion

at

the Athi

the j>arlv, consistinii; of Messrs. Tjiider and

assistants,

Side

ImUcii for thr jonrncy into the interior.

from several points on the railway, and

river near Xain)i)i

and

ami lailniad sliow roiMc

line

be<raii

campint'-.

I

liiiiliii;r

Lau'j;'

was nroscciilcd

for

H. Lang, Photo.

=ART OF TJADER EXPEDITION CROSSING A RIVER

Near Nyamusi (Baringo).

R. Tjader, Plioio.

ELEPHANT TAKEN NEAR NAKURU

The animal was 22 feet, 8
The tusks are 6 feet,

inches.

inches long, and his shoulder height was 10 feet, 4
i inches long
59

and weigh 160 pounds.

)

THE TJADER EXPEDITION
about four and a half months over a route which

accompanying outHne map

A
from

indicated on the-

is

of British East Africa.

magnificent old bull Giraffe which stood with his head seventeen

above the ground when

feet

61'

Maungu

station

and smaller one shot near

Maungu,
fine bull

interesting as

is

was secured only an hour's march

alive,

on the

Uganda

line of the

Comarock,

showing the

Rhinoceros was obtained

railroad.

Another

200 miles from

Athiplains,

local range of the animal.

north of

in the Solai Valley,

and an unusually large Elephant, which goes as a trophy

to

A

Nakuru

Mr. Samuel

Thorne, through whose generosity the expedition was made possible.

The

series

of larger animals

is

The

completed by a cow Buffalo.

Buffalo are rather scarce, and they are so well protected that only the
scientific collector

can procure permission to shoot any.

It is fortunate

that the complete skeletons of the animals intended for mounting have

been obtained and that the hides were taken

off entire

The

eral sections according to the usual practice.
is

surprising, twelve to sixteen porters being

and not

in sev-

weight of such hides

needed

to carry the fresh

skin of an animal like the big Giraffe or the Rhinoceros, which weighed

between 800 and 900 pounds.
inside to

Some

portions of the skin were two

was necessary to pare as much as possible from the
prevent deterioration and permit subsequent manipulation

inches thick and

for mounting.

it

When

ready for shipment the Giraffe skin weighed ]20

pounds and that of the Rhinoceros 85 pounds.
Eight Zebras from different parts of the region and

The

species of Antelope are in the collection.

fifteen different

Antelope are particularly

and include excellent specimens of the Eland, the WhiteGnu, the Oryx, two kinds of Hartbeest, the Waterbuck,
Reedbuck and Bushbuck, and several of the tiniest forms, such as
Cephalophus, Neotragus and Nanotragus, of which the last is but
eighteen inches long when full grown. The Waterbuck will make a
interesting

bearded

particularly effective group, on account of the naturally
of the animals in

proud aspect

life.

Mention should be made too of the specimens of Warthog, Spotted
Hyiena, Jackal, Aard Wolf and Cerval Cat, while the Colobus Monkey
noted for

its

beautiful fur,

and other

species of the

represented by several specimens each.

Taken

quadrumana

of this expedition supply exceptionally fine material of species

have hitherto been wholly lacking

in

the

are

together the trophies

Museum

collections.

which
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Much

material was broui^ht hack hy Mr.

t'tlui()l()<;ical

intt'restiii<!:

Tiiider.
It consists of charms, ornaments, \vea|)ons, cookint; utensils
and other articles from several trihes. L()n<>- hattic spears, u;r|y arrows

bearing rows of

jaf^ijed

heads are amonj^ the

points and slender clul)s with

enemies or attack wild animals.

their

The

])hotographs

and are

who accom])anicd

taxidermist

MUSEUM NEWS
KMBKKS,

who has

Museum

liocsler,

and she

)n

recently been a])])ointe(l

j)urp()se

coming

will

Members and
Museum, Members may

to the

motlels, ethnological

and other

grou])s, fossil

The

j)rej)ared for exhil)ition.

with the instructor,

who

be

will

Museum

])rominent foreign

men

during the past few months

of Worcester, Knglan<l, Dr.
perial

of the

lm|)crial

of .science

T. W.

.\.

may

who have been

Dr.

II.

.'~^.i(>(;i(KN,

Hackmann and

Rome,

Italv,

A.

I'rof.

Dwid,

Mr,

(',

Zmix and

lio\al

Dr.

'Vw.v/.v.,

Osaw,

the

l[i;<

Prof,

kmaxn,

St.

of

Cam-

Dr. T.

Iki.

jiurxo Wkkjaxd.

New South
Khdmaw. K.

Sydney,
IIr(;«)
tif

Pcrlin. (Icrniany.

Museum, Stockholm.

of Helsingfors,

Kkddy,

Director of the

IIaddon

Freiburg,

Profs.

History

\Vaiii.,

UAMAi.iN<iA

('.

I'nivcrsity of

Dr.

.Xatural

W.

at

'W Tschkknyschew, Director of the Im-

Pi.A(ii;.MAXX, of llaiiibiug.

Phif.i.iim'I, (!. \V. \<)\

\'.

\\.

an hour or two with

be mentioned, Canon Ahmoih,

(Ieological ."^urvcy of Japan,

.Strassburg, Prof.

Wales, Dr.

Kngland,

sj)eci-

Members may be

the convenience of their j)arents.

Geological Survey of Uu.ssia, Dr. K.

riii\ersity,

artificial flowers, glass

children of

Imperial (ieological Survey of Austria, Prof. A.
l)ri(lg('

Mrs.

call for

animals and other

j)leased to sj)en(l

in the exhibition halls, entirely at

A.M<).\(;

for

guests.

their

accomj)any them through the exhibition halls and

where they may see how the

them

Kocslcr,

r>.

Museum

the

i)y

assisting

of

into the laboratories,

mens are

when

should be sure to avail themselves

services of the instructor, Mi-s. .Vgncs

tiic

the

NOTES.

especially those having children,

and

visiting the

(

the cxpc(n-

through the courtesy of ]Mr. Tjiider.

u.sed

of

by Mr.

note were taken

brief

this

illustratinfj;

museum

Herbert Lan^;, the
tion,

left

stone

e(i;<;-shaj)ed

show how the trihesmen contend with

that

thin<,rs

Dr.

A'.

Dr.

Saiutixi,

Johns College, C'ami)ridge,

LECTURES
Eng., Dr. B.

MacIver,

von Inkey,

Hungary, and Prof. D. Randall-

Oxford University, England.

of

Frank

]Mr.

of Tarothiiza,

03

Chapman

]\I.

left

New York

on March 8 in quest of

certain birds

whose nesting habits are inadequately represented among

our groups.

He

will visit Florida, the

Bahamas and Louisiana

before

returning to the ^Museum.

Complete

sets of the following publications

Library since January

1,

Romana

Atti della Societa

have

])een

added

to the

1907:
di Antropologia in 12

volumes;

Annali del iVIuseo Civico di Storia Xaturale di Genova in 40 volumes;
Journal of the ]Maine Ornithological Society in 8 volumes;
Journal of the Anthropological Listitute of Great Britain and Ireland

32 volumes;

in

Froriep's Xotizen in 85 volumes;
Isis

von Oken

in 41

volumes;

Recueil Zoologique Suisse in 5 volumes;

Revue

Suisse de Zoologie in 10 volumes;

Bulletin de la Societe Malacologique de France in 7 volumes;

Monthly ^Microscopical Journal
Archiv

fiir

in 18

volumes;

Mineralogie, Geognosie, Bergbau und Hiittenkunde in

26 volumes.

A

special view of the skeletons of the

Whales, the securing of which

was made

in the

arrival at the

larger of

west

is

coiu't of the

^Museum.

which exceeds

Amagansett and Wainscott

described in this nimiljer of the Journal,
building IMarch 17, the day after their

The popular interest in the great animals,
in size any known dinosaur, was shown by

crowds of people that came

the
the

to see the skeletons.

LECTURE ANNOUNCEMENTS.
PUPILS' COURSE.
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridavs
Friday, April 5 and 26.

— "The

at

Products

4 o'clock.
of

Our Mines."

By

E.

O.

HOVEY.

—

"Along the Historic Hudson." By G. H. Sherwood.
Monday, April 8.
Wednesday, April 10.— "Life in the Far North." By H. I. Smith.
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—
—

"New York City in ("olonial Days." liy R. W. Mixkk.
Friday, \\m\ 12.
"'riic Anicrican Indians of To-day."
Monday, A])ril 15.
By (t. H.
PeI'PER.

Wednesday, April

17.

— "Connnercial

Centers

of

Europe."

By

K.

( ).

HOVEY.

—
—

"Fannin<i in the United States." By G. H. SnEinvoon.
"Travels in South America." By Bakntm Bkow.v.
Monday, .\pril 22.
''Natural Wonders of Our Country."
Wednesday, April 24.
By U. W.
Miner.
Friday, .\pril 19.

—

PEOPLE'S COURSE.
(jiven in cooperation with the City

Tuesday
April

A

2.

at

S P.

M.

Illustrated.

Department of Education.
E. G. Tewkshuhv.

By Mk.

— " Asiatic- American Reciprocity."

course of four lectures on

"The

Evolution of

tlic

.Japanese

Nation"

by Dr. William E. Griffis of Ithaca, Xew York.
9.
"Ancient Xon-Mongolian Japan to 700 A. D."
April
April
April

April

—
—
"The Makin<;
IG

of the

Japanese Nation, 700-1200 A. D."

23.— "Medijcval and Feudal Japan, 1200-1808."
30.
"Modern Japan. The Restoration of the Mikado.

—

tion of the Forces of the West.

Saturdays at 8 P.

Adop-

1868-1907."

M.

Conclusion of a course of

nine lectures on " Electricity and Electrical

Enerfjy" by PROFEssoit Joiix S. ^NIcK.w of Brooklyn.

"Relation of Electric Currents to Magnetism."

Aj)ril

"Relation of Magnetism to Electric Currents."
"Direct Currents, Generators and Motors."
"Alternating Currents and Alternating Current

Machines.*

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
evenings, Tlie New York Academy of Sciences:
Section of (Jeolcjgy and Mincialogy.
Mondays,
First
Second Mondays, Section of Biology.
Third Mondays, Section of Astronomy, Physics and Chemistry.
Fourth ^londays. Section of Anthropology and Psychology.

On Monday

On Tuesday
The

evenings, as announced:

Linnsean Society,

The New

^'ork

the Torrey Botanical Club.

On Wednesday evenings, as amioiuiced:
The New York Mineralogical Club.

l''.nioini>logi(al

Society

and

I-

^

a

^

The American Museum Journal
MAY,

Vol. VII
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THE DOUGLAS AFRICAN COLLECTION.

HROUGH

the generosity of Messrs.

Percy R. Pyne,

Cleveland H. Dodge and Arthur Ciirtiss James, the

Museum

has acquired a large ethnological collection

which was made recently by Mr. Richard Douglas
in

amount

This acquisition

south central Africa.

importance, not only on

ular

is

of partic-

account of the great

of material received, but also because heretofore the

has had few and only isolated specimens from the
Africa

is

home

the primitive

which have been more or

less

nak, Ivuxor and Thebes

we

the negro race, representatives of

of

a factor in the Occidental civilized world

Upon

since the early days of Egypt.

the royal tombs and temples of Kar-

find in color

processions in which appear

Museum

Dark Continent.

now and

and

again

relief

triumphal and other

among

the captives or the

slaves the unmistakable facial features presented by the negro of today,

showing that there has been practically no change

thousands of

The permanence of these characteristics is surprising
man to have come into existence within the last

years.

who

for

believe

to those

eight or

In spite, however, of this

ten thousand years of the earth's history.

conservatism in feature, hair and complexion, the black peoples of
Africa present great variety of anatomical, linguistic and tribal differences, ranging

from the

illusive

pigmy

of the

Congo

forest to the tall,

clean, light colored Zulu of the South.

Along the Upper Nile and westward along the borders of the Sahara
there

is

a broad

l)elt

of dark-skinned peoples

where the

lighter

Arabian

blood of the northeast graflually shades into the black of the Congo

and the South.

The

arts

and culture too

of the Mediterranean states

that followed the Arabic intrusion were gradually overwhelmed by the

great

monotony

of native African barbarism.

Yet

for centiu'ies, possi-

bly while the savages of the stone age were hacking each other to pieces
in

primeval Europe, the peoples of the Dark Continent were smelting

and forging
their

iron, cultivating their fields with iron hoes

enemies with iron spears and swords.
67

and

rising against

Study of Africa proves
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that an "iron aj^c"

advanced
iiients is

is

not of

itself to

ordei' of civihzation.

hut one of the

many

stndy of the Dark Continent,
tion

from any of her

Dnriniii;

land.

all

he

The

r('<i;anle(l

effect

interestin<i'

of

as a <^uarantee of an

of tlie use of iron iin])le-

jnohU'ins arising; from the

which render an

ethnolo<i;ical collec-

jx'ople a matter of <;reat educational value.

the past year Mi-.

l)oM<;las

visited

As may he seen from the map, these

Harotse and liechuana-

territories

occupy the entire

central j)ortion of that ])art of Africa lyin^ hetwei'U the southern horders

of the

('on<i|;o

Free State and the

(

)ran<i:e river.

This

rey;ion is cut into

:

SOUTH-CENTRAL AFRICAN COLLECTION

71

known under the name of Bechuana. As a
matter of fact, however, this name belongs to a very small group of tribes
that drove out the original inhal^itants, who may have been the Bushmen,
and took possession of their lands. The best known divisions of these

Kalahari Desert,

is chiefly

Bantu intruders are the Bechuana, Zulu, Mashona, Barotse and Basuto.
Mr. Douglas writes in part regarding the expedition as follows
"I reached Cape Town, S. A., about May 1, leaving directly for
Bulawayo, South Rhodesia, arriving there May 5. After a short stay
I left for Bechuanaland and arrived at Palapye Road at 10 o'clock in
Early next morning I arranged with the Bechthe evening of May 15.

uana Trading Company

and

set out, arriving

called

King Khama's
some 60 miles from Palapye Road,

for transportation to Serowe,

"stardt" or native village, located

on the third day at

1

P.

M.

The

following day

I

upon the king but learned that he was away, inspecting one of
and I did not meet him for three days. Our meeting
The native custom is for all the Chief
six o'clock in the morning.

his cattle posts,

was

at

Headmen

to

meet

at

daybreak

in the

"kglotta" or Court Yard, to dis-

pose of the native criminals, brought in the day before for

This

trial.

meeting, as well as witnessing the disposition of criminals proved very
interesting

down

and

me

also afforded

to business with the

the very best opportunity of getting

king and

all his

people.

After I

had been

introduced to the king by one of his grandsons and had made my purpose known, I was received very cordially and the king gave out word
to all his chiefs to give

enabled to

me

make my

me

all

the help I required.

collection without further trouble.

free transportation

to the railroad

for all

my

way I was
The king gave

In this

material,

and

after

numbering and packing my collection I started upon my return journey.
"My next stop was at Salisbury, whence I went to the Mazoi District, Mount Darwin and the Inyanga Districts, all in Mashonaland.
My collections here were not large. After packing and securing some
twenty-five carriers, I

for

left

SaHsbury, camping with

In three weeks time

every night.

I

my

carriers

had covered nearly 500 miles on a

mountainous country with only Kaffir
return to Salisbury I repacked my collec-

bicycle, traveUng over a very

paths to follow.
tions,

paid

"Upon

my

Upon my

carriers

and

left

immediately for Bulowayo.

the 20th of July I

left

Bulowayo

for Barotse land.

King

Lewanika's Country, for

acted as confidential Agent for

the past four years.

to Africa, I

whom I have
Upon my return

had

notified

King
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that

L('\\;iiiik;i

hoats

down

rj)on

my

iiitt'iidcd

1

counlrv as soon as

visitiiiy; Iiis

to Livingstone to take nic

iij)

waiting, hut found that thev w'ere

Headman

still

on

to see

the boats were

if

wav down, he

theii-

heard hy a ruimer or messenger that the king was sending

"That evening
telhiig

me

Ujxtn

mediately

made ready

July

was up

2(S, I

me.

for

(

return to the Falls Hotel 1 found a message

charge of the hoats had arrived.

in

to leave for

diately for

be

to

left

ai'c

many

at

first

that village.

foi'

abounds

lions.

in

before dark, and they ke|)t

up

two cubs.

and

game

is

(

)nly

countiy.

ri\-er

tiie

to

imme-

one while man

Here

cam[)ed

1

me

toward

my mind

the country

is

is

Liahii.

the most

(((xcrcd

with

W'e could hear them roaring long

We

had

keep big

to

next morning a l)utch transport

to assist

him

got

in

hunting some hons

the lion and both cubs, but the lioness, although
tall

grass.

We did

a very dangerous undertaking to follow up a

that oidy inexperienced hunters will do, as there
ten of getting

left

That night we took u]) the s|)oorand
we came upon one lion, one lioness and

badly woundecl, got away into die
it

llei'c

l'>ai'ly

askecl

for four miles,

it

We

the boats,

lixcof his oxen.

killeil

after following

canii)

M. and

10 A.

their noise all night.

going to kecj) them away.

my

the day,

in

foi-

the natives.

beautiful s])ot on the whole ii\cr.

to

iuterj)reter

After leaving Ka/eungula and

"August saw us again on oui- way up
After three days we reached Nilcsia, which

which had

my

daybreak

small kraals between.

three or four days to secure food

came

next morning,

important native village on our route,

paddling two days we came to the great

rider

including

j)lans to leave at

reached the boats

trades with the natives in

thick bushes and

im-

I

miles farther up the river, on account of the

five

We

Kazeungula the

although there

fires

The

)ld I^iviugstoue.

in all, eighteen

sixteen

amix'd for the night, making

which had

(

LTpon reaching Old Livingstone, which was late

dangerous rapids.

haviu«r

me.

foi-

break of day and found the king's carriers waiting

at

There were

an<l cook.
I

my

Induua

that the

iret

immediately went to Old

arrival at \'ictoria Falls, July 21, I

Livingstone to see Tmasho, the king's

could

lie

the river to Lialiii, his capital.

away

alive.

not go after her, as

wounded
is

lion, a thing

only one chance

After removing and caring for the

.skins,

in

we

we had many rapids to cross, our
reached more raj)ids next day about noon;

pnx-eeiled on our journey, but since

progress was very slow.

here

we had

a di.stance of

to take
.'!()()

We

everything out of the boats and pull them overland,

yards.

This took us

until

1

o'clock,

and we

j)itched

sou TTI-CEN TRA L
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camp some four miles further up the River that
camp I collected many stone implements.
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On my way

night.

to this

"We

reached Lialui late

having heen one month

During

my

stay at Lialui

in

the afternoon of Thursday, August 28,

covering the 500 miles from Victoria Falls.

in

from Augu.st 28

the king daily and by his influence secured

has lived

in

September

made by Mr. Douglas

All the collections

He

to

many

are

now

collection are

some

was with

22, I

specimens."

Museum.

in the

South Africa for about twenty years and

familiar with the natives but also able to speak

With the

fine

is

not only

of their languages.

numerous notes and other information

The

siderable ethnological v.alue.

of con-

larger part of the collection

is

from

Barotseland.

Barotse kingdom extends from the vicinity of Victoria Falls

"^riie

on the Zambezi

Ft is

now

in control of

(rovernment.

State

and eastward

to the land of

of the recent conquests of the present king.

King Lewanika under the protection

of the British

W'hile the Barotse are evidently a part of the great

Bechuana group,
to

Congo Free

to the

Bashukulombwe, one

the

their real relationship

is

not well known.

They appear

be closely related to the Zulu, but they are generally looked upon by

Bechuana people as being the oldest original stem, from which
However this may be, they are in many respects
the strongest and most powerful group in Africa.
Their history is
other

the others sprang.

exceedingly interesting and suggestive, one incident of which

mentioned here.

About 1835 the

chief of Makalolo, a

kings ruled until 1879,

when

his control.

be

made war

Basuto, extended his empire to the borders of the Barotse,

upon them and soon brought them imder

may

branch of the

These foreign

the Barotse revolted and massacred

all

the

During their subjection, however, the
Barotse had learned the Makalolo language, and that is still the official

Makalolo they could
tongue.

guage

find.

Thus we have

the people of a

kingdom speaking a

to the exclusion of the native tongue, the

taken place within a period of forty-four years.
the history of the Barotse
tribes,

the suggestion

changed

The

their

is

that

Since in other respects

similar to that of other native African

many

times in the past peoples

may have

language and customs in an equally rapid manner.

greater part of the

Africa, support themselves
tribes

is

foreign lan-

whole change having

Bantu people
by

cattle

in

raising,

South and East Central
while the other Bantu

occupying the north and west portions of Africa support them-

Tin:
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selves l)y agriculture.

'I'lie

between these two types of
ex|)ected,

!)e

raisin^-.

of the

own

The

kinii'

who

a i)eo])le

liai'otse

are situated on the dividing; Wwv

eivili/ation, eoiise(|ueiitly

are

raisinu- of cattle, howevei', is

and the various

cattle except the

chiefly

in

eii<>'a(2:ed

few head men.

and the

milk

sometimes clear the

|)ro(lucts

we

what inav

find

hoth atirieuiture and cattle

almost entirely

chiefs, practically

in

the

'I'he

of

han<U

no one bein^- allowed

'{"hese cattle ai'e the chief

revenue for the native kingdom.

for
is

—

Ml'SlirM JOriiXAl.

to

souice

food of the connnon jx'ople

their

While the nun

^-aniens.

almost entirelv the woi-k of the

fields, aii-ricultm-c is

^

HOE FROM KHAMAS KINGDOM BECHUANALAND

A

The Made

women.

The

Mechnanaland
while the hoes

is

chief a<iricuhural
is

alwuit

implement

a \nvf^v leaf-shajx'd iron

in

modern .\mcrican

lutes.

The

out

with

the

in a

products of their

yams.

circular, thatchcfl huts, often clustered

The>e

is

Made

The hoe

hoc.

short

of

wooden handle,

Harotseland have small thin metal blades, similar to

(a kind of millet). Iiulian corn an<l

vessels.

foot Iniiff

'_'

The

around the

fields are
xillau'cs

the adze aiul

\cssels are carved
linisluul

with a

from

ijroups of

cattle kraal of a chief.

pco|»lc are skilled in the inaniifactui'c of |)ottcr\

The wooden

Kaffir corn

ar<'

ti'ce

and wooden

trnidss,

peculiar hooked

hollowed

knife

The

o

W

eQ
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surface of the vessel

71)

burned with a hut iron and afterwards smeared
is thoroughly rubbed into the wood, giving

is

with hot bee's wax, which

the surface a dead black finish.
vessel

is

the oval

flat

Perhaps the

tureen with a hd.

On

finest

type of wooden

the top of the lid

is

usually

a carved elephant, hippopotamus or other large cjuadruped.

Pottery

is

of several forms, varying

small drinking cups with handles.
is

Two

the water bottle.

to

type, however,

kinds of clay are used, which are mixed in

and modeled

certain proportions

by a combination of the
beating processes.
ning, the

from large handsome jars

The most common

coil

and

In the begin-

bottom of the pot

is

fashioned in a shallow basket-

work
the

which

tray,

left

turned with

is

hand somewhat

after

the fashion of a potter's wheel.
All of the pottery in the collection

is

red,

but decorated with

triangular designs in

dark

red.

quite simple

black or

These designs are
and consist usually

of single or double rows of ecjui-

The same sort

lateral triangles.

of decoration

is

applied to wood-

en ware, the triangles being pro-

away the

duced by scraping

previously blackened surface of
the

wood.

whom

these

The

A

people from

collections

CARVED WOODEN STOOL

About

14 inches high

came

also manufactin-e l)lack pottery of excellent ([uality, but this art

ilisappearing

Wood

sit

fast

and no specimens could be obtained.

carving

rather highly developed, the best types of which

is

are to be seen in stools and sticks.
sit

is

upon the ground or upon mats,
upon low wooden stools. These

block of wood.

One

very

common

the top of the stool are joined by a

two or three upright

posts.

These

While the common people usually
chiefs

and other prominent people

stools are usually cut

type

is

human

from a

single

that in which the base
figure,

figures always

and

supported behind by

have the attitude of
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Tin-:

Mippoi'tin;^" the to])

thcsv figures are
desifjns

rical

i)t'

Single

j)ers()ns

tlic licatl.

ii|)(»ii

<-ar

the knol

-.-sticks

s(ool.s lio\vc\«'r,

of small tj;eoniet-

Wooden

j)()sts.

and the decorations

nse a donhle pillow, joined hy a

from these,

Asid(>

ornaments.

some

art>

j)ill<)\vs

of the

same

are nsnally nsed hy the nnmarried, while marrietl

wooden chain

cnt from a single

collection contains a threat

tiie

carved ohjects snch as a wooden

otIuM"

In

and the decoration consists

to the stools

j)illo\vs

piece of wood.

and

stool

synnnetrically on the

arran<>e(l

are similar in form
type.

tlic

\vaiitiiii>',

fi<;iire,

idols,

comhs

many

for tlu' hair

Amon*:; the things deserving special mention, are

from Mnlandi, which have

superior to anythinii;

elst>

a

finish

and execntion

far

in the collection.

CARVED KNOB-SIICKS f-ROM MULANUI

TIk' collcclion

is

rich

rcmarkahle things ahoni
In

we

it

in

hasketi'y

and matting.

this hasketry

is

(

find wicker, checker, twill, close twine, o])en twine, twilled twin(\

twine, one-rod coil, hifnrcateil coil, grass coil, open

three-ply twine,

ti

grass

withont

coil,

coil

fonndafion and

wraj)j)ed

weave.

the one-rod coil jind open twine are the finest types.

are
It

in
i^

tlead

Mack,

to find

the

li

fore heen considered pecnliar to the

collection contains

l)a.skets

in

(

these,

)f

decorations

marsh nnid.

wea\(' here, sin<'c this h;is hereto-

I'omo Indians of

one large storage hasket

All such basket.s are of the

npon mats and

The

|»ro(lnced l»y steeping the material

of special interest

page 81.

)nc of the mo>t

variety of wea\c.

the great

open

(

simil.ir to

'alifornia.

The

one shown on

gr;iss coil type.

The

are triangnlar like those npon pots :ind

designs

wooden

making;

A

A

LARGE STORAGE BASKET

Basuto

man

is

81

in the

basket
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though occasionally the forms of animals and men are found

vessels,

upon baskets.
In south and central Africa the Barotse have great reputation as

workers

The

but their implements are crude.

in iron,

smelting

with a rude furnace, and the forging with rude bellows
stone anvils and in

some cases with stone hammers

made

is

done

of skin,

Nevertheless

too.

with these crude tools the native blacksmiths turn out some excellent
knives, daggers, axes, spears

and swords.

great variety of iron tools, spears

The

collection contains a

and ear ornaments,

illustrating quite

completely the native iron industries.

A

very conspicuous character in religious and ceremonial activities

in all African tribes

and

regalia,

who

the so-called witch doctor,

is

Such men have various

priest.

is in

reality a

charms, medicines

outfits, consisting of

but in almost every case they have upon a string two slender

pieces of ivory representing

women and two

representing men, together with two or
other small

The

mammal.

of the witch, as

it is

man

vertebrae of a

monkey

or

vertebrse are said to represent the spirit

sometimes

called,

by whose help the

priest

accom-

This collection contains one complete witch doctor's

plishes his work.

with other medicine

outfit together

hoofs of some ruminant

more

The

articles.

witch doctor

is

a

community and performs various functions. Behe discovers by magic processes the identity of
criminals and traitors, directs all ceremonies and acts as chief councilor
powerful

in the

sides curing diseases,

to the king or chief.

The

significance of his

name

widely spread belief in Africa that every death

power

of

some

witch doctor

names some

living person or witch.

is

is

and

who

is

held responsible.

the result of the magic

It

chiefs take

advantage of

This

one of the

troublesome individuals.

is

probably due to a

result of this the priest or

called in to investigate every death,

individual

that witch doctors

Dark

As a

is

this

and as a

rule he

goes without saying,

custom

many dark

to get rid of

sides to the

Continent.

There are many other interesting groups of objects in this collection,
among which may be mentioned native fibre, foods, costumes, weapons,
The series of drums is particularly fine.
pipes antl musical instruments.

The Museum now has
will

a good beginning toward an African hall in which

be shown the original culture of the great Negro branch of the

human

family.

Clark Wishler.
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|M()\(i

additions to the cahiiict

r('C(Mit

lu'w

toiiii

('().,

X.

of

(".,

Bcrvl

iniiuTals

of"

from near Spruce Tine, Mitchell

This

merits notice.

an mmsnal tahnhir

is

form of the mineral and was discovei-ed hy Mr.
For some time

AVilliams.

on

fication

The

account

hroad

cr\stal consists of a

liasa!

of

escaj)e(l

it

|)eculiar

its

and

j)lane

a

propei'

II.

ci'ystalline

lie\a<j,'onal

Moses

occurrence.

A

Columhia University has described

of
'J'he

form.

j)vramid,

l)rou<;ht to the

of lustrous,

l)yramidal

The

sj)ecimens are vahied as crystallo<i;raj)hic novelties.

'IMie

sj)ecimen was found in Sonora, Mexico, and

Museum by Mr.
plates,

intersecting'

notable addition

Native

of crystalli/.ed

elongated |)rismatic crystals,
dentate

individual ci'ystals.

was found
It

but

larife,

its

in
is

in this

a sj)lendid

tabulai"

bein;^^^

the

is

a uni((ne an<l

oroup
with

])risms

(\)j)j)er.

|)()ssibly

thicket

a

is

It

particularly beautiful

of nail-like,

tetrahexaheclrons, with minutely

and associated with thickly clustered

This sj)ecimen came from

liisbee,

a

on

a

limonilic

base.

Arizona, whei'c

The specimen

elfectiveuess as a mineral develo|)meut
ci"ystalli/,e<l

HiMice

I''iuid.

is

Andorite from ()ruro,
astonishin<i'ly

is

is

not

remarkable.

Hra/.il, also sec m"ed

Large, heavy tables

good.

sj)ecimen replace the iliminutive ci-ystals usually as.sociated with

this interesting

sulph-antimonide of lead and

Iladdam, Native Lead
llie

is

It

pocket with other similar s|)ecimens of an inferior

iniphinte(|

sj)ecimen of

lhrou;^di

the plates

of brilliant surfac(\

ed<:;es,

(jiiaiity.

A. H. Fren/el.

ed(:;es.

third

specimen

A

Tro-

remarkable

really super!) sj)ecimen of Poiyhasite has been obtained throunh

the Bruce Fund.

it

this

^^'.

identi-

the two united in thin |)lates inclo.sed in a coarse <;ranitie matri.x.
fes.sor

tlic

(V. \. (anlield)

silxcr.

famous Asbestos (Chrysotilel from the (irand

rado (F.

F.

obtaiue<l by

Fink

lieryls

from

from Sweden, Serpentine and
(

'auyon of the Colo-

Hunt), with a series of attractive .lapanese specimens,

exchange w

ith Frofe.ssor

1".

Wada

of Tokio, Jaj)aii, should

also be nieiitionetl.
L. F. (1.

MUSEUM NEWS NOTES
MUSEUM NEWS
!

The

week.

Mi\seuj\i

now open

is

This important change

85
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free to the piihlic on every

pohcy

in the

made bv

President Jesup in order to extend

possible,

it

day

of tlie

of the institution has l)een
its

nsefuhiess as widely as

being feU that the reservation of two days in the week, as

heretofore, for Meml:)ers

and students was depriving thousands

of people

of the privilege of seeing the collections, without compensating advan-

tages to

Members, while students

are

now

amj^ly j^rovided for at

all

times in other ways.

Professor H.

F.

Osborn

to organize the w^ork

returned ]March 31 from his trip to Egypt

which the jNIuseum

is

carrying on there in the

search for the remains of the ancestors of the Elephant
mals.

and other mam-

Messrs. Granger and Olsen have remained in the desert of

Fayoum

to prosecute the excavations.

cellent initial

Professor Osborn reports ex-

success and bright prospects.

Miss Adele M. Fielde has presented

to the

Department

of Eth-

nology a series of twenty-seven Chinese paintings representing various
mythical and real scenes from Chinese

made by a

native artist in

life.

These paintings were
INIiss Fielde and

1S88 at the suggestion of

were used by her as illustrations in her books, "Chinese Night's Entertainments " and "Corners of Cathay."

The

Department

of

Ethnology has recently received from Mr.

Knapp a series of wooden masks from the Eskimo of Point
Hope, Alaska. Among them are several interesting portraits, done
Edward

J.

with remarkable

skill,

and

several

ceremonial masks with markings

representing the flukes of the whale.

Director H. C. Bumpus represented the Museum at the ceremonies
connected with the dedication of the new buildings of the Carnegie
Institute, in Pittsburgh, April 11-13.

Dr. Allen represented the Museum at the spring meeting
National Academy of Sciences in Washington April IG to IS.

of the
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Elaborate preparations liave l)een made bv the New York Academy of Sciences for the aj)j)r()priate celebration, on May 28, of the two
hmi(h-eth anniversary of

The

Liimanis.

Museum

of the celebrated

tlie birtli

Swedish naturalist,

American

exercises will begin in the moi-niiio- at the

of Natural History with addresses

animals, minerals and rocks

and an exhibition of the

by I.innanis;

first classified

will

continue

in the afternoon at the Botanical Garden and Zoological Park, with
addresses and suitable exhibits of plants and animals and the dedica-

tion of the Bridge,

and

be concluded

will

in the

evening with simul-

Museum of the iirooklyn Institute, Eastern
Parkway, and at the New York Aciuarium in Battery Park. The
exercises at the Museum will include, at 11 o'clock, an address by Mr.
taneous exercises at the

Archer M. Huntington, President of the American (ieographical Society,
at the Time of Linnanis" and one by

on "North American Geography
Joel A.

Dr.

Mammalogy and

Allen, Curator of

Museum, on "Linnanis and American
New York Academy

Ornithology at the

Zoiilogy," while Dr. E.

().

Hovey,

of Sciences, will reail letters con-

Secretary of the

cerning the anniversary from other societies.

A

FINE collection of European ^Tyriajxxls, c()m})rising

has recently been ac(|uired

They were

2.')S

sj)ecies

by the De])artnu'nt of Invertebrate Zoology,

W.

collected by Dr. Garl

Verhoetl" of Dresden, (Germany,

and embrace specimens from (iermany, Austro-Hungary, Greece, the
Pyrenees,

European 'Purkey,

and Norway, together with
animal forms comprised

in

a

France,

Switzerland,

few from 'Punis

Portugal,

Italy,

'Phe i)eculiar

(Africa).

the class Mi/rldjxidd are famili;ir to

;ill

nndci'

such names as centij)edes, millcju'des and "thousand-legged worms."
LiUe the true worms their bodies are long, cylindrical or Hattened, and
are divided into a varying nnmbei- of ring-like segments.

thc\-

dillcr

from

h'gs for

closely

tlic

worms,

iiowex-cr, in possessing

resemble those of insects.

inlcrest (o biologists.

haviuir but

one

carnivorous and

ous

The

one or two pairs of jointed

each segment, while their jaws, antenna' and intern:d oi'gans

or liansilioiial link Ix-twccii these

in

'Phey

bite.

The

kill

Standing thus as an intermeiliate

(wo grou|)s, myriapods

ai'c

of peculiar

'Phe centipedes, which dilVcr from the millepeiles

i)air

of

let's

die insects

poison

also

for

each sennieiU inslea

upon which they Iced by

serves

as

a

piotection

millepedes on (he other hand are vegctMrian

in

1

of two,

are

their pnisDU-

against

enemies.

their habits,

and

MUSEUM NEWS NOTES
though some species are obnoxious

harmless,

therefore

87
farmers

to

because of the damage they work to crops.

Mr. Frank M. Chapman,

Associate Curator of

Ornithology, spent a fortnight during April

Bahama

Mammology and
several

visiting

Islands for the purpose of collecting nests, eggs and

of

the

young

of

now being prepared at the Museum.
Carnegie Laboratory at Dry Tortugas, Florida,

certain birds for the habitat groups

The

authorities of the

placed at Mr.

Chapman's

and Dr. A.

disposal the yacht "Physalia"

Mayer, director of the laboratory, accompanied him on the

Mr.

J.

(i.

trip.

D. FiGGiNS, of the Department of Preparation and Installa-

New York on April 6 for Key West, Florida, where he will
Mr. Chapman for additional field work in Florida. From Florida

tion, left

join

the expedition will go to Louisiana.

The

Department

of

Mammalogy

has recently accpiired by purchase

a collection of mannnals from China.

mens, mostly of species the

size of a

The

series includes

Hare or

larger, of

100 speci-

which 43 are

from the Island of Hainan and 03 from the interior of China, near the
foot of the "Taipashiang
collection,

Mountains.

The

latter are all

new

to

our

and the Hainan specimens do not duplicate the material

previously received from that island.

On March
visited

29 a delegation of about forty teachers fi-om Buffalo

Museum and

the

spent considerable time under guidance in

studying the work carried on here in connection with the schools of this
city.

The

collections

system of lectures to children, the circulating nature study

and other educational work

and demonstrated

The
Museum

The

of the institution

were explained

to the visitors.

National Kindergarten Association opens an exhibition at the

on

May

next

2 which will continue through the space of three weeks.

number

of the

Journal

will

be issued

in

October.
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MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
Meetings
are lield at

ties
(

)ii

New York AcatltMiiy of
Miisenm aeeonlin^ to tlie

of the
tlu^

Sciciu'cs

and

A(!ili:i(c(l

Socie-

rollowinj^ seliediile:

evenin<i;.s, 'I'lie Xew ^Ork Academy ol" Sciences:
Mondays, Section of (Jeolouy und Min<'i:il<)<'y.
Second Mondays, Section of Biok)gy.
luniistry.
Tliird Monchtys, Section of Astronomy, Pliysics and
l'\)Uilli M(»n<kivs, Seclicin of Aiitlir()|)<il(iuy and Psydioloiiy.

Monday

First

(

(

i>inna'an Society,

'I'lie

tlie 'J'orrey

<

annonnced:

'i'nesday evenin(!;s, as

)n

\Vc(hiesday

)n

The New
The

'i'lie

Xew

iMitomolo^'ical Socicly

^'()l•k

and

Botanical Clnl).

evi'iiin^'s,

announced:

as

^'ork Miiicralo<;'ical Chih.

|)roijranune of meetings of the respective or<^anizations

is

issued in

"Buhetin" of the Xew York AcaiU'my of Scienc(>s and sent to
Members of the Museum on makin<;
(he memhers of the several societies.

the weekly

re(|uest of the

Director

will

he

tliese circulars as

willi

|)i'o\ide(l

tluy are

|)ul)lislied.

May and

Tlie meclini;"s will he held tlii'ou^lioul

again

tinued for the sunnner,

hei^'imiin*!;

and

and mineralogy.

section of geology

(

)c(ol>i'r 7

will

tlicn

he discon-

with the husiness meelin<;'

SPECIAL NOTICE TO MEMBERS.
A LECTURE WILL BE GIVEN BY

COMMANDER ROBERT

PEARY,

E,

U,

N.

S.

AT THB MUSEUM ON

TUESDAY, MAY

14,

8.15

P.

M.

RK(iARI)IN(i

"The Work

of the

Peary Arctic
for

Club

in

1905-1906

1907-1908."

The Auditorium will be reserved for members
and their quests.
Special cards of admittance will be issued.

NOTK.

and the Plans

of

the

Huseum

,

The American Museum Journal
OCTOBER,

Vol. VII

No. 6

1907

THE WARREN MASTODON.
IN page 90 we present an

showing the Warren

illustration

IVIastodon, Mastodon Americanus, as installed in the
This famous skeleton
Hall of Vertebrate Palfeontology
.

was discovered
during the unusually dry summer of 1845 on the farm of
Mr. N. Brewster in a small valley near Newburgh, N. Y.
The bones were in an almost perfect state of preservation, and from
the most complete which has been found,

they were not
the fact that they were buried in a layer of shell-marl,
those of a recent
black, like most mastodon bones, but brown, like
skeleton which has been

much

handled.

months during the same
towns and
year in the city of New York and in several New England
was a diswere then purchased by John Collins Warren, M. D., who
from
1815 to
University
Harvard
tinguished professor of anatomy in

The bones were

exhibited for three or four

In 1846 the skeleton was mounted, under Professor Warren's
Sir Charles Lyell,
direction, by N. B. Shurtleff, in Boston, and exhibited to
and thousands
Agassiz
Louis
Professor
Jeffries Wyman,
1847.

Professor

of visitors.

In Januan^ 1849,

it

was remounted and placed with other

collections in the fire-proof building

on Chestnut

Street, Boston, sub-

Warren INIuseum, which was erected expressly
kere it remained till 1906, when it was acquired with the refor it.
Amerimainder of the Warren collection of fossils and presented to the
Journal
the
can Museum by J. Pierpont IMorgan, Esq., as was noted in
sequently

known

as the

for April, 1906.

A
The

remounting.
year has been devoted to the work of renewing and
which the
with
varnish
skeleton was taken apart and the dark

Thus the
bones had been covered was removed by the use of alcohol.
The tusks were
original color of the time of discovery has been regained.
than 11 feet
more
being
as
Warren
erroneously reported to Professor
in length,

and were

so described

and restored by him; but the

original

piecing the fragments

length has been exactly determined by skillfully
tusk
together as 8 feet 6 inches. Twenty-three inches of each
91

is

inserted

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM JOURXAL
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in

tlie

sockets, the projectiiii;- part meiisuring

skeleton

is

so nearly complete that almost

no

feet

7

The

inehes.

restoration or replacement

has proved necessary.

The

followini; careful measurenients will l)e of interest:

Meters,

Feet.

Length, base of tusks

drop of

to

hack

tail

.

.

14

ft.

9

at the shoulders

11

in.

4.55
2.80

ft.

2

in.

Tusks: Length of right tusk, on outside curve
Length of tusk exposed

S

ft.

(>

in.

2.59

Thighbones:

Height

to top of sj)ines of

Length

of right

Length of
Telvis, or

.

.

.

6

ft.

S

in.

2.03

.

.

.

3

ft.

5

in.

1.05

6^,

in.

L03

left

The ^Mastodon was

.

3

ft.

.

6

ft.

the contemporary of the

America during Pleistocene or
])arison of this

.

.

.

innominate bones, width of

early

specimen with the

Mannnoth

1.83
in

middle Quaternary time.

and

fine skeleton of the

North

Com-

INIammoth, Elcphas

culumhi, standing near shows the likenesses and the })oints of difference

The ^Mastodon was

between the two animals.

generally longer, some-

The most easily
Mannnoth showing

what lower and more massive than the ^lannnoth.
recognized difference

the teeth, those of the

lies in

low narrow transverse

ridges, while those of the

^Mastodon show strong

cusps.

A BLACKFOOT LODGE, OR TEPEE.
Ill']

a

illustration

"medicine

on page 93 shows the lodge, or tepee, of

man"

of the Otter clan of the Blackfoot

Indians of ^Montana which has been installed in

the

Hall of North American Indans, No. 102 of the ground
the

floor of

Museum

lodge was obtained on a

expedition in the field season of 1903 by Dr.

Clark Wissler, Curator of Ethnology,
ber of the Blackfoot

The

Museum.

tribe.

The

who

is

a regularly adopted

mem-

decorations on the outside of the lodge

represent the otter fthe insignia of the family or clan), together with

mountains fthe triangular

j)()ints)

and

stars

(the white circles), while

the black and red at the top are the signs of night and day.

The arrangement
life

of the interior

tume and

is

engaged

in

is

such as to indicate the family

The woman wears a typical Blackfoot cosBehind the
])erforming ordinary home duties.

of the medicine man.

A

Group

in

BLACKFOOT LODGE, OR TEPEE

North American Indian Hall, No. 102

93

of the

Ground Floor

94

Till-:

household

AMKRICAX MUSEUM JOUHXAL

the family altar, which

fire is

is

only a patch of ashes where

upon

offerings of incense are sjirinkled at certain times

the

At the

fire.

and

left

of the altar

may

At the right and

the sign of hospitality.

})il)e,

live coals

from

be seen the usual tobacco board
left

are the beds,

which are made of and covered with buffalo hides.
l)ed is the

back

rest,

suspended

bags containing charms

for

other articles in the lodge

use

on

At the head of each
"
which are the " meilicine

ceremonial

are hou.sehold utensils,

occasions.

Among

a man's saddle and

pemmican.

parfleche bags for storing

The background

to the tripods of

is formed bv another Blackfoot
which was obtained by Dr. George Bird Grinnell. Both
lodge-covers are made from cowskin which has been tanned and prepared in the usual Blackfoot manner, as illustrated antl described in the

of the Otter Iodide

lodge-cover,

exhibits on the oppo.site side of the hall.

HEAD OF THE ATLANTIC

North Hall, No.

ms

FIN

BACK WHALE

of (he Third Floor

THE MUSEUM WHALES.
MP()|{'rAX'r adchtions have been made recently to the
r.\hil)iti()n series of Cetaceans through means provided
by (leorge

S.

Howdoin,

lvs(|.

skeletons of three species of

mounted
(Hall No.

;»()();;

a

in tlie I''ast

lit'e-si/e

Mannnal

.\niong these arc the

Whale which have been
Ilall

of the gallciy (loor

model of the Atlantic Sulphur-bottom Whale

c3

THE AMERICA X
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installed in tlie

same

and a

hall,

Ml'SlA'M JOi'liXAI.
(()nij)lete

skeleton of an Atlantic- Fin-

back Whale, or Uon|ual, which has heen suspended from the ceiling
in the

North Hall (No. 308) of

The model
76

feet

of

the

third Hoor.

tlie

Sulplnu'-bottom

Whale

represents an

It consists of

long in the act of swinnning.

animal

mache upon

papier

a wire shell which has been built over an elal)orate frame of struc-

The Sulphur-bottom is the largest of marine mammals and,
known animals either living or extinct, sometimes attain-

tural iron.

in fact, of all

ing a length of 05 feet, with a girth of 39 feet and an estimated weight

This whale occurs

of 147 tons.
(

)cean, but

less

The

it

has become

hunting.

ver}' rare in recent

It receives its

skeletons in the P^ast

in the Atlantic as well as in the Pacific

name from

Mammal

years on account of relent-

the color of the under surface.

Hall are of a Jlijpcroudon or Bottle-

nose Whale which was captured twenty years or more ago in the Ger-

man Ocean,

a Glohicephalu.s or "CaJi-ing Whale," as

called

it is

by

was caught near the Faroe Islands, and a Mesoplodon,
or Beaked Whale, which was taken near New Zealand in 1893.
The Fin-back ^Vhale was captured off Provincetown, Mass., in April,
1890, and was about 63 feet long when alive. The maximum size for
the Scotch, which

feet.

The

off the coast of

North

females of this species, which are larger than the males,

Finback

is .still

captured in considerable numbers

Carolina and northward to Newfoundland.

means

of steamshij)s

and

is

is

70

The whale

hunte<l

is

The com-

killed with ex])l()sive harpoons.

mercial products obtained are whalebone of short length and
<|uality an<l oil, while the flesh

and skeleton are used

in

by

making

coar.se

fertilizer.

AN EXHIBITION OF MUSEUM ART AND METHODS.
riJIN(i the
Maiiinial

(if

an

May

was held

there

exhibition

of

in

drawings.

the East
j)aintings

and models by the

artists of the .scientific .staff of the

Museum, showing

the

and

manner

figures for the j)ublic cases

.scientific

Among

nioiith

Hall

of

preparing groups

and

illustrations for its

pul>li(ations.

the features of the exhibition were studies in clay by -lames

L. Clark for

tli(>

nionnting of the .Xfrican Lion Hannibal and the group

NEW

EXHIBITS

97

of INIountain Sheep and the "Whales.

Dr. B. E. Dahlgren showed a
group of the Snapping Turtle and enlarged models of several minute
forms of animal life. W. C. Orchard exhibited models of Indian heads
of different tribes, colored to illustrate several styles of face painting

used in ceremonies like the Ghost, Corn and Buffalo dances. The
heads themselves were modeled by Caspar Mayer, who also exliibited
several groups illustrating the Eskimo and the African Negro.
Charles R. Knight was well represented with sketches in water
colors, oils

and

and clay

for

some

of the

famous restorations of fossil mammals

which he has constructed under the direction of Professor
Osborn. Bruce Horsfal exhibited field studies made for the backgrounds
of several Habitat Groups, particularly those for the Prairie Hen, the
reptiles

Pelican, the "Wild Turkey, the Aiihinga

and the birds

Albert E. Butler and Miss French contributed models in
fruit

and

foliage of

North American

trees

from the

of

the desert.

wax

of flowers,

series in course of prep-

aration for the Jesup Collection of "Woods and a charming

showing the South American Flying Lizard
orchids, butterflies

in its

little

group

home surroundings

of

and moths.

Ignaz Matausch showed some enlarged
water color drawings and wax models of the brightly colored, peculiar

and

little

The

known

insects called Leafhoppers.

exhibition also included water color landscapes

and minutely
accurate water color reproductions of moths and butterflies by Mrs.
E. L. Beutenmiiller, careful pen drawings of ants by Miss M. E. Howe,
pen and wash drawings of vertebrate fossils by INIrs. L. M. Sterlino-,
Erwin S. Christman and B. Yoshihara and pen drawings of Indian relics

bv W. Baake.

NEW FEATURES

|MONG

OF THE EXHIBITION HALLS.

the recently installed features of the exliibition

halls the following

may

be mentioned

"\'ertebrate Palaeontology,

don

skeletons,

— Allosaurus

Warren Mastodon

Ichthyosaurus preserving

:

Department of
group, Tracho-

skeleton, skeleton of

impression

and outline of

body, additions to Horse Alcove, alcove labels; Department of Geology,— polished blocks of orbicular diorite and other rocks;

Department

of

jMammalog}',— model

of Sulphur-bottom

Whale, skele-

tons of Atlantic Finback and other whales; Department of Ornithology,

77//;

9S
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— the Wild Turkey
the group of FeecHug Birds; Department of
Ethnology, — Blackfoot lodge, Maori heads, Japanese reception room;
Department of Invertebrate Zoology, — enlarged models (75 diameters)
^roiip,

of the Malaria ^[os(juito,
labels

on

model of the North Atlantic

Sfjuid, alcove

<;la.ss.

A DIPLODOCUS FOR THE FRANKFURT MUSEUM.

HE

illustrations

on

this

page and the following are of the

new Senckenberg Museum

of Natural History which

has just been finished at Frankfurt on the Main, Ger-

many, and the

interior court of the building.

court as the place of honor in the

museum

In this

has been

installed a skeleton of the great fossil herbivorous reptile.

THE SKELETON OF DIPLODOCUS

Mountod

Diplodocus, a

gift

ill

tho covcrcfl roiirf of the Soiu'kcnl)org Museiiiii

from Mr. Morris K. Jesup.

sixty-one feet long and twelve feet high,

Bone

This specimen, which

is

was taken from the famous

Calvin Quarry, near Medicine Jiow,

Wyoming,

the place fron*

5

Jl

-S
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the

wliicli

American Museum has secured

unicjue series of
reptiles

tic

its

extensive and ahiiost

remains of Diplodocus, Brontosaurus and other

Hourished in the shallow lakes and marshes that

whicii

Rocky Mountain

characterized the eastern portion of a part of the
region in Jurassic time,
skeleton of

first

the

h()])e

that

it

}j;igan-

its

some

eight millions of years ago.

kind to be sent to Europe, and the

may

he instrumental

hriiiging the

in

continents into closer relationships and that

it

may

This

is

the

made

gift is

museums

in

of both

foster the kindly

now existing between the German and American peoples.
The Senckenberg Museum will be formally dedicated October 13
with elaborate ceremonies under the patronage of the Emperor and
Empress of Germany. The American ^Museum will be represented

feeling

on the occasion by Director Bumpus.

THE ROBLEY COLLECTIONS OF MAORI HEADS.

HE

Department of Ethnology

having secured
cally

is

last INIay the

particularly fortunate in

remarkable and practi-

unique collection of tattooed heads of ancient

^Maoris which ]Major General G. Robley of the British

Army

many

spent

pains and great

all

expense in

These heads,

other authentic sources.

years in assembling at infinite

New

Zealand and from

thirty five in

number,

the different styles of the art of tattooing as practised

illustrate

among

the

Maoris prior to the year 1S31. At that time the British government
forbade further tattooing, because the high value set on the heads

by souvenir hunters

led to the

tools received therewith

is

and

reserved for later publication.

tictn

in

NOTES.

great meteorite kncjwn as Ahnighito which

Peary, U. S. N., secured in the
"\'()rk

full

of the outfit of ancient tattooing

MUSEUM NEWS
The

A

commission of many murders.

description of the series of heads

summer

Commander

11.

of 1807 on the shores of

E.

Cape

northern CJreenland was transferred in August from the posi-

which

it

has occupied for about two years under the arch at the

entrance to the

Museum

to

its

permanent abiding

|)lace in the

Foyer.

MUSEUM NEWS NOTES
The

task of

moving

this

36^ ton mass of iron to

101

its

present position

the resources of the city at command and with plenty of time
work has made us realize more than ever before the bravery
and skill shown by Mr. Peary in bringing the meteorite away from its
A thrilling account of Mr. Peary's expedition for the
Arctic home.
Saviksue or Cape York meteorites may be found in his book "North-

with

all

for the

ward over the great Ice," and a brief notice of the three irons, Ahnighito,
the Woman and the Dog, comprising the group may be found in the
American Museum Journal for January, 1905.

The Gem

Collection has received as a gift from

Morgan, a boulder
7,196 pounds. This

known

to

of jade
is

(nephrite)

the largest single

from

New

mass of

Mr.

J.

Pierpont

Zealand weighing

this material

which

is

be in existence.

The

Department of INIineralogy received in August a valuable gift
gems and gem material from Mr. J. F. Freire Murta of
Arassuahy, Minas Geraes, Brazil. The series consists of cut gems
of Brazilian

and unworked fragments
and beryl occurring in the

The

the

Minas Geraes,

Seventh International Zoological Congress, which held

scientific sessions in

ican

illustrating the valued colors of tourmaline

state of

its

Boston August 19 to 24, was the guest of the Amer-

Museum on Tuesday, August 27. At eleven o'clock the officers of
Museum met the members and delegates of the Congress in the

Foyer and conducted them through the exhibition
the particular zoological treasures.

departments of

Vertebrate

Among

halls,

pointing out

these the collections of the

Palaeontology and

Invertebrate Zoology

At one o'clock the members of the
Congress were the guests of President Jesup at a luncheon which was
served in the corner hall opening out of the Laubat Hall of Mexican
attracted the

most

attention.

afternoon was spent in visiting the laboratories and
work rooms of the Museum where the " congressists " were particularly
Archaeology.

The

interested in the

work being done

in glass,

wax and

other materials in

the preparation and mounting of groups and individual specimens.

During the evening a reception was given in the building by the Trustees of the Museum and the Council of the New York Academy of
Sciences, when the foreign and out-of-town delegates had an opportunity
of meeting

New Yorkers who

are interested in science non-professionally.

THE AMERICA X MUSEUM JOlliXAL
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An

attractive feature of the rece})ti()n

was the

stereopticon views ilhistratintr recent field

series of exhibitions of

work

Museum and

of the

Bahamas

associated institutions in the Fayouin Desert, East Africa, the

and elsewhere.

The

Department of ^Nlammalog}- has recently obtained the skins
and complete skeletons of two specimens, a male and a female, of the
extremely rare Soloiodon paraduxu.s which were collected by ]\Ir. A. H.

The

Verrill in the island of Haiti during the early part of this year.

Solenodont, called the Ajjouta

in Haiti, is

a small insect-eatint; animal,

more than twenty inches in total lentrth, with a long naked nose
and a long scaly tail and strong claws. Heretofore it has been known
in museums by a single skin and skull which are in St. Petersburg, and
even the Cuban Solenodont, though more common, is found in l)ut
rarely

few
is

Another important recent accession

collections.

in this (lej)artnient

the skeleton and skin of an adult Sea Otter, Laiax lutris

was captured

The

skin

in the latter part of last

is five

the animal

feet

two inches long from

may have been

nose to

tip of tail,

but
has

Otter ranged formerly from the

lie-

On

the

tip of

when

ring Sea southward along both coasts of the Pacific Ocean.
east coast

which

alive, since the skin

longer than this

The Sea

been stretched sidewise.

ncrcl.s,

July near Point Lobos, California.

range extendetl to northern Lower California, but the

its

animal has become nearly extinct on American shores, and a hunter
considers himself well
fine

rcj)ai(l for

a year's search by the taking of a single

specimen.

The

Ja])anese

Room, which

government exhibit
in 1004,

at the

attracted

has been recently opened

(Hall NO. 201

decorated

)

of the second

in silk,

much

attention in the Japanese

Louisiana Purchase Pvxposition at

flooi'

to the pul)lic in the

of the

Museum.

Louis

St.

Southwest Hall

The room

is

richly

carved native woods and laccpier to illustrate the adap-

tion of oriental materials

and

has been presented to the

Museum

j)attenis to occidental uses.

by the

.\ij)j)()n

This exhibit

^'uscn Kaisha through

Haiou kaiicko of Ja])an.

Mk.

1"'|{\\k

Cmai'MW,

.\ssociate

Ornithology, accomj)anied by Mr.

Mr. Bruce Horsfal, the

J.

artist, visited

Curator of Manniiology

and

D. Figgins of the Department and
the coast of South ("aroliua in

for the purpo.se of collecting material for the P^gret group.

May

Mr. Chap-

LECTURES
man made
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another expedition in June and July with the

A. Fuertes to Saskatchewan

artist INIr.

for the wild water fowl of the

The

-and to the Canadian Rockies for Ptarmigan.

L.

Northwest

expeditions were

eminently successful in procuring the skins, accessories, photographs

and sketches needed for the groups, which form part of the series of
Habitat Groups provided for by the North American Ornithology
Fund.

Messrs. Walter Granger and George Olsen of the Department
from Egypt, where they

of Vertebrate Palaeontology, returned July 4

and exploration
The objects of the expedition, which was
in the Fayoum Desert.
under the immediate direction of Professor Osborn, were set forth in
The results were
the American INIuseum Journal for last February.

had spent more than four months

in active excavation

highy satisfactory, but a detailed notice of them

number of the Journal,
Museum.

later
-at

after the material shall

is

reserved

for

a

have been received

the

LECTURE ANNOUNCEMENTS.

MEMBERS' COURSE.
The

first

course of lectures for the season 1907-1908 to ^Members of the

Museum and persons

holding complimentary tickets given them by ^Members

be held in November and December.

will

on Thursday evenings
ticon views.

The

lectures will be delivered

and will be fully illustrated by stereopbe announced this month in a special

at 8:15 o'clock

The programme

will

circular.

PUPILS' COURSE.

The

resumed in October.
when accompanied
schools
public
the
pupils
of
the
open
to
These lectures are
Museum on the
of
the
Members
of
children
the
and
to
by their teachers
lectures to Public School children will be

presentation of ^Membership tickets.

may

Additional particulars of this course

be learned by addressing the Directors of the

Museum.

PEOPLE'S COURSE.
Tuesday evenings

A

at

8 o'clock.

course of lectures illustrated with stereopticon views.

'October

1.

— Dr.

P. H. Goldsmith,

"The Great Mexican Cornucopia."

:

:
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October

S.

—

Alice

^NIrs.

Le Ploxgeox, "The Famous Ruins

1).

of

Yucatan."

October

15.

October

22.

October

29.

— Professor William TjIbbey, "Cul)a."
People."
and
— Mr. Orrel A. Parker, "Porto
— Mr. George Doxaldsox, "The AVest Indies."
Ilico

Saturday evenings

A

at

S o'clock.

Samuel

course of three lectures by Professor

5.

October

12.

October

19.

C.

Schmucker

illus-

and specimens.

trated "with charts

October

Its

— " Crabs and Their Cousins."
— "Insect Changes."
— "A Family of Spinners (Spiders)."

October 26.— D. Everett Lyox, Ph. D., "The Life Story of the

Honey

Bee."

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
Meetings of the
are held at the

On

New York Academy

Museum from

October to May,

^Monday evenings, The

First

of Sciences

Mondays, Section

and

inclusive, as follows

New York Academy
of

Affiliated Societies

of Sciences

Geology and Mineralogy.

Second Mondays, Section of Biology.
Third [Mondays, Section of Astronomy, Physics and Chemistry.
P'ourth Mondays, Section of Anthropology and Psychology.

On Tuesday

evenings, as annoiuiced:

The Linnaean

Society,

The New York Entomological

and

Society

the Torrey Botanical Club.

On Wednesday evenings, as announced:
The New York Mineralogical Club.
(

)n

Friday evenings, as announced:

The New
The
in the

to the

"i'ork

Microscopical Society.

])rogranniie of meetings of the respective organizations

weekly "Bulletin" of the

members

making request

New York Academy

of the several societies.

Members

is

of Sciences
of the

jMiblished

and sent

Museum

ori'

of the Direetor will be provided with the Bulletin as issued.

The American Museum Journal
NOVEMBER,

Vol. VII

No. 7

1907

AHNIGHITO, THE GREAT CAPE YORK METEORITE.

AST month

in the Journal of the
(Greenland) MeteorYork
Great Cape

mention was made

removal of the
ite

"Almighito" from the archway in front of the

building to

permanent resting place

its

This month we
tion

which has been

built

like the Willamette

in position.

showing the iron

meteorite on the other side of the entrance,
of concrete

in the Foyer.

present as our frontispiece an illustra-

it

rests

up through the

on a

floor

solid pedestal

from the rock

beneath the cellar. Thus the supports of these heavy masses of iron
are entirely independent of the building, and no jarring can cause them
to threaten the safety of the structure.

COLLECTIONS FROM THE CONGO.

HROUGH

recently

negotiations

Belgian authorities,

carried

on with the

arrangements have been made to

establish in the IVIuseum an extensive exhibition illustrative of the ethnic and zoological conditions of the

Congo region

in Africa.

The

proposition to establish

such a permanent exhibition in New York City has
appealed so strongly to King Leopold that he has authorized the government of the Congo Free State to open a special credit to aid in its formation. Two large shipments comprising more than 1500 specimens

have already been received.
It is

planned

INIuseum,

now

to devote

two

halls of the

new wing

of the

American

in process of construction, to African ethnology.

The

the
section will be beautifully decorated with frescoes showing
so
country,
the
of
fauna
and
flora
the
of
scenery and with real examples

Congo

appear in surroundings
groups
appropriate to the different tribes they represent. Some of the
that the specimens illustrating

human
107

life will
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be reproductions of the magnificent

will

Museum, near

Brussels,

and

all will

life-like figures in the

Tervueren

have the appearance of animation,

as they will portray the natives engaged in hunting and in their ordinary

^Vhen the great number and diversity of the tribes

peaceful occupations.
in Central Africa,

both

in the valleys

the scope for picturesque display

and on the uplands are considered,

may be

realized.

In addition to the ethnological specimens,
general of the

Congo Department

M.

I.iebrechts, secretary

of the Interior, has

promised the most

complete data possible in the shape of photographs, statistical documents and samples of exported products, together with the entire series
of the scientific publications of the

On

its

part, the

American

Congo Independent

Museum

State.

of Natural History will send out

expeditions to procure specimens illustrating fully the animal and plant

concerning the Congo

ent trustworthy sources,

and administration, so that

history, resources
will

data from independ-

It will also collect all available

of this region.

life

all

State,

its

discovery,

sides of the question

be presented for the examination of those interested.
The continent of Africa is being so rapidly opened up to occupa-

tion

by

civilized peoples that

it is

of the highest importance,

point of view of the ethnologist, that collections be
illustrating the life

now

living there.

from the

made without

delay

and the histoiy of the savage and semi-savage tribes
Hence the material recently received from the Congo,

together with that which has been promised and that which had been

obtained from East Africa and elsewhere will form an extensive and
compreliensive collection which will probably, in a comparatively few
years,

l)e

unicjue

and

of inestimable value.

A COLLECTION FROM THE TUKANO INDIANS OF SOUTH
AMERICA.

HE Museum
ethnological

ac(|uired in

material

September a large amount of

from the Tukuno

South America, the result
of the well

Schmidt,
llio

known
among

and the

difficulty

and

the almost

Caiary-Uaupcs, a

the State of .\mazona.s, Brazil.
zation,

scientist

The

Indians

of

of an eight-month sojourn
collector,

uid-cnown

trii)utary of the

locality

and danger incurred

is

in

Mr. Hermann
people of the

Rio Negro

so remote from

reaching

it

in

civili-

are so great.

TUKANO COLLECTION
on account

of the

numerous

the only highways, that

man

before

jNIr.

waterfalls

many

and rapids

of the rivers,

which are

had never seen a white
mode of life and customs

of the inhabitants

Schmidt's arrival, and their

have probably changed but

109

little

since the beginning of the historic

period in South America.

The

primitive condition of the

Tukano

Indians gives particular

value to this collection of their household utensils, implements of

and the chase,

clothing, ceremonial objects

and ornaments,

war

since these

SKETCH MAP OF NORTHWESTERN SOUTH AMERICA
The region occupied by the Tukano Indians is along the Caiary-Uaupes River
near the cross

objects throw light on

some pages,

(

+

)

at least, of the history of the aborigines

before the advent of white men.

By

far the

most striking specimens

in the collection are the pieces

of feather-work, of which there are about three hundred, consisting of

a great variety of head-dresses, waist-bands, ornaments for the legs

and arms and plumes

to be carried in the hand.

These ornaments

are never w'orn except on ceremonial occasions, and then only by the

men, the women wearing
feathers used in

macaw, various
heron.

little

clothing

and but few ornaments.

making these objects are largely from
members of the parrot family, and

In lookino;

at this collection of feather-work

the red

The

and blue

a species of the

one

is

astonished
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and

at the (lelicacy

prising

beauty of the different objects

artistic

knowledge of color

effects

shown

anrl the sur-

the combinations of the

in

feathers.

Some

other notable objects in the collection are spears, shields, bows,

arrows, blow-guns with their poisoned arrows, fish traps of basketry

and numerous baskets

there are drums, rattles in

of

many

A

deer and jaguar bones.

method

Among

in varied forms.

a wrapper of bark and

The

is

illustrates

is

of

the

cigar from ten to fifteen

made by

is

rolling tobacco

fastened between the prongs of a

holder, which

about two

bles a tuning fork in shape, except that the

ened

specimens

A

smoking the native tobacco.

cigar-holder.

made

forms, pan-pipes and whistles

series of curious

inches long and about an inch in diameter
in

musical instruments

wooden
resem-

feet long, exactly

handle

is

longer and

is

sharj)-

After lighting the cigar, the Indian sticks the sharp

to a point.

end of the holder

into the

ground and

hammock,

at ease in his

lies

reaching out from time to time to draw in a whiff of smoke from the
C.

big cigar.

W. Mead.

THE PRONGHORN, OR AMERICAN ANTELOPE.
\\V]

Pronghorn

amcricana Ord)

(Antilocapra

to a family of its

belongs

own, combining features of the deer

and antelope, and

tribe with those of the goat

is

one of

most beautiful and interesting of our large game
animals.
It lives on the open rolling plains of the
the

Western States, where

at

bands of hundreds or even thousands.

one time

Xo

it

was

to

be found

in

animal on the American

continent c-omj)ares with the Pronghorn in speed antl keenness of vision,
but, although very wary, the innate curiosity of the beast often leads to
its

destruction.

A

waving handkerchief or anything which

interest will fref|uently
it

has been reduced

A

in

draw

mniibcis

])eculiar feature of the

which may

l)e

it

excites its

within rifle-shot, and, like the buffalo,
uiifil

only a few scattered herds remain.

Pronghorn

raised or lowered at will

is

its

two white rump-patches

and are used as

signals, for

on a

bright day the disc gives flashes of light which can be seen at a long
distance.
graj)hs

This odd habit, called "flashing,"

and by the young male

in the

group.

is

illustrated in the photo-

Unlike other hoofed ani-

mals, the horns of the antelope are placetl directly above the eye,

and

< o

^^
UJ

j-H

<

a
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03

O
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have a bony core from which the outer covering
core

itself

slied amuially.

is

The

always remains in place.

THE NEW HALL OF RECENT FISHES.

HALL

devoted to the exhibition of Fishes has just

been opened

to the public

on the second

floor of the

iNIuseum, at the extreme end of the north wing.
collection

casts

consists of

and

skeletons,

a

striking forms.

(1) to give a synoptic view of the Fishes of the

cal characteristics; (2) to emphasize,

mounted

skins,

supplemented by colored plates

and

of various typical

fine series of

The

It is

intended

world based on anatomi-

by means of descriptive

labels,

the food-fishes and others having commercial value or striking peculiarities;

bring into

(3) to

.significance, like variation,

relief certain

brilliant coloration of tropical forms,

and adaptation

conditions as food-supply and deep-sea

A

large

study-collection

exhibition series.

where

it

is

general features of biological

apparent degeneration, protective mimicry,

of

alcoholic

This material

available for research

is

in

to

such special

life.

specimens supplements the

one of the

work bv

Museum

laboratories,

students.

THE FOREL COLLECTION OF ANTS.
Professor Auguste Forel

of

Yvome,

tributed an im))ortant addition

to

the large collection of Formicidjie

already in the

Museum

Switzerland, has just con-

by donating a series of some 3,500 specimens,

representing about 1,400 species of exotic ants.

Li this collection there

are nearly 800 type specimens, which are, of course, invaluable to future
students.

many

The ^Museum collection is now so extensive and contains so
known species, subspecies and varieties of these

of the 5,000

highly variable insects that the study of additional materials from any
part of the world can be undertaken here profitably and without e\j)iMid-

ing time in going over the
descriptions of

some

much

scattered

and often very inade(|uate

of the earlier myrmecological writers.

'^erland, has just con-

PRECIOUS OPAL

Gif
Gcoi\^e S.
riu- siieciimn, wliich is
iiiul

one

lialt'

twice the

si/.e

B

of the illustnit

inches wide, was found as a bovvld

^iUARTZITE

i?i,

Esq.

eighteen and three quarters inches long by six
A'hite Cliffs,

New

South Wales, Australia.

:
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THE CIRCULATING NATURE STUDY COLLECTIONS.

URING

the school year 1906-1907 the circulating Nature

Study Collections were used by 660,740 pupils in the
city public

day schools and 79,358 pupils

vaca-

in the

The demand for the sets has increased
so that the Museum last summer procured an automobile to facilitate delivery to the schools.
The specimens
tion schools.

in the collections

have been selected with a view

to supplying material

required in the Syllabus of Nature Study issued by the Board of
cation,
five

and there are now

hundred

The

sets.

Edu-

thirteen of these collections, containing in all
collections

and the number of pupils

ordinary schools using them are shown in the following

in the

list

Collections.
No. OF
Pupils.

Native Birds.

Adapted

for

Grades lA-J^B:

— Containing owl, chickadee, nuthatch, song
sparrow, kinglet
Blue Jay Set — Containing blue
woodpecker,
junco, English sparrow
Robin Set — Containing robin, red-winged blackbird,
meadow-lark, chipping-sparrow
Bluebird Set — Containing bluebird, phoebe, barn swallow, house wren, chimney
Tanager Set — Containing
tanager, red-eyed
Owl

Set

bill,

85,882

....

76,813

.....

66,394

....

64,957

cross-

oriole,

swift

scarlet

vireo,

humming-bird and pigeon
Adapted for Grades 2A-5A:

goldfinch,
Insects.

89,565

......
jay,

Containing cynthia and cecropia moths, monarch butter-

and

fly, etc.,

typical representatives of the different

groups of insects
Special Insects.

Adapted

41,327
for Grades

2A-5A:

Containing life-history of cecropia moth, development of

monarch

butterfly, life

and work

of honey-bee

and

household insects
Mollushs.

Adapted

for

81,285

Grades 4-4 and 5A:

Containing shells of about twenty-five mollusks, including
the oyster, clam and chambered nautilus
Crabs.

Adapted

for

.

.

.

.

.

26,325

Grade 5A:

Containing relatives of the

common

blue crab

1,830
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Collections.
No OF
Pupils.

and Worms.

Starfishes

Adapted

for

Grades

4A and oA:

Containing typical species of the two groups
Sponges and Corals. Adapted for Grades 4A and 5A:
Containing examples of about

Minerals and Rocks.

Adapted

fifteen species

Grades

for

.

.

.

24,848-

.

.

.

14,501

SB and 4A:

Containing twenty specimens of minerals and building
48,816

'

stones

.

Adapted

Native Woods.

for

Grades 2A and 5B:

Containing elm, hickory, maple, white birch, ailantus,

sour-gum,

mens show

cross, longitudinal

of the

Total

number

wood, characteristic bark, annual

sections

ring, etc.

38,197
660,740

of schools using the collections

among

June, 1907, was 273, distributed

from September, 1906,

the boroughs as follows:

Bronx,

24

Brooklyn,

73

Queens,

11

Bichmond,

13

Corporate Schools, 27

Manhattan, 125

The

Speci-

.sycamore.

and oblique

of day-school pupils

The number
to

chestnut,

sweet-gum,

increase in the use of the collections by the pupils of the vacation

schools has been
the collections

The work

marked and

gratifying.

Twenty-seven centers used

during July and August, 1907.

of the

Museum

in furnishing these collections to the public

schools has attracted wide attention not only in this country but also
in

Europe, and several

cities,

particularly

Newark, Milwaukee and

St.

Louis, have taken steps to introduce similar collections into their schools.

THE MODEL OF THE ATLANTIC SQUID.

UK

J)ci)artnici\t

of

Invertebrate

Zocilogy

has recently

placed on exhibition, in the Synoptic Hall, No. 107 of
the ground floor, an enlarged
S(|nid

model

of the

off the Atlantic Coast especially about

Massachusetts, where
ring fisheries.

The

Common

common
Woods Hole,

(LoVkjo pealii), a marine invertebrate

it

is

very destructive to the

model, an illustration of which

is

iier-

given on i)age
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was prepared

115,

[Museum under the

in the

(Hrection of Dr. L.

W.

Williams, and represents the male cut so as to show the jjeeuliar internal

anatomy

of the animal.

and

is

It is

about twice

The

closely relateil to the Octopus.

model averages more than a foot
shaped.

(linear) natural size.

belongs to the Decapods, a subdivision of the iMollusks,

The Squid

species represented

by the

somewhat

cigar-

length and

in

is

has a distinct head, furnished with a single pair of eyes

It

which are the most perfect found among invertebrates and closely resemble the vertebrate eye itself, though originating in the embryo in a

The head

quite different way.
especially adapted

for tearing

mouth surrounded by

provided

is

^^'ith

The beak

flesh.

a

[)urrot-like
set

is

in

beak,

a circular

ten flexible arms, or tentacles, eight of which

are of equal length and studded with suckers for grasping the ani-

The remaining two

mal's prey.

tentacles are

much

longer than the

others and are without suckers, except on the club-shaped ends.

surface of the body
spots

known

entirely covered with clusters of reddish

The

pigmented

These are ordinarily pale pink, but
become
a deep red.
they

as chromatophores.

when the animal
Most animals
in

is

is

excited,

of this

group are provided with an "ink-sac" which,

the case of the Cuttlefish {Sepia officinalis), secretes an intensely

black

the sepia of commerce.

fluid,

When

the squid

startled, the

is

"ink" is forcibly ejected from the body through a duct opening into the
anus. The ink mixes with the surrounding water to form a black cloud,
under cover of which the animal escapes.
The mode of progression of the Octopus and Squid

The body

animal kingdom.

"mantle cavity"
this cavity is

a

to

flexible funnel or

ward and forward.
ejecting

it

proper

which water

through

By

filling

is

funnel

is

freely admitted.

At the entrance

the mantle-cavity with water

this funnel the

animal

When

to

is

and

shot backward

forcibly

like a sky-

going forward, the mouth of

bent so as to shoot the stream of water backward.

MUSEUM NEWS
TnK

unique in the

siphon with the small end pointing out-

rocket and at remarkable speed.
tlic

is

is

inclosed on the lower side in a

permanent endownicnl

NOTES.

i'und of the

Museum

has recently been

increased by a gift of §10,000 from Mrs. J. B. Trevor, and by the pay-

ment

of a bequest of $25,000

from the

estate of William P. Davis, Esq.

MUSEUM NEWS NOTES
The

Palffiontology has recently placed

Department of Invertebrate

on exhibition several interesting
mentioned about

famous beds of Lower Carboniferous age

Cope

other noteworthy collection

Unios are of

latest

to

these

lilies,"

may be

from the

at Crawfordsville, Indiana.

particularly fine set that

Collection, presented to the

Montana, presented

Among

series of fossils.

specimens of Crinoids, or "sea

fifty

These are part of a

117

Museum by

was received with the
President Jesup. An-

the series of Unios from Hell Creek,

is

the jMuseum by Mr. Barnum Brown.

These

is to say they are millions of
the " fresh water clams " which

Cretaceous time, that

years old, but they are so

much

like

inhabit the rivers and lakes of the Mississippi basin at the present time
that the region in which they occur

our living forms.

The

is

undoubtedly the original home of

present Unios are the shells from which are

obtained the fresh water pearls of commerce.

from Grantland, 82°

37' north latitude,

The fossils

Expedition in 1906.

are of

A

little series

of fossils

was brought back by the Peary
Carboniferous age and prove the

existence of a mild climate in these far northern regions in Paleeozoic
time.

Dr. D. Le Souef, Director of the Zoological Gardens, Melbourne,
Australia, and delegate of the Colonial Government to the Seventh
International Zoological Congress, gave an illustrated lecture at the

Museum on ]Monday evening, September 9, under the auspices of the
New York Academy of Sciences. His subject was "The Wild Animal
Life of Australia," and he presented a series of remarkable and interest-

ing photographs illustrating the strange animals of Australia and their

home surroundings. Dr. Le
was made by himself and is a
is

Souef's collection of such photographs
result of

wide experience in the

field.

It

considered the most complete in existence.

Professor Marshall H. Saville, Honorary Curator of Archaeology,
arrived in New York September 10 on his return from Ecuador, where he
had devoted about three months to field work in the coast region. He
had most excellent success in collecting, and obtained a large quantity of
material illustrating the Pre-Columbian
is

practically

of the

unknown

Department

remained

October

in

2.

of the region, a region

to the scientific public.

of Ethnology,

Ecuador

life

who accompanied

for additional

which

Mr. George H. Pepper
Professor Saville,

work and returned

to

New York
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Professor Henry E. Crampton

of

Columbia University made a

second expedition to the Island of Tahiti

duriiif!^

summer

the past

in

behalf of the ]\Iuseum, carrying on the studies which he began last year

with regard to the effect of geographical isolation as a factor in specific

and the determination

evolution

sundry

of data relating to

During a

trip to

Germany

last

summer

Curator of Fossil Fishes, secured for the

mens

tlie

inheritance of

specific characters.

Professor Bashford Dean,

Museum

five beautiful speci-

of fossil fishes from the celebrated lithographic stone quarries at

Solnhofen, Bavaria.

Among

these are a Proptcrus, a Caiurus and a

Megalunts that are hardly excelled by any similar specimens

in

the

German museums.
H. W. Seton-Karr, Esq., of Wimbledon, England, has presented
Department of Archaeology a splendid series consisting of seventyone'specimens of palseolithic implements collected by him in the Districts
These implements
of Poondi and Cazeepet, ^Madras Presidency, India.
to the

are of red argillaceous sandstone and were washed out of Pleistocene
alluvial deposits containing quartzite boulders.

These

Stone Age have been placed on exhibition

the gallery cases of the

Peruvian Hall, No. 302 of the gallery

in

relics of the early

floor.

A LARGE ethnological collection made in Korea in 1906 and 1907
by Dr. C. C. Vinton has been presented to the ^luseum. The material
consists principally of vessels of glazed and unglazed pottery, many of
which are of beautiful design and

The

finish.

collection illustrating the culture of the Indians of the Plains

has been enriched by the accession of two decorated
the Sioux tribe.
five years

TuE

bufl'alo

robes from

Since the practical extermination of the buffalo twenty-

ago such robes have become extremely scarce.

Dej)artment of Archa^oh^gy has received from Mr. Alanson

Skinner a series of specimens collected for the
Ontario, T^ivingston and Erie Counties,

New

Museum

York, from

this

sites

occupied by the Seneca and Neutral Indians of Iriquoian stock.

year in
formerly

LECTURES
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LECTURE ANNOUNCEMENTS.

MEMBERS' COURSE.
course of illustrated lectures for the season 1907-1908 to MemMuseum of Natural History and their friends will be
given according to the following programme:

The

first

liers of the

American

Thursdays at

November

7.

November

14.

November

21.

December

5.

8: 15 P.

M.

— Frank M. Chapman, "Bird Studies the Bahamas,
South Atlantic States and Northwestern Canada."
— Henry Fairfield Osborn, "The American Museum
in

Expedition to the Fayoum."

— Edmund Otis Hovey, "A Month's Tour of the Yellowstone Park."
— Harlan Smith, "An Unknown Field in American
^

I.

Archjieology."

December 12.—

F. A. Lucas',

"The Fur

Seal;

its

History and Habits."

PUPILS' COURSE.

Open to School Children, when accompanied by their Teachers, and to
Children of Members, on presentation of Membership Ticket.
Lectures begin at 4: 00 P.
Oct.

Monday,

28

Wednesday, 30

M.

Nov.

18.— "Among the Filipinos." By G. H. Sherwood.
20.— "The Panama Canal." By E. O. Hovey.

Nov.

Friday,

1

Monday,

4

22.— "Our Native Birds and Their Habits." By F.
M. Chapman.
25.— " Early Days in New York City." By R. W.

6

Dec.
4.

Miner.

Wednesday,

— "Forests and
By A. C.
— "Historic Scenes

their

Dependent

Industries."

Burrill.

Friday,

Monday,

8
11

Wednesday, 13
Friday,

15

By G. H.
in New England."
Sherwood.
9.— "Peoples of the Earth." By H. I. Smith.
11.— "Scenes in Our Western States." By R. C.
Andrews.
13.— "Famous Rivers of the World." By R. W.
Miner.
6.

LEGAL HOLIDAY COURSE.
Open

free to the public.

No

tickets required.

Thanksgiving Day, November 28,
"The Yellowstone National Park."

3: 15 P.

M.

Edmund Otis Hovey,
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PEOPLE'S COURSE.
Given

in

cooperation with the City Department of Education.

Tuesday evenings

A

Doors open at 7:30.
at 8 o'clock.
course of lectures illustrated with stereopticon views.

November
November
November
November

5.

12.
19.
2().

— Profkssor Charles L. Bristol, "The Bermudas."
— Edwin E. Slossox, Ph. D., "The Panama Canal."
— Professor Henry H. Rusby, "The Delta the Orinoco.""
— Miss Carolina H. Huidobro, "Typical Life
of

in Chili."

Saturday evenings at 8 o'clock. Doors open at 7:30.
course of three lectures by Professor Samuel C. Schmucker.

A

November 2.— "Little Brothers of the Air (Birds)."
November 9. "Modern Mound Builders (Ants)."
November 16. "My Foster Children (Animals as Pets)."
November 23.
J. Russell Smith, Ph. D., "The Story of a Steel Rail."
The first of a course of four lectures on "Commercial

—
—
—

Geographv"

November 30.— "The

illustrated 1)V stereopticon views.

Story'of a

Ton

of Coal."

Children are not admitted to these lectures, except on presentation of
Card.

a.

Museum Member's

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.

will

Meetings of the New York Academy of Sciences and its Affiliated
be held at the Museum during the current montii as follows:

On Mondays

at 8:15 P.

November

4.

November
November
November

18.

11.

25.

—

—
—
—

M.

The New York Academy

of Sciences:

Business meeting and Section of Geology and
Mineralogy.
Section of Biology.
Section of Astronomy, Physics and Chemistry.
Section of Anthropology and Psychology.

On Tuesday evenings

as announced:

The Linniiean Society, The New York
The Torrey Botanical Club.

On

Societies-

loutoinological Society

and

Friday evenings as annoiniccd:

The New York
l^'iill

Microscopical Society.

progi-ainiiics of the

meetings of the several orguuizalinus are pub-

of ihe .Academy and sent to the members of the
makiitg request of the Director of the Mnseiun, our Members
The meetings are public.
will be ])ruvi(|ed willi this Hiillrlhi as issued.

lished in the weekly
societies.

On

Biillcliii

>
CO

u
^

"^
ft

if

-^

I

The American Museum Journal
DECEMBER,

Vol. VII

No. 8

1907

A REPORT ON EXPEDITIONS MADE IN 1907 UNDER THE
" NORTH AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGY FUND."

IHROUGH the continued generous cooperation of the subscribers to the

"North American Ornithology Fund,"

further important additions have been made to our series
of " Habitat Groups" of North American birds.

The collections and field studies on which these groups
are based can be made only during the nesting season.
The work

for this year

was

therefore planned to cover as long a nesting

period as possible, beginning with southern species which nest as early
concerned with
as January and ending with northern birds which are not

domestic affairs until July.

March.—

Southeastern

In brief, the schedule was as follows:
for Man-o'-war Birds and Boobies.

Bahamas

April.— Southern border of the Florida Everglades for Spoonbills

and

May.— South
June.—

Ibises.

Carolina for White Egrets.

Plains of Saskatchewan for Wild Geese and Grebes.

July.— Summits

of the

Canadian Rockies

for

Ptarmigan and other

Arctic-Alpine Birds.

The

show wide variation in form and
their "habitat"
which they live

species of birds here included

nesting habits, while the country in

presents an even greater diversity, as

—

we

pass from a coral

in

—

to a

islet

over the rolling plains to the

mangrove swamp or a cypress forest and
snow-clad mountain crests. The subjects
to

add

selected were thus designed

of the
to the zoological as well as geographical instructiveness

exhibits as a whole.

A series of mishaps

so prolonged the

Bahaman

expedition that

I

was

prevented from reaching the Everglades in time to find Spoonbills nesting,
followed with
but, with this exception, the schedule outlined above was

eminently satisfactory results.
On March 28, with Dr. Alfred G.

Shiras,

from Miami, Florida, for Nassau, Bahamas, aboard the 58auxiliary ketch, "Physalia," belonging to the Marine Biological

3d, I sailed
foot

Mayer and Mr. George

121
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Dr. Mayer,

Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution.
of the laboratory,
is

was

in

commaiul, and

who

is

the Director

to his cooperation the

Museum

indebted for the success which attended our efforts to secure material

and studies
had

it

for the groups of

Man-o'-war Birds and Boobies; indeed,

not been for Dr. ^Mayer's skilful seamanship,

the expedition would not have returned at

Nassau was reached March 29

at midnight.

were landed for the use of members of the

it is

probable that

all.

stafi'

Laboratory supplies

who proposed

to

remain

CAMP ON CAY VERDE
here to study, and, permission to collect the birds needed having been

promptly granted by the Bahaman Government, we

set sail for Cay
March 31 at 7 a. m.
Cay Verde is an uninhabited islet some forty acres in area situated
on the eastern edge of the Columbus Bank, between the Ragged Islands

Verde,

and Inaugua. It is only 250 miles from Nassau, but adverse weather
conditions, which at times threatened us with serious disaster, lengthened
our voyage thither

to ten days.

The

absence of definite information,

both as to the number of birds frequenting Cay Verde and the time of

o
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their nestint^,

made

the outcome of our trip

more or

the (Hfticuhies eiieountered in reaching this remote
deujree to the i)lcasMre with

which we found

Boobies and Man-o'-war Birds whose

There

no liarhor

is

by a storm
on the

to sail before

islet, wiiile

nestin<jj

added

season was at

height.

its

Verde, and, fearing that we might he forced

our work was finished, Mr.

and

Siiiras

Mayer anchored off shore, changing
Cay to the other as the wind shifted.

I

camped

his position

estimated that there were about 3000 Boobies and 500 ^lan-o'-

The

war Birds on Cay Verde.
o'-war Birds

in

Man-

Boobies nested on the ground, the

Some

the dense thickets of sea grape and cactus.

number held young bii (Is
yovmg were already on

contained fresh eggs, but the larger

stages of (leveloj)ment, while a few

The

ami

no small

in

thickly |)oj>ulated with

it

Dr.

from one side of the

We

at (^ay

less uucertaii;,

islet

nests

in various

the wing.

whole

existing conditions therefore presented an epitome of the

nesting season.

The Boobies were remarkably

tame, and our intrusion occasioned

and resentment rather than

surj)rise

fear.

One

could walk

among them

as one would through a ])onltry yard, examining the nests and their

occupants without attempt at concealment.

were more suspicious but

still

I'he

were approached without

Man-o'-war Birds
Unfler

ilifficulty.

these circumstances })hotographs and specimens were easily secured, and
in

the course of three days .satisfactory material

|)roj)osed

grouj).

A

nuich longer

]>erio(l

ade(|iiale stuiMcs of the life of this bird
.Vpril

I

1,

was

would be

collected

re(|uired

foi*

to

the

make

comnumity.^ Cay \'erde was

left

and, after encountering the usual unfavorable^conditions and

we arrived at Miami, Florida, April 29.
now too late to do the work planned for southern

.some niishaps,
It

being

j)roceeded to South Carolina, being joined

In-

Mr.

J. I).

Florida,

1

Figgins of the

Museum's Department of l*re])aration and by Mr. Bruce Horsfall,
arti.st who has so successfully painted many of tiie backgrounds of

the
the

groups already completed.
It

has long been our desire to inchide the White Fgret

in the series of

" Habitat Crou|)s," but

verge of

plume hunters have brought this bird so near the
extermination that our efforts to find a "rookery" in wiiich

suitable stuches might be

In February,
of Egrets

H»()7,

made were

fruitless before the present year.

information was received of the existence of a colony

on a large game preserve

of the preserve readily granted the

in

South (^arolina, and the owners

Museum

permission to

make

the

BIRD COLLECTING
necessary studies and collections.

every

facility

for our

work

in

the

On
way
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the arrival of our expedition
of transportation, guides

and

other necessaries was accorded us.

When the ground

in

which the rookery

MJ\ih'^^^Jfe'

is

situated

was acquired by the

O

o

5

b

z
<

O

y

CO

_]

S3

o

a.

o3
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of the largest colonies of this much-persecuted bird

United States.

now

existing in the

Six other species of Herons were found nesting with the

Wliite Egrets, the whole forming a rookery like those which existed

commonly
in the

A

in the

days of Audubon, but which are

former "plumer,"

now

stated that both the Little
bill

now almost unknown

United States.

were once found

chief warden in charge of the preserve,
White or Snowy Egret and the Roseate Spoon-

in the region, but their

complete annihilation

left

no stock which, under protection, might prove the source of an ever-

AN EGRET FAMILY

increasing progeny.

It is

doubtful

if

these birds could be introduced,

but in any event the preservation of the White Egret alone

is

a sufficient

cause for thanksgiving, and bird lovers will learn with gratification of the
existence of an asylum where this beautiful creature will long be assured

of a haven of refuge.

The

Egrets were nesting high in the cypress trees which grow in a

lake several miles in length.

In order, therefore, to make the photolife-like

poses

for his subjects, as well as to learn something also, of the Egrets'

little-

graphic studies so essential to the taxidermist in securing

THE AMERICAS
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known home

life,

Ml'SEl'M .JDUHXAL
employed on many previous

the artificial umhrella-hlind

occasions for similar piu'poses was placed

up

fifty feet

in

From

and draped with "Spanish moss" (Tillandsia).

a cypress tree
it

photographs

The
made

of the birds nesting in neighhoring trees were eventually made.

surroundings were of great beauty, and Mr. Horsfall's carefully

him

studies will enable

charm

Hooded

of a

to

reproduce

in his

background the singular

cyj)ress forest.

•-e^.

N

^--N

v^^^

>S^

N

\

"^-^

"^RING-BILLED AND CALIFORNIA GULLS

()ii

^ ork
lic

.luiic

iicconi|)auicd by

.").

foi- .Mii|)Ic

railway.

(

This

'reck,
is

Fraidilin's

About the
Pintails,

is

growth of

(bills

L. A. l^'ncrtes, as artist.
line of the

(

and

1

h-ft

.New

"aiiadiaii I'aci-

a region of rolling plains dotteil with lakes

which, when the water
parts, a den.se

Mr.

Saskatchewan, on the

and ponds

not too alkaline, suj)j)ort, in their shallower
i-nshes, the

home

of (Jrebes. ('oots. Bitterns,

Knddy, bed-headed ami

gras.sy ixirders of the lakes

(

auNasbiick

Ducks.

and sloughs. Mallards, (iadwalls,

Widgeon, Blue-winged Teal and other ducks

nest.

These

Q
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species were also found

Goose was known

on islands

to nest, while

in the lakes,

some small

islets

where alone the

^^ ild

were virtually covered

by hosts of Gulls and Pelicans.
On the prairies Lont^-billed Curlew, ^Marbled Godwits, and Bartraraian Sandpipers or
their eggs.

at

The

"Upland Plover"

one time were our border

lization,

which

as sportsmen

know them,

lay

region has well been called the nursery of wild-fowl,' as

first

states to the south;

but the advance of

civi-

transforms a buffalo range into a cattle countrv and

CAMP

Al

PTARMIGAN PASS

later into a wiicat ranch, has already reached the early stages of its agri-

Maple Creek and the forced retreat of the
more remote north is only a (|uestion of time. The
( lovcrnmcnt would do well to set aside some of its still misettled

cultural devel()j)ment about

wild fowl to the
(

'anadiaii

huids as

|)erniaiieiit

l)ice(Hng reservations to which year alter year

tiie

Such reservations would be nurseries
reproduce, would l)e of infinitely more im-

water-fowl could return to nest.

and, by permitting a bird to

portance than preserves which afford protection only during the winter.

BIRD COLLECTING
Near Maple Creek materials were secured

131

for groups of

Wild Geese^

Western and Eared Grebes, the Long-billed Curlew and Bartramian
first

been received from the Chief

The

lack of timber and of drinking^

Sandpiper, due permission having

Game

Guardian of the Province.

water

made this region poor camping ground and while hunting and
we were given quarters with Mr. Andrew Scott on Crane Lake

collecting

and with the Messrs. Baynton on Big Stick Lake.

A

To

these gentlemen

PTARMIGAN ON HER NEST

Mr. Fuertes about to stroke the bird

we

are indeljted not alone for entertainment liut also for

much

practical

assistance.

July 2

we resumed our western

journey, in search

now

of those Arctic

Rocky Mountains find conplaces, we decided to
inquiry
various
surroundings.
After
at
genial
camp near the Ptarmigan Lakes, where we were informed the birds we
birds which on the alpine

summits

wanted could be found.

Saddle and pack horses and a guide were

of the

secured at
to

above the

The

./or/i'.v.i/.

and on July S we encamped

I.a<iiian,

Ptarmigan Pass near

feet

Mrsiawi

Tin-: .\Mi:i{[c.\\

]:v2

tiniberline,

which here

just

below the entrance

at

an altitude of 7500

is

sea.

alpine

was

sprinij;

the snow had but

at its height.

wet meadows, from which

'J^he

lately disap])eared, were yellow with butter-cups, the

borders of the raj)idly

slirinkin<i;

snow banks were

starred with lar^e white

alpine anemones, on the drier slopes heather bloomed luxuriantly, and
the rocks were covered with flowering Dryas.

'I'he

lakes were

bound; the mercury reached the

freezinf;^ ]K)int nitjhtly,

enced several storms of snow and

sleet.

Our work

and plants and a large number of photo-

the Ptarmigan, which will foi-m the actual foreground of our

southward through the Ptarmigan

group,

and we experi-

Furthermore, the view from the heather-grown

graphs being obtained.
(jf

ice-

indescribably pictures(|ue reijion was unexpectedly

in this

successful, specimens of birds

home

still

grandeur, even

in this

was

Pass

of

exceptional

The successively fainter
the Bow ^'alley are backed

land of sublime scenery.

timber-clad shoulders of the gap leading to

by Mt. Temple towering impressively, the central peak on horizon

marked to the cast by the spire-like summits of the mountains about
Moraine Pake and to the west by ^Its. Hungabee, Lefroy and Victoria.
'J'he tourists who climb these mountains or penetrate the valleys
lying between them uui\' obtain a far more striking view of the range Incrossing the

north

in

Bow

Uiver at Laggan and ascending the mountains to the

which the studies for our Ptarmigan group were made.

FiiWK ^P Chapman.
'PiiKHK has recently been installed
the ground [loor of the

Museum, an

the Hall of Invertebrates, on

in

intere.sting series of

the larval, ))upal and adult stages in the

which has been j)roven
7')

times as great

fore the

On
and

volume

in
is

to

(lian

mouth

three feet long.

The models

'J'he

itself,

and

are

thei'c-

420,000 times that of the living animal.

this scale, the adult mos(piito
is

the insect

is

models showing

history of the moscpiito

cause the sj)read of malaria.

linear dimensions as

iiioic

life

stands one and one half feet

spread of the wings

parts (beak) are one foot long.

Ail

i>

in height

three feet and the

the details of

the ana-

tomical structure of the animal have been re|)roduee<l with scientilic

accuracy and ])ainslaking labor.
(lie

life

A

guide

history of the malaria mosquito

leallet

is in

upon

this

model and

course of |)reparalion.
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AN ALEUTIAN BASKET.

HROUGH

]Mrs.

Museum

has

INIarv

Graham Young
received

recently

American

the

from the Women's

National Relief Association, or Blue Anchor Society,
Aleutian basket which

small

a

The

are

Islands,

Though now
native

skill

considered

advanced toward

far

in the

unique

is

in its

way.

Aleuts, the Indians dwelling on the Aleutian

textile

a

division

Their basketry

art.

first

Eskimo.

the

of

civilization, they

retain their

still

came

to

notice

through specimens brought from the inhabitants of Attn Island, hence
all

gift

as a representative basket,

something of

The
is

name Attn. Taking the
may be interesting to know

baskets of this type usually pass under the

recent

its

it

making.

gathering and preparing of the material used in the weaving

an annual task of no small importance.

Early in July a great har-

vesting party of

women

grass," which

the only suitable basket material to be found on the

is

This

islands.

is

starts out to get the wild rye, called

a coarse

gi'ass,

with leaves about two feet long and

and on the

half an inch wide, growing plentifully along the coast
It is to
rial.

the high land, however, that the

Only two or three

from each

stalk,

hence

of the

this is

women

is

drying or curing process

is

women

a long one.

reap their harvest.

Then

the grass

is

beach grass

First the

As

spread out in rows on the ground in a shady place.

turned frequently.

hills.

go to find the best mate-

young and delicate leaves are selected
no easy and rapid gathering, and it is

with the greatest patience that the native

The

"beach

it

dries,

it is

This stage of the drying takes about two weeks.

sorted as to size

and taken

into the house, the coarser

leaves split with the thumb-nail into three parts, the middle or midrib

being discarded, and the fine leaves
for such treatment.

for a

left unsplit,

because

Bundles are now made of

all

month on cloudy days these are hung out on a
is done indoors and then the grass is separated

drying

still

too tender

the material, and
line.

The

final

into small wisps

about the size of a finger, with the ends braided loosely so that the grass

may

not tangle

thread
it

is

may be

used.

when a thread is
by the thumb

split

pulled from the wisp.
nail to

any

This single

size desired at the

time
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A

great part of

Indoors.

The

tlie

weavinjij

is

done

durino; the -.vinter niontlis

iinderi>round huts of the Aleuts are

made

wreckage, or timber deposited by ships, covered ovrr with sixL
grass-covered mounds, which are about six feet high, have a
at one end and

a small glazed

window

at the other,

and

it

and

of driftwood,

is

These

little

door

marvelous

ALEUTIAN BASKET

that such fine

and beautiful baskets can be made

in

such places, and

with sucli light, the specimen here illustrated having from twenty-five
.h)hn Smith's Indians used to suspend

to thirtv stitches to the inch.

their baskets

from the limb of

a

tree

during

tlu

weaving, but these

people hang theirs from a pole after the bottom has been c()mi)leted
or sup|)ort them on sticks thrust into the ground, weaving the sid(>s down-

ward, that

The

is

with the basket upside down.

Aleuts

weave with two

make

.several

ex(|uisilely

weaves.

This basket

is

of plain twine-

wrought rows of hemstitching on the bottom,

while the sides are decorated with four borders of false embroidery.

A
The

NEW BASKET

composed

encircling bands,

green and blue worsted and

silk

of lines

135

and rectangles are

in red^

thread and white skin from the throat

of a fish of the sculpin family cut into fine threads.

On

the

lid

are three

more bands, with an

is

on the knob or handle.

interesting, as the patterns are

to the inside of the basket.

The

in>

THE BOTTOM

ALEUTIAN BASKET.

colors

attractive medallion

technique of the false embroidery-

woven

At each

into the texture, but not thiough

stitch

where the design

is

desired

as the two weavers which form the weft inclose the warp spoke, the outer
weaver is wrapped by the colored thread. Within the knob on the
cover are several pebbles that rattle when shaken. The sound is con-

sidered to resemble the rattling of stones on a beach as they are

by the waves.

A

full

moved

discussion of this subject can be found in the^

Craftsman, March, 1904, and Mason's "Indian Basketry."

Till-:

13()
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Tliis exquisite basket,

was given

ship,

which

is

a master{)iece of Aleutian worknian-

Blue Anchor Society by the chief of the Attn

to the

in

token of ajipreciation of certain assistance rendered the tribe during

and

a period of distress,
for

it

has l)een given to the American ^Museum

Mary

permanent preservation.

AN ANT-HUNTING TRIP TO EUROPE
OF

HE

SUMMER

IN THE

1907.

summer was devoted by

past

I.ois Kisski.i..

W.

Dr.

a study of the P^uropean Formicida'

ing extensive series of these insects

AVheeler to

INI.

(aiits)

and

to secur-

for the ^Museum.

This study was necessary for the purpose of throwing
Hght on the structure, habits and relationships of our

North American forms, many of which are regarded as
mere subspecies or varieties of well-known palearctic (European and
North Asiatic) species. After collecting for a short time at Ponta I)el-

gada

in the Azores,

a locality in which no ants had been collected

and

viously, at Gibraltar

at

Genoa, Dr. Wheeler

|)re-

selected Switzerland

as the best place in which to continue his work, because this country

presents an extraordinary variety of physical

and therefore an epitome,
and because

it

.so

to speak, of the

and

biological conditions

whole ant fauna of Europe,

has become the classical locality for such studies through

work

the remarkable

of Pierre

Huber during

the early years of the

nineteenth century and of Auguste Forel during the

j)ast

half century.

Professor Forel, the most eminent of living myrmecologists,
recently has been residing at

Lake Leman, showed
and gave
panvin<r

Vaud.

the greatest interest in

liim in\ahial)lc a.ssistance,

profital)Ie localities in

who

Chigny near Lausanne on the
both

l)y

which to observe and

until

.shore of

Dr. \Mieeler's studies

directing

him

collect ants

and

to the
l>y

most

accom-

him on excursions in the vicinitv of (Geneva and in Canton
Sub.sequently Dr. Wheeler nuide expeditions to ^'vorne, Fully,

Sion and Sierre
to the Jura, to

in

and Monte Generoso
Pontresina,

St.

the uj)per valley of

the

Rhone (Ganton

Valais),

Locarno, Lugano, Pellinzona, Mendrisio, >ronte Generi
in

Ganton

'Ficino

and

Moritz and Silva Plana

in

to the

Albula Pass, Samaden,

the I'pper hjigadine (Ganton

AXT HUNTING IN EUROPE
Owing

of Grisons).

to the great

variety

and

difference in the aUi-

tude of the countrv covered in these expeditions,
secure large series of specimens of

known

all

it

was possible

to

but a very few of the Formicidfe

and northern Europe and

to occur in central
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to gain

an intimate

acquaintance with these insects and their parasites and messmates.
Particularly valuable

was the

series of observations

on the habits and

development of the singular ant-nest beetle Lomechusa sirumosa observed in the pine-woods of the

months

in

Wiirzburg

Switzerland,
in

Upper Engadine.

After spending two

Dr. Wheeler continued his observations at

Bavaria and in the vicinity of Dresden in Saxony.

In

the former locality he was generousl}' assisted in the collection of material

by Professors Spemann and Lehmann of the University and

in the latter

Academy of Forestry at Tharandt
Dresden. The results of Dr. Wheeler's

by Professor Escherich of the Royal

and Mr. H. Viehmeyer of

comparative studies of the North American and European ant faunas
will

be published

Tuesday
bon

in the

]Museum

" Bulletin."

afternoon, October 29, the National Association of x\udu-

Societies held

its

annual meeting at the ^Museum.

The

meeting:

was largely attended, and, after routine business had been despatched,
it was addressed by Mr. Frank M. Chapman, Associate Curator of Birds,
who gave an illustrated account of the "Home Life of the White Egret."
Mr. William Dutcher was

The

first

evening,

re-elected president of the organization.

Conference of Anglers was held at the Aluseum

November

11,

Monday

under the presidency of Dr. Henry Van Dyke

of Princeton University, for the purpose of exchanging views, obtaining

information and imiting more closely and effectively for the protection
of the

game

fishes

and

for the

improvement of the sport

of angling.

AVednesday evening, October 30, the ^luseum, in cooperation with
New York Academy of Sciences, had the pleasure of offering to its
members and their friends an illustrated lecture by Professor William
Bateson of St. John's College, Cambridge, England. The lecture was
upon the subject "The Inheritance of Color in Animals and Plants"
and was a popular exposition of the now famous ^Nlendelian Law of
the

Heredity.
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THE "FLYING-DRAGON" GROUP.

HE

remarkable

little

shown

lizard

in the

group

illus-

Dragon (Draco
from
name
the numerous

trated on this page, the so-called Flying

Gray),

volans

takes

its

membranous expansions of its sides, which
aeroplanes as the animal jumps or floats from

wing-like
act like

branch to branch of the trees

in

which

it

dwells.

These

THE FLYING-DRAGON GROUP
In East M;uimi:il

H:ill.

Xo. 207 of the

folds of skin are supported l)y the five or

may

be folded like fans.

On

si.x

iiiiiiii

lloor

posterior pairs of ribs

and

the throat of the male are three ])ointed

orange-colored a})pendages, of which the middle

is

the longer.

In the

female the.se appendages aic blue. Tlu' metallic sheen of the body and
the prettily marked orange and black wings of the animal harmonize
perfectly with the surrounding foliage

among which

it

rests,

and

and the gaudily

aid in concealing

it

from

its

coloretl flowers

enemies as well

:

NEWS NOTES
as from the insects for which
these
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About twenty

hes in wait.

it

species of

Flying Dragons are widely distributed throughout the Indo-

Malayan

countries,

though on account of

their retiring habits they are

nowhere considered common.

The
off

six

Sumatra.

fragrans)

Grape

The

tree

the orchid

;

INIalaysia,

tles

specimens in this group were collected

is

on which they perch

The

Butterfly

are Coryphocera dohrni

is

Nutmeg

{Myristica

is

Cissus discolor, a

member

of the

the graceful Lepfocircus curiiis; the bee-

and an unidentified Buprestid of

The group was mounted by Mr.

J. I).

MUSEUM NEWS
At a meeting of
Museum, November

the

the beautiful Phalnpnopsis schilleriana of Indo-

and the climbing vine

family.

is

Island of Nias,

in the

Figgins of the

staff.

NOTES.

the Board of I'rustees which
11, resolutions of

this region.

Museum

was held

at

the

thanks were passed to the

fol-

lowing friends of the institution

To

His Excellency C. A.

M. Liebrechts

for his assistance in connection with the

of Brussels, Belgium,

Congo

Exhibit,

and he was

elected a Patron.

To

Professor A.

Forel

of a collection of ants,

of

Yvonie, Switzerland, for

and he was

his presentation

elected a Patron.

To Mrs. Robert Wixthrop for her contribution toward the
development of the Habitat Groups of North American birds, and
she was elected a Fellow.

To Mr.

J. F. Freire ^Iurta for the gift of a collection of tourmaaquamarines and other gem material, and he was elected a
Life ^Member.

lines,

To Mr.
from

E. P.

Mathewson

for his gift of ethnological specimens

and he was elected a Life Member.
To ]Mr. Frank Iv. Sturgis for his contributions to the field work
of the Department of ^'erteb^ate Palaeontology, and he was elected
Chile,

a Life Member.

To Mr. Percy
tributions to the

To Mr.

J.

Zealand Jade.

R.

Pyne and

Alaskan

^Nlr. J.

Mammoth

Pierpoxt ^Morgan

P. ]\Iorgax, Jr., for their con-

expedition.

for his gift of a boulder of

New

TJIK
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same nit'ctiiij; His Honor, Mayor riKoiKMO 13. Mcri.Ki.L.w
and Hon. Hkk.man A. Mktz were fleeted Fati'ons, and the election of
Messrs. F. L. St. John, Wii.i.ia.m 1). (Jitiihik and John Tkhadwhi-l
NicnoLS to Life Menihersliij) tliron<;li the snl)scrij)tion of one hnndred
(lollars each was annonneed.
At

tlie

Director Bimims retnrned Xoveniher
which was taken

for the

at the dedication of the

October

visit

many

!)

from a

of represeiitin<; the

Museum

Senckenherg

AVhile ai)road, Dr.

V.\.

tunity to

|)nrj)().se

IJumpus took

of the principal

Knrope

hrief trip to

American

Museum

Frankfurt, (Jermany,

at

a<lvanta<;e of the oppor-

musoums on

the Continent inspect-

ing collections and nuiseum methods hi general.

'Vwn
gods,

all

])airs

of anti(|ue carved elej)haiit tusks

from the Benin

acquired recently by the

district of the

Museum.

and two carved ivory

West Coast

of Africa, have been

They were taken from King Prem-

peh by a detachment of the British army which had been sent into the
country to punish his tribe for cannibalism. All the ol)jects were
verital)le idols to

held

in

which human

sacrifices

were made and which had been

high veneration by the natives for generations.

TiiK

Museum

heads found

l)y

the Desert of

H.

has recently received forty-four interesting
\\

.

Seton-Karr,

Fayoum, Egypt.

Ivs(|.,

arrow

(hiring nine expeditions through

Besides these, there are nine large

arrow or spear heads, thirteen knives, three bent or wavy flakes worked
on the edges and

Fayoum Desert, one long worked flake
The objects were found on the sites of
now no water near them, and the village-

])eculiar to the

and two adzes made of stone.
ancient villages, but there
sites are indicated

There are
1)|{.

is

bv mealing stones or grinder'^ found bottom side

also foui- celts or chisels

lioHKirr

to Alberta

and

II.

Lou

from India.

IK iccently retui-ned

Montana.

uj).

Dr. Lowie

left

Museum expedition
New York on .lune S for

from a

where he collected notes on the Northern Blackfoot.
At Morley, Alberta, he camped for seven weeks with the "Sloney"
Then
A.ssiniboine. gathering a eolleelion (o repicseiit iheii' niythologx
(ileichen, .\lberta,

.

Crow Agency, Montana, was
social

and

The

visited,

where specimens and notes

cen-monial organization of the

l)e(|Uest

mentioned on page

the estate of Benjamin \\ l)a\is,

Ivstp

11(1

Crow were

(»n

the

obtained.

should have been credited to

LECTURES
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LECTURE ANNOUNCEMENTS.

MEMBERS' COURSE.
Thursday evenings

Open

at 8:15 o'clock.

holding complimentary tickets

December 5.— Harlan

Members and

"An Unknown

Smith,

I.

to

Field

Archfeology."

December 12.— Frederic

A."

to those

given them by Members.

—

Lucas, "The Fur Seal

Its

American

in

History and

Habits."

PUPILS' COURSE.
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, at 4 o'clock.
Open to School Children, when accompanied by their Teachers, and to
children of members, on presentation of Membership Ticket.
Wednesday, December 4.- "Forests and their Dependent Industries."
A. C. BURRILL.

Bv
Friday,

December

6.—

Scenes

"Historic

New

in

England."

By

G. H. Sherwood.

By H.

December 9.— "Peoples of the Earth."
11.— "Scenes in our Western
December
Wednesday,
Andrews.

Monday,

Friday,

December

13.

— "Famous Rivers

of the

I.

States."

World."

Smith.

By R.

C.

By R. W.

Miner.

LEGAL HOLIDAY COURSE.
Fully illustrated.

Doors open

free

to

No

the public.

tickets

required.

at 2:45, lectures begin at 3:15 o'clock.

The programme

A

Open

for the season

1907-1908

is

as follows:

Thanksgiving Day, November 28, 1907.
Edmund Otis Hovey
Month's Tour of the Yellowstone Park
Christmas Day, December 25, 1907.

Hiawatha's People

Harlan

'
.

New
An

.

.

.

.

•

•

Year's Day, January

Ornithologist's Travels in the

West

•

•

Smith

1908.

1,

.

I.

Frank M. Chapman

.

Washington's Birthday, February 22, 1908.
Louis P. Gratacap
Mines, Quarries and "Steel Construction"
.

.
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PEOPLE'S COURSE.
Given

cooperation with the City Department of Echication.

in

Doors o])en

Tue.s(hiy eveninji;s at S o'clock.

December
December

3.

10.

Saturday

December
December

14.

7:."^().

II.

eveninp;.s, at

7.

at

— Miss Carolina IIuidobro, " Typical
— Mrs. M. Claire Finney, "The Lund
—
—

J.
J.

Doors open

8 o'clock.

Lite in Chile."
of the Incas."

at 7:30.

Russell Smith, Ph. D., "The Story of a Ton of ('oal."
Russell Smith, Ph. I).. "The Storv of a Piece of
Board."

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
Meetino;.s
Societie.s will

of

New York Academy

the

be held at the Mu.seum

On Mondays

at 8:15 P.

M.

and
month

of Sciences

during the current

The New York .Vcadcmy

December

2.

— Business meeting and Section

December

9.

— Section

its

Affiliated

as follows:
of Sciences:

of Geolotj;y

and Miner-

alogy.

On Monday, December

On Tuesday

of Biology.

30.

— The Linna-an

Society.

evenings as announced:

The Linnrean Society, The New York
The Torrey Botanical Club.

On

The New

and

^'ork Microscopical Society.

progranuiies of

lished in the
.•societies.

be

Society

Friday evenings as announced:

I'lill

will

Eiit()niolot;i(al

weekly
w

meetings of the several organizations are pub-

Biillrtin of the

On making

i)rovid»'il

llic

itli

Academy -md

sent to the nieinl)ci-s of the

rc(|ucst of the Director of the

this Hullrilu as issued.

The

Museum, our Members

iiu-ctings arc i)ul)lic.

MUSEUM GUIDE LEAFLETS
Gmde

Leaflets Published
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by the

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
For Sale
{Issued as supplements

No.

1.— THE

at the

The American Museum Journal)

to

BIRD ROCK GROUP. By Frank M. Chapman,
Mammalogy and

Associate Curator of
1901.

No.

2.— THE
I.

Museum.

Ornithology.

October,

Price, 10 cents.

SAGINAW VALLEY COLLECTION. By Harlan

Smith, Assistant Curator of Archaeology.

December, 1901.

Price, 10 cents.

No.

3.—

THE HALL OF FOSSIL VERTEBRATES.

By W. D.

Matthew,
ogy

No.

4.— THE

Ph.D., Assistant Curator of Vertebrate PaleontolJanuary, 1902. Out of print.

.

COLLECTION OF MINERALS. By Louis

CAP, A. M., Curator of Mineralogy.
edition,

No.

5.—

May,

1904.

Mammalogy and

of

6.— THE

By

J.

Revised

A. Allen, Ph.D.

Ornithology.

Revised edition, February, 1904.

No.

Grata-

Price, 10 cents.

NORTH AMERICAN RUMINANTS.
Curator

P.

February, 1902.

March,

1902.

Price, 10 cents.

ANCIENT BASKET MAIvERS OF SOUTHEASTERN

UTAH.

By George H. Pepper,

April, 1902.

Price, 10

Assistant in Anthropology.

cetits.

No.

7.— THE BUTTERFLIES OF THE VICINITY OF NEW YORK
CITY. By William Beutenmuller, Curator of Entomology.

No.

8.—

May,

1902.

Price, 15 cents.

THE SEQUOIA. A

Historical

By George H. Sherwood,
ember, 1902.

No.

9.— THE

Review

of Biological Science.

A. M., Assistant Curator.

EVOLUTION OF THE HORSE. By W.

D.

Matthew,

Ph.D., Associate Curator of Vertebrate Palaeontology.
ary, 1903.

No. 10.—

Seco7id edition.

May,

1905.

Price, 10

Janu-

cetits.

THE HAWK-MOTHS OF THE VICINITY OF NEW YORK
CITY.

By William Beutenmuller,

February, 1903.

No. 11.—

Nov-

Price, 10 cents.

Curator of Entomology.

Price, 10 cents.

THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE
Charles W. Mead,

Assistant in Archaeology.

INCAS.
July,

By
1903.

Price, 10 cents.

No. 12.—

THE COLLECTION OF FOSSIL VERTEBRATES.
W. D. Matthew,
Palaeontology.

By

Ph.D., Associate Curator of Vertebrate
October, 1903. Price, 10 cents.
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PERUVIAN HALL
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Floor,

NO.

302.

West Wing.
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LEAFLET.

^^A

PERUVIAN MUMMIES AND WHAT THEY TEACH.
By Charles W. Mead,
Department

INCIENT

of Ethnology.

Peru, the land of the Incas, comprised not

only the region included within the present Republic
of Peru, but also the greater part of Ecuador, Bolivia

and Chile and was about equal

to that portion of the

United States lying east of the Rocky Mountains.

The

Incas proper were a powerful tribe of warlike people
inhabiting the great central plateau, from which dominating position

they extended

much

their

conquest in

directions.

all

They developed a

higher order of civilization than was found in other parts of the

continent by the early European explorers, and the empire under their

sway included many

The

tribes

speaking different

history of the Ancient Peruvians

in their graves, since they left

queror destroyed

Like

many

many

dialects.

be read
no written records and the Spanish con-

of their cities

to a large degree

and suppressed

their customs.

much

tender care on

other peoples the Peruvians bestowed

their dead, carefully preparing
in the

must

them

for burial

ground many objects which were dear

to

and placing with them
them in life. Methods

of burial are so intimately connected with the religious

and

other customs of a people that in the absence of other

sources of information a study of graves or tombs

expected to lead to important

some

"burials" have been well preserved.

parts of Peru are such that

The

region west of the Peru-

vian Cordillera, a narrow strip along the coast,
the only

fertile spots

Burials

Fortunately for the

results.

archaeologist, climatic conditions in

may be

Importance

is

in the

main a

desert,

being the narrow valleys of the small rivers flow-

ing down to the Pacific.^ The tombs and graves are usually found
on elevated places outside of the valleys where the extreme dryness of
the air combines with the nitrous character of the sand, into which

moisture has seldom found
of the

its way, to desiccate and preserve the bodies
dead thus mummifying them naturally. The same factors have

^The visitor is referred to the relief map of South America on the left as he
enters the hall for a clear exposition of the topographic features of the region.
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8
caused

and

tlie clothinti;

ohji'cts

with the dead to ho

])liic'(Ml

for

j)i'(vst'rve(l

inanv centuries.

As

a rule the Ixxhes were pre})ared for l)urial hy

ii})()n

thcin. as

is

sliown

right-hand figure on page

in tlie

however, as ap))ears from burials
Preparation

,

A

length.

full

,,

,.

,

extreme northwest

'

for Burial

j)hicin<ij

them

in a

knees drawn up and the head and hands resting

sitting position with the

Sometimes,

(5.

in the (^hira Vallev, in

i

i

'

i

i

i

leru, the body was extended at

oi

few of the extended bodies have been found

in other parts of the country, antl

two examples of

this

form from Surco,

was placed in position, it
was enveloj)ed in wraj)pings of various kinds. Sometimes the body was
covered with fine cotton cloth, over which were ])laced finely woven
After the body

Peru, are in the collection.

blankets or ponchos of the wool of the vicuna or the alj)aca, with
designs in various colors.

The body and

wrappings were bound together by a net-work of

its

stout cord of vegetable fibre;
in the

by a piece of strong cloth sewed together

form of a closed sack, or

some

in

by a casing of woven

localities

The "mummy bundle" was surmounted by

rushes.

"false head," which was sewed to
of this practice

is

unknown.

made

present in the collection, were

The

substances.

vegetable

sometimes

Mummy

,

,

Bundles

l)v

a

face

mask

of

were made
i

"^'•^'di

'"'

its

These

upper surface.

and

c

of

i

wood,

n

i

i

sliell,

of

nunnmy

often the eyes, nose
-i

i

i

in

of a cross

which are

frecjuently

the sand about the grave.

wound

To

the out-

found

considerable

in

'J'hese are either in the

animals were .sometimes biu-ied with the dead

miuninified bodies of a dog and a j)arrot

The manner
ments

„
Huacas

differed

nuunmies are found
flat

in little

In

tlic

These

wliicli

|)icvente(|

shown

is

an<l its

coast region

the earth

i»y

the

accoinpaiu-

many

vaults, or " hiiacas." of

stones roofecl with sticks or canes,

layer of rushes,
Jinive.

various localities.

as

sj)lit

Favor-

the collection.

in

ninnnny l)undh'

of interment of the
in

form

with variously colored yarns, or a framework of

reeds, co\('re(l with cloth u|)on which rude designs are painted.
ite

i-

gold or silver and fast-

l)undle were often attached several of the prayer

sticks or sepulchral tablets

numbers

ways:

various

in

ened directly to the cloth by means of thread.
side of the

which are

with different

filled

was represented
wood or clay, l)ut

so-called

'I'he sigm'ficance

many

false heads,

of cloth

the

(>v(>rlaid

covci'ing

of the

adobes or

with mats or a

from

filling

vaults usualiv contain from one lo four bodies.

the

<

"^
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Burials in stone towers or "chiilpas" seem to have been confined

Aymara Indians

chiefly to the

of the Callao, the great plateau of the

Andes which includes the basin of Lake Titicaca and lies between the two
maritime Cordilleras and the eastern range, out of which rise the loftv
volcanic peaks of Illimani

and Sorata.

In plan these chulpa^s are either

and are spoken of as round or square towers.
A round burial tower is shown on page 2. Dr. von Tschudi found
chulpas in the Department of Junin, which may have been built by
circular or rectangular

Aymara

mitimaes, or translated colonies.

near Palca, E. G. Squier says:
•

,

p

1

•

consisted ot a
feet

Describing the burial towers

...

,

^

"Primarily these chulpas
^

deep and three

feet in diameter, walled

up with rough

rude arch of converging and overlapping stones,
together with clay, was raised over this

enough

large

to

mass

cist,

of clay

and

Over

this

filled in

stones.

or cemented

level

with the surface

hollow cone was raised a

stones, which, in the particular chulpa I

describing as a type of the whole,

was 16

A

with an opening barely

admit the body of a man, on a

of the ground, towards the east.
solid

Chulpas

or excavation, in the ground about four

cist,

feet high,

am now

rectangular in

plan, 7i feet face by 6 feet on the sides.

The surface had been roughwas a layer of finer and more tenacious
clay or stucco, presenting a smooth and even surface."
One of the most remarkable specimens that the Department of
and over

cast with clay,

this

Ethnology has acquired

is

found in an old copper mine
Chile,

and which

illustrated

is

mummified body which was
Chuquicamata, Province of Antofagasta,
on page 10. The condition of the body

a naturally
at

shows that the unfortunate miner was caught by a cave-in of the roof
and partly crushed. The mummification seems to have been produced
in part

by the action of copper

salts

and not

desiccation due to the dryness of the region.

not collapsed on the bones, as in the
•

xi

•

1

1

in the region, but the

,

1

,

to

have been altogether a
skin has

The

mummies found

usually
^

,.

body and limbs preserve nearly

Mummy
J^**"'^*^

their

natural form and proportions, except for the crushing already
tioned.

No

analysis has yet been

made

of the tissues, so that

men-

it is

too

any supposition as to the chemical changes which thev
have undergone.
Mines in this neighborhood have been worked iov
an unknown length of time upon a peculiar deposit of atacamite, a

early to hazard

'

Squier's Peru, p. 243.

\Mi:ni<\i.\

12

hydrous

cliloi-itlc

ot"

MrsKiM

copper, which

crini: lem-lets

much

is

Tlie age of the inununy

easy reduction.

is

prized on account of

unknown, hut

its

sup-

is

it

posed to be pre-Columbian.

The

story told iiy the objects found with the Peruvian

Weapons and
Implements

I'ciuvian

in part

is

objects in the

most of which have

in the liall,

collection

dead

The

the story of ancient Peruvian Hfe.

come from graves and nunnmy bimhave been arranged so as

dles,

to tell

For example we

part of this story.
find witli

the bodies of

throwing

stones,

men sHugs

for

chibs

stone-lieaded

and bolas (rounded stones joined by
cords),

showing the weapons and im-

plements of war and the chase.
the

mummy btmdleof

woman have

the

been foimd work-baskets,
threads and yarns of

plements

used

and

with

filled

various colors,

needles of thorn and

spindles

With

c()j)j)er,

the im-

weaving, such

in

or

shuttles,

as

the stones

used in smoothing and j)olishing the

Woman's

outside of jjottery vessels.

work
the

in

ancient Peru

presence

familiar

Corn,

to

beans

or
us

indicated by

is

al)sence

the

of

and

tlay.

were

usually placed beside the

indicate not
EAR OF CORN

FOUND WITH

A

MUMMY

])eoj>le in

cessity of

journey thereto.
in

agriculture,

culti\atc(i

and

l)Ul

tluy also

show

and we aic ('uabled
in

many

alone

a future

to

the

in

used

in

These objects

the belief of

the

world and the

sustaining the

that the people

body

\t'ssels

eating and ilrinking.

objects

foods

other

grave, together with

of

present

sj)irit

lu'-

in

its

were well advanced

dctcruiiiic the kinds of plaiUs

cases even the uicthods bv which

tlic\'

were

j)re-

pare(| for use.

Furthermore the

oiijects

found

in

the gi'axcs

of copper, silver and gold the ancicnl

|)ro\(' that in

the working

Peruvian^ take high lank, and

v^4^^wM

CUP OF BEATEN GOLD AND STRING OF GOLD BEADS
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show

that the people

knew how

Among

in their land.

to exploit

and

1^

treat the ores occurrino-

copper implements there

may be

seen

in the collection a great variety of spear points, club-heads,

F^^
Tweezers are among the most familiar objects from the graves, and are often
found suspended from the neck of a mummy by means of a cord.
digging ami planting implements, knives and axes.

Some

most notable of the gold objects are a cup beaten from
a single piece, and ornamented in repousse-work; human and animal
figures, both solid and hollow, and beads and pins.
The illustration
of the

on page 13 shows the gold cup and a string of large gold beads. In
silver there are cups and vessels which, like the gold cup, are beaten
from single pieces and are often ornamented with human
or animal figures

many

and other designs.

and a

fanciful forms, pins

Silver

tweezers in

g-,

variety of ornaments have

munmiy bundles. These objects prove
makers were familiar with the processes of casting in moulds,
beating and soldering. ]\Iany of the hollow figurines were made in three
or more pieces and the parts soldered together.
been found in and with the

that the

Another remarkable

one enters the

class of objects is to

be found on the right as

Here are many garments and pieces of
were found wrapped around the dead or deposited in the
hall.

cloth

which

graves.

A

glance at this part of the collection will show the ancient Peruvians

had great

skill in the art of weaving.
Upon clcser examination it will
appear that they were familiar with most of the weaves known to modern
people, from the finest gobelins to the coarsest cotton cloth.
Many of

the specimens cannot be excelled at the present time.

The looms

were of the simplest description, consisting of two crosssticks, one at the top, and the other at the bottom.
The
,

,

„

used

^^^

^
^Af
Weaving

warp threads were stretched from one to the other, while
the woof or filling was passed over and under these by a shuttle.
the weaving of these most perfect fabrics

hand.

In this

respect

machine methods.

they

may

may be

stand

in

said to have been

contrast to the

So
by

modern

In addition to the excellence of weave Peruvian

The designs are woven in and conand conventionalized representations of men,
pumas, jaguars and various kinds of birds and fish. Some of the forms
are illustrated on page 16.
A part of the decorative effect is due to
cloth
sist

is

unique in decoration.

of geometric figures

the regular repetition of the

same design

in different colors.

AMKHICAX
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Ml'SFA'M (IVIDI] l.EAFI^ETS

That the IVnivian shouhl

also take hiVh rank as a

j)()tter

gathered from even a superficial study of the collection of
pottery at the west end of the hall, since

many

beauty of outline and form and excellence

These

qualities

all

of the vessels

in their j)ainted

will

be

forms of

show

real

decoration.

seem the more remarkable when we consider that the

PIECES OF CLOTH FOUND WITH MUMMIES

makers had no knowledt^e
Pottery

of the

p(»ttei''s

with the art of gla/ing.

Some

wheel and were uiiac(|nainted
of the vessels were slia|)ed

l)y

hand, imt others show that they were formed by means of
moulds.

The body was moulded

being j)ressed together.

and

all

irregularities

in

in

two

Sj)out or handle,

])arts
if

which were

desired,

j<)ine<l i)y

was then attached.

the junctni'es remedied by sci-aj)ing and rul»-

POTTERY WATER-JAR WITH CORN DECORATION
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Moulds were

bing.

and human
on

often used in

figures that

making many

adorn these

vessels.

with paint, and, after firing, the vessels

19

of the animal heads

The

decoration was put

were polished by rubbing

with a smooth pebble.
In the absence of an aboriginal written language in Peru and on

account of the meagreness of the descriptions

who

visited the country,

it is

left

by the

fortunate for the student of

first

Europeans

Peruvian archae-

ology that the potter often represented by the shape of his vessel or in

its

POTTERY VESSEL WITH PAINTED DECORATION

decoration forms and customs which were familiar to him in his every-

day

life.

Representations of the

show the manner

Some have
which
jones"

human

of wearing the

figure are

common.

poncho and other

— big

ears.

It

one

vessel a
is

man

ear-ornaments

nickname these people "Ore-

would be impracticable, however,

mention here more than a few of the subjects depicted.
hunter

of these

articles of clothing.

in the lobe of the ear the large cylindrical

led the Spaniards to

Some

pursues and

kills

to

figures

On

a deer with a spear; on another a

returning with the bodv of a deer thrown across his shoul-

leaflets

.\Mi:ni('A\ Mrsi'j'M crini-:

20
(lers.

show

Soiiu' jars

and Hue, while others

niamicr of

tlir

catcliiiiti' fish

men and women

j)()rtray

hy means of hook

other burdens by means of a strap passing around the forehead.

we

see a

man

with

favorite

liis

slionhU'i-;

the fijiures playinff

upon musical instruments.

These

many

there a (hmce in

potters were very fond of

less truthful

Everywhere, except

was not only the

many

of the vegetable forms of Peru.

staple food of the people, but also

beverage,—

hence

f7//r/;«;

was verv simplv and
,.

made trom an
i

'J'his

,.

i

was joined

represented

in

Although

this

all

was

some

m
•

i

/it

Into

the siui or fired.

fired

both were

still

and polished.

in

a plastic

A

corn jar

races are of great

in-

skulls

IS

.scientific

many

^

phining, artificial

may

not be out of

The

•

value, but tho.se of Peru are of

them bear the marks

of

so extensive

The Museum
.1

.

deformation and

of surgical or

collection of Peruvian
*•

•

•

^
series
only a rcjuvsentative
i

tliat

This contains many

exhibition.

it

peculiarities of IVruvian skulls.

sacrificial operations.
f'

i

guide relates chiefly to burials,

j)arti(iihir intere.st, becau.se

Trephined

A

the illustration on page 17.

place to call attention to
skulls of

jar while

to the

condition, after which the whole
is

•

i

ear ot corn and dried

This
mould was

vessels.

j)erfectlv accomj^lished.

which on being removed would be a facsimile of

this clay was])ressed;

the ear.

was the source of
was but natiu'al

it

on their

that they should so often re])resent the grain

Chicha

and a

A complete list would

most elevated parts of the country, maize

in the

their favorite intoxicating

to

(Juinea-pi<f,

family, the king vulture

niunber of shells and vegetable forms.
include most of the animal and

representations of

monkev, llama,

iajjuar,

li/ards, birds of the parrot

fiffures

with several of

Their favorite models appear

of the species familiar to them.

have been the puma,

])ro(i;ress,

mouldint;- their clay into animal

more or

us

left

Here

evidently of the parrot family,

l)ir(l,

perched upon his

forms, and they have

and

eurryini^ water jars

exainj)l('s

|)athological

showing

conditions,

on

is

tre-

together

with several normal Peruvian skulls for purpo.ses of comparison.
Ill

I'eni,

where stones from

stone and (o|)j)er were the

of the skull with dej)ressi()n of

There seems no reason

means
by

its

to doul)t

of relief in such fractures,

this

treatnicni.

Il

slings

common

is

also

and wooden clubs with heads

of

oU'eiisixc weaj)ons, coiii|)lcx tiaclurcs

bony
that

and

|)lates

must have been common.

Irephining was resortcil to as a

that

sometimes cures were effected

pi-obable that

the op«'ration

in

many

L

__
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was a part

cases

phined skulls

of

some

23

some

religious ceremonial, since

show

in the collection

of the tre-

distinct orientation of the

wound

and present no indication of lesion. Implements of copper and bronze
and knives of stone and obsidian must have been employed in the operation,

which was performed with

Artificial

skill.

deformation of the head was extensively practised in ancient

Peru and was accomplished by means of ligatures applied

The form

The

these bindings were applied.

THE
The Quipu
tied.

hanging from

The

QUIPU.

a fringe consisting of a main cord with other cords

is

of various colors

show the ravages

pathological skulls

bones of the cranium.

of disease in the

were

in infancy.

taken by the head was determined by the manner in which

it.

In the fringe knots of different kinds

made

ancient Peruvians, having no written language,

use of the quipu to keep their accounts and possibly to record historic

By

incidents.

the color of the cord, the kind of knot, the distance of

main cord and from each

the knots from the

recorded and preserved.

l)e

was

to

The maker

other,

of a (|uipu

many

facts could

had a system which

a great extent arbitrary, and which had to be explained when the

quipu was placed

in the

keeping of another.

COCA CHEWING.
The

coca plant {Ery(hroxylon coca, Lam.) grows wild

tainous regions of Peru
quest, as
It is

it is

and Bolivia and was

in the

moun-

cultivated before the

Con-

to-day, in districts from 2,000 to 5,000 feet above the sea.

valued for

its

stimulating narcotic properties, and the present

Indians will often carry heavy burdens for several days wdthout food,
if

furnished with a plentiful supply of coca.

and dried
the

in the

same way the

teaves

is

siui

The

leaves are gathered

and then chewed mixed with imslacked lime

betel

is

used by the East Indians.

almost always foimd with a

mummy.

A

The leaves

l)ag of

in

coca

of this plant,

together with the cloth bags in which they w^re carried and the gourd
flasks containing lime

may

be seen

in the collection.
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INIISCELT.ANEOUS EXHIBITS.
Tliis (jallerv coiitains

ease

many

some

exliihits,

them verv important,

of

no special mention has heen made, since

of wliicli

and the

hihels

(^nide

leaflets

it is

l)elieve(l that

attached to the cases will

and

the desii'ed information to the student

visitor.

Among

the

furnish

these

may

be mentioned the collection from the West Indies, the musical instru-

ments of the Incas, the case containinp; a
in

in

Brazil,

and the

pottery, stone

collec-tion

and

animal forms

from Peru, Bolivia,

collections of feather-work

pottery;

and

(jreat variety of

from Columbia consisting of

I'araiijuay

many

objects

shell.
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NORTHEAST QUARTER OF FOYER
Showing

five of

the Marble Busts of Pioneers of American Science.

PIONEERS
OF

AMERICAN SCIENCE

AN ACCOUNT OF THE EXERCISES HELD

AND THE ADDRESSES DELIVERED
AT THE

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

DECEMBER

29,

1906

PIONEERS OF AMERICAN SCIENCE.
Saturday, December 29, 1906, was notable in the annals of the
Museum, since at 3 o'clock of that day there were held in the large

auditorium the ceremonies attending the unveiling of the marble busts

men who
have been foremost in the advancement of science in America. The
auditorium was crowded to its full capacity with Members of the Museum

which have been

installed in the foyer, representing ten of the

and their friends and visiting scientists, and Professor H. F. Osborn,
Second Vice-President of the Museum, presided in the absence, due to
The exercises
illness, of Mr. J. Pierpont IMorgan, First Vice-President.
"
after which
America,"
anthem
national
the
of
began with the singing
Mr. Morris
for
acting
Museum,
the
Dr. Hermon C. Bumpus, Director of
K. Jesup, addressed the Trustees as
" Thirty-SLX years ago several

follows:

men

of this city organized to perform

three closely-related functions:

and maintain a museum of natural history;
encourage and develop the study of the natural sciences;
2,
advance the general knowledge of kindred subjects.
3,
" Of this company, Mr. Morgan was one; a second (Mr. Choate) is
Trustees the
he who will receive on behalf of the Honorable Board of
1,

To
To
To

establish

together,
splendid gift that has brought this congregation of scientists
and a third is he who for more than twenty-five years, as President, has

means, his
devoted his time, his thought, his energy, his influence, his
Articles
the
of
terms
health, not for the mere naked fulfilment of the
of Incorporation, but for the up-building of

an

institution that

would

molding of forces that would result in educawould develop chartional power, for the combination of material that
Nature, be they
acter and for the general exploration of the secrets of

excite civic pride, for the

waters
hidden in the remote regions of Siberia, in the unknown land and
outcropthe
or
South
the
of
monuments
of the North, in the ancient

ping foundations of the continent in the West.
" To what extent the sympathetic union of these three

men

with other

common cause has been successful in the establishbetter
ment and maintenance of a museum of natural history, none are
earnest workers in a

able to judge than the

members

of the various scientific

organizations,— the guests that honor the

Museum

and educational

by their presence

]\Iany of our guests today are frequent students of the

this afternoon.

Museum's

collections, frequent readers of the

Museum's

publications

and frequent users of the IMuseum's library.
" But it is the effort to fulfill the terms of the second paragraph
Articles of Incorporation

— the

paragraph that

refers to the

of the

encour-

of the Natural Sciences, that

agement and development of the Study

unknown and

provides for the aggressive invasion of the

for

the

encouragement of those who enter the unknown for search and reit is the effort to fulfill these terms that has characterized
search

—

the administration of this institution and

made

it

something

dift'erent

from a mere museum.
"

The prime

incentive for the pursuit of science

is

doubtless indis-

coverably hidden among those forces that direct the growth and activities
of the human body, but the strongest secondary incentive is appreciation

— commendation.

An

institution that

is

pledged to the encouragement

and development of the natural sciences ought certainly to appreciate
and commend those who have conspicuously devoted themselves to the
It is in response to this feeling of obligation and
pursuit of science.
with the hope that such recognition at this time might act as a helpful
incentive to those attending the important scientific meetings now being

New York, that these exercises have been arranged.
" In an adjoining hall, as we leave this auditorium, we shall find

held in

unveiled ten portraits of the pioneers of American science, the work of

one of America's leading sculptors,
" It

is

INIr.

this series of busts that I

William Couper.

have the honor, on behalf of Mr.

Morris K. Jesup, to present to the Trustees for permanent exhibition

in

may serve

as

this

Museum, and with

may

it

I

convey the desire that they

a token of the donor's esteem for
themselves to the development of
institution

may

feel that

all

who have devoted and

science,

and

also that all

the study of the natural sciences

and developed, not by immediate results alone, but
recognition of those who have unselfishly labored for
In accepting the

Board

gift,

Hon. Joseph H. Choate

are devoting

entering this

is

encouraged

also in the proper
its

advancement."

said in behalf of the

of Trustees:

"As you have

already heard,

it

is

only in

my

accidental capacity

of survivor that I have the honor of appearing here today to receive
this gift.
Mr. Morgan could not come, Mr. Jesup could not accept

own

his

gift,

— he knows how much better and more dehghtful
— and so stand here a moment on

give than to receive,
of

my

for

I

it is

to

behalf

fellow trustees, to receive this splendid donation.

" If this were Mr. Jesup's only

him among

To

the immortals.

gift to

the

Museum,

it

ought

to place

place in our vestibule, at the entrance

and masters,
them here so that the future generations of New York and of
America may become familiar with their features would be in itself a
very great and valuable gift. Ever since the foundation of this Museum
thirty-seven years ago, he has been enriching and endowing it with
of these halls of science, the busts of these great pioneers
to place

wonderful

"Most

gifts.

of

you are

perfectly familiar with the chief of these,

— the

Jesup Collection of Woods, containing the wood of every tree known
to

be existing in North America, a perfectly unique collection which

cannot anywhere be repeated; the collections that were brought by the

Jesup North Pacific Expedition from the shores of British Columbia,

Alaska and Asia are also unique in their way; and in the Hall of Vertebrate Palaeontology a large portion of that wonderful exhibit

generous hands.

Even now, today, he

is fitting

is

expedition for the exploration of fossils in northern Egypt, and I
that

when

Professor Osborn,

spring, he will
fossil

who

come 'bearing

is

to

his sheaves with him,' in the
will find

between the mouth of the Nile and the Nubian Desert
tell,

his

am

sure

head the expedition, returns next

remains of the ancestral elephant, which he

I cannot

from

out for our benefit an

form of the

somewhere

— exactly where

but he, at this moment, with his prophetic vision could

put his finger upon the very spot.
" This

Museum, if you will notice the date, was born in the Dark
Ages of the City of New York
in 1869
when the public enemy
was in possession of the city and of its treasury. It was a gloomy day

—

for the foundation of such

an

time that one board of public

—

institution.
ofiicials,

I believe

it

was about that

catching a strange ray of light

dark time, had employed the celebrated Dr. Hawkins to prepare models of the vast fossil mammals for exhibition to the people.
for that

They gave him a house in Central Park, where he set to work on that
great study.
By and by, there came in another set of public officials
who were as antediluvian as the fossils themselves, and they broke his
models all up and sent the doctor on his way not rejoicing at all.
"

We

never dared in those days to hope or expect help from the

City for such an institution as this, but light soon

dawned upon

us,

and

gradually year by year the City Officials and the people of the City began

was a great educational institution maintained for the
the people.
But it was hard struggling in those early days.

to find that this

benefit of

Despair followed anxiety, and our Trustees knew not which way to

But when Mr. Jesup, twenty-six years ago, took the presidency
found that certain fossils still lingered in the Board of
Trustees, and actually breathed into us the breath of life.
He has
turn.

of this body, he

kept us alive ever since, and every year this

Museum

energy and success, and more than three fourths of

ous

and

gifts

He

"

has exhibited

it is

due

new

to his gener-

his inspiring presence.

has given us something far better and grander than material

assistance, liberal as

he has been with

six of the best years of his life,

He

that.

has given us twenty-

devoted with untiring generosity to the

It is also to be remembered to the great
was during his administration that the Museun
forward, which we had long been hesitating

success of this enterprise.
credit of

Mr. Jesup that

it

took one significant step

—

mean

to

do

It

was the

I

the opening of the

best advance

we

Museum

ever made.

to the public

We

on Sundays.

found that we could do

our duty to the church in the morning and come here with equally
reverent minds in the afternoon to study these collections and look

through Nature up to Nature's God, and the people found that out
"

And

offering,

so with grateful hearts the Trustees accept this last

and I

am

sure you will

— God bless the noble donor."

all

with one voice join with

After Mr. Choate's address brief memorials of the

whose

portraits

me

men

have been selected for the foyer, were delivered

too.

and noble
in

saying

of science
in accord-

ance with the following program:
Benjamin Franklin, by Dr. S. Weir Mitchell of Philadelphia;
Alexander von Humboldt, by His Excellency, Baron Speck von Stemburg, German Ambassador. (Read by Major T. von Korner, Military
Attach^ of the Embassy);

John James Audubon, by
Survey, Washington, D.

John Torrey, by

Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief, U. S. Biological

C;

Dr. Nathaniel L. Britton, Director in chief.

Botanical Garden,

New York

New York

City;

Joseph Henry, by Dr. Robert S. Woodward, President, Carnegie Institution, Washington, D. C;
L0UI8 Agassiz. Letters were read from the Rev. Edward Everett Hale, an

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
Bom,

Boston, January 17, 1706.

Died, Philadelphia, April 17, 1700.
Physicist, author, editor, philosopher

Demonstrated the identity of lightning and

electricity

:

W.

intimate personal friend of Professor Agassiz, and Professor F.

Harvard University, and remarks were made by Professor
Addisson E. Verrill of Yale University and Dr. C. D. Walcott, Director
Putnam,

of

U.

of the

Survey;

S. Geological

James Dwight Dana, by Dr. Arthur Twining Hadley, President, Yale
University, New Haven, Conn.;
Spencer Fullerton Baird, by Dr. Hugh M. Smith, Deputy Commissioner,
Bureau of Fisheries, Washington, D. C;
Joseph Leidy, by Professor William Keith Brooks, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.;

Edward Drinker
ment

of

Cope, by Dr. Henry Fairfield Osbom, Curator, DepartPalaeontology, American Museum of Natural

Vertebrate

History.

The

addresses as delivered were as follows

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.
By

We are here,

S.

Weir Mitchell.

as I understand, to unveil memorial busts of Americans

distinguished in science, and I

am

honored by the privilege of speaking of

This man, the father of American Science, was

Benjamin Franklin.

Even

possessed of mental gifts unequalled in his day.

yet he holds the

highest place in the intellectual peerage of a land, where, in his time,

men had few interests which were not material
man entirely escapes the despotic influences of
every

life

there are unfulfilled possibilities,

But no

or political.
his period.

and so

it

was

Thus

in

that, para-

we may say that Franklin to country gave up what
mankind, when with deep regret he resigned in middle

phrasing Goldsmith,

was meant for
life all hope of whole-souled devotion to science.
When most productive,
his scientific fertility was the more remarkable because of the other
forms of dutiful activity which, in a
leisure for those hours of quiet

life

that

knew no

rest, left

thought without which science

small
is

un-

fruitful of result.

There

memory

is

of

a Hall of

mankind.

with justice be placed.

For him would be the

men he would

built

by the hand of man.

It is the

galleries this

man's bust could

Diplomacy would claim him

as of her greatest.

of

its

laurel of administrative

be welcomed.

shall in that hall of

who more

Fame not
In many

Who

of the masters

fame be more secure

certain of a place

wisdom.

among men

of grateful

of science

?

Among

states-

of English prose

remembrance, and

As an

investigator of

Nature and of Nature's laws he

win

for Franklin the diplomatist

fame

materially

men
much

Let us as

represented here by right of eminent achievement.
science feel proud that Franklin's

is

as a philosopher did

of
to

such useful consideration and respect

as led to final success.

Many

of those

peculiarities

to

men

you honor today had moral and temperamental

which more or

Most

of science.

about keeping

still

less

was

careful in business,

it.

them cared

from

all

those other

fruitful

investments and died rich; never-

it

to the

making

made a

and Leidy,

If

was

as to

man

to exist apart

many-minded

of the

in natural history.

discovery, his next thought

could be put.

asked himself at once

what

men

When

practical

he made some novel observation of nature, he

how he

could

make it serve
commonly

great reapers of the harvest of truth

make

out of

In him the

from money greed, seemed

men who went

of science as Henry, in physics,

use

make money

by patents.

In another way he was singularly unlike such typical

Franklin.

Franklin

about making money;

of science he refused to

his discoveries, or to protect his inventions

of science, unselfish, free

little

Franklin on the contrary dreaded poverty;

made

man

theless like the typical

and are common

less influenced their lives

of

his fellow

The

men.

leave the inventor to

practical use of their unregarded thought.

Leaving the wide land

to

do

justice to Franklin, the

model

citizen

and great diplomatist, here we crown with the assured verdict of posterity
Franklin, the man of pure science. Here we welcome him to this goodly
fellowship of those
of the

who communed with Nature and

read the secrets

Almighty Maker.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Mr. President, Gentlemen:
His Excellency, the German Ambassador,
duties retain at Washington, has requested

me

whom

heavy

to represent

official

him on

this

occasion and to express to you his hearty congratulations on this event

on which through Mr. Jesup's generous munificence
tive trii)ute

which
tion

is

will

commemora-

paid to the world's great masters of science, a day on

this magnificent

which

this

museum

of natural history has received a dona-

awake a solemn sense

of reverence

and make

this

abode

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT
Born, Berlin, September 14, 1769
Died, Berlin, May 6, 1859

Geographer, traveler, philosopher
Described the surface features and the geological structure of

many

lands

henceforth a temple of devotion

to

the founders and

promoters of

natural science.

Whoever honors

memory

the

of great

men, honors science and

honors himself, and so the Ambassador has asked
generous donor, the
sion

tireless

of his sincerest admiration

honor which

will

me

to

convey to the

promoter of science, Mr. Jesup, the expres-

and of

his heartfelt thanks

for the

German

scholar,

be conferred also upon the great

Alexander von Humboldt.
In

this

immortal man, whose bust you have gathered to unveil, the

world reveres
covered

There

all

its

that

man

His genius

has ever thought, done and observed in nature.

no branch of human knowledge

is

penetrate.

into

which

his

mind did not

His "Cosmos," that marvellous monument of meditation

and research,

is

to use his

a

new book

of Genesis in

which the Universe mirrors

and minuteness "from the nebulge of the stars"
own words
"to the geographical distribution of mosses

itself in all its

—

greatest master since the days of Ai'istotle.

vastness

—

on granite rocks."

By
power

his

wonderful talent of research, by his almost superhuman

to divine eternal laws, this great interpreter of science taught

mankind how
mysteries.

to read the

The

book

of nature,

how

series of sciences, originated

to

by

understand

this

its

great

mighty genius

is,

as well as the other manifold branches of science developed by him,
sufficiently

In

known

all his

to

all.

investigations his ultimate

practical relation with

life.

Thus he
many

of culture of the whole world by

aim was

to bring theory into

not only elevated the standard
steps,

but he also became from

a practical point of view the benefactor of mankind in
of

many

branches

—

common life, as trade, commerce, navigation.
He taught us how to conceive the beauty and

in its every

form and motion.

memory and

It is

All this

him Nature was rather the inexand deep enjoyment, by which the heart is

of dry meditation, to

haustible source of pure
purified

sublimity of nature

His studies are not a matter merely of

and ennobled and men are brought nearer

to perfection.

not necessary to give you a more detailed picture of his
is

so well

known and

America; for never has a foreign scholar been more honored in
country than Alexander von Humboldt.
recall the celebrations

life.

so dear to the whole learned world of

which took place

To

realize this

in his

we need

this

only

memory throughout

all

America both

time of his death and on the occasion of the centen-

at the

nial anniversary of his birth.

Humboklt devoted
in

years of his Hfe to scientific investigations

five

South and Central America,

in

Mexico and

in

He

Cuba.

ascertained

the course of the greatest rivers; he climbed the summits of mountains

where man's foot had never trod before; he studied vegetation,

astro-

nomical and meteorological phenomena, gathered specimens of

natu-

all

products and a great deal of historical information about the early

ral

population of these parts of the
first

maps

accurate

World.

It

was he that drew the

With almost prophetic

forecast

come, he examined the Isthmus of

Panama

of these regions.

of the needs of generations to

and considered

New

carefully the possibility of establishing there an inter-

oceanic waterway.

known how

It is well

great an interest Alexander von

Humboldt

Indeed, so strongly w^as he attracted by

took in the United States.

the problems of the new-born Republic that putting aside even his

some

habitual scientific occupations, he devoted himself entirely for

months

to the study of the

American people and the

institutions of this

country.
Finally, the great scientist,

he

whom

people

call

the scientific dis-

coverer of America, returned to his country, carrying with
store of intellectual

were the

results,

and material treasures

to place

it

in

Throughout

vast

So abundant

of science.

reaped from his expeditions, that he needed the coopera-

tion of the best scholars of his time to compile that great

and

him a

mass

of material,

proper shape and form.

his long

and industrious

life,

Alexander von Humboldt

ever retained his love for and devotion to the country where his great
labor lay, and for

field of

its

people with

whom

he always

connected by his love for freedom in thought and

well-known

knocked

in the

that

in

his

later

days of

all

It is

the foreigners,

no one was more heartily welcomed

at his door,

American

The

fact

felt closely

for liberty.

than

a

who
the

citizen.

benefits of his investigations in

course of time.

their benefactor.

No wonder

America returned

that her people recognize

Another great man, whose monument

today, and most deservedly placed

to that country

will

him as

be unveiled

beside the one of Alexander von

Huml)oldt, Louis Agassiz, says of him:

"To what

degree

we Americans
10

are indebted to von Humboldt, no

JOHN JAMES AUDUBON
Born, New Orleans, May 4, 1780
Died, New York, January 27, 1851
Ornithologist, artist

Chief work, "

The Birds

of

America," illustrated with 1065

life-size

colored plates

one knows who

is

not familiar with the history of learning and education
All the fundamental facts of popular education in

in this country.

beyond the merest elementary

physical science

we owe

instruction,

At another place he says, "Let us rejoice together that

him."
boldt's

name

will

to

Hum-

permanently be connected with education and learning

in this country, for the prospects

and

institutions of

which he

felt

so

deep and so affectionate a sympathy."

Of

all

the tributes that have been paid to Alexander von

the most lasting and most
building.

For

has

fitting

now found

here, in this magnificent

History the ideal aim of

all his

its

American

theories

is

Museum

realized

cultivate the love of Nature, and thus to ennoble

Humboldt

expression in this

most

of Natural

perfectly:

man and

to

beautify his

life.

Gentlemen, permit

me

a shrine of pilgrimage of

me
may become

thank you for the honor you have done

to

today, and to express the hope that this splendid building
scientists

and students

also of the

Old World,

helping to bind the nations closer together.

Baron Speck von Sternburg,
Major Theodore Korner.

represented by

JOHN JAMES AUDUBON.

By
Of

C.

Hart Merriam.

America no one stands out in more picturesque
relief than Audubon, and no name is dearer than his to the hearts of the
American people. Born at an opportune time, Audubon undertook and
the naturalists of

accomplished one of the most gigantic tasks that has ever fallen to the
lot of

one

man

to perform.

Nature intended him
at

a commercial

life,

Although for years diverted from the path

to follow,

and tortured by half-hearted attempts

against which his restive spirit rebelled, he finally

broke away from bondage and devoted the remainder of his days to
the grand

work that has made

his

memory

immortal.

His principal contributions to Science are his magnificent
11

series

of illustrated volumes

on the Birds

his Synopsis of Birds/

and

to the Missouri

The

*

and Quadrupeds ^ of North America,

and the Journals

*

Labrador

of his expeditions to

and Yellowstone Rivers.

preparation and publication of his elephant folio atlases of

size colored plates of birds,

begun

life-

1827 and completed in 1838, with

in

the accompanying volumes of text (the "Ornithological Biography,"

But no sooner was

1831-1839), was a colossal task.

it

accomplished

than an equally sumptuous work on the mammals was undertaken,
and, with the assistance of

Bachman,

likewise carried to a successful

For more than three-quarters

termination.

for spirit

and vigor are

unsurpassed, have been the admiration of the world.

still

In addition to his more pretentious works,
of

of a century the splendid

and which

paintings which adorn these works,

minor

lished

articles

and papers and

by his grand-daughter,

left

INIiss

Audubon wrote

a

number

a series of "Journals," since pub-

Maria R. Audubon.

The

Journals

are full to overflowing with observations of value to the naturalist and,

along with the entertaining "Episodes," throw a flood of light on con-

temporary customs and events.
be

lost sight of

Incidentally, they are

In searching for material for his books

Audubon

traveled thousands

of miles afoot in various parts of the eastern states,

Louisiana;

by no means to

by the historian.
from Maine to

he also visited Texas, Florida and Canada; crossed the

ocean several times, and conducted expeditions to far-away Labrador

and the then remote Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers.

remember the

When we

limited facilities for travel in his day, the scarcity of

railroads, steamboats

and other conveniences, we are

better prepared

to appreciate the zeal, determination and energy necessary to accomplish

his self-imposed task.

That

it

to write so

was

possible for one

many

man

to

do so much excellent

field

work,

meritorious volumes and to paint such a multitude

* The Birds
Lonof America, 4 atlases, double elephant folio colored plates.
don, 1827-1838; Ornithological Biography, an account of the habits of the birds
of the United States.
5 vols. Royal 8vo, Edinburgh, 1831-1839.

The Quadrupeds of North America by John James Audubon and Rev. John
3 vols. Royal 8vo text, and elephant folio atlas of colored plates.
York, 1846-1854.
Edinburgh & London, 1839.
^Synopsis of Birds of North America.
* Audubon and his Journals by Maria R. Audubon.
New York,
2 vols. 8vo.
'

Bachman.

New

1897.
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JOHN TORREY
Bom, New York, August 15, 1796
Died, New York, March 10, 1873
Botanist, chemist

One

of the founders of botanical science in the United States

of

remarkable pictures must be attributed

no small part

in

to his rare

physical strength, for do not intellectual

and physical vigor usually go
hand-in-hand and beget power of achievement? Audubon was noted
As a worker he was rapid, absorbed and ardent;
for these qualities.
daylight
and labored continuously till night, averaging
began
at
he
fourteen hours a day, allowing,

it is

said, only four

hours for sleep.

In American ornithology, in which he holds so illustrious a place, it was
strict sense a pioneer, for before him were
Wilson
and
Bonaparte;
Vieillot,
and contemporaneous with him were Rich-

not his privilege to be in the

Wied and a score of lesser and
some of whom were destined to shine in the near future.
Audubon was no closet naturalist
the technicalities of the pro-

ardson, Nuttall, Maximilian Prince of

younger

fession

lights

he

left

—

to others — but as

He was

and had few equals.
in the fullest sense, a

a

field naturalist

he was at his best

a born woodsman, a lover of wild nature

keen observer and an accurate recorder.

In addi-

tion he possessed the rare gift of instilling into his writings the fresh-

ness of nature

and the

vivacity

and enthusiasm

of his

own

personality.

His influence was not confined to devotees of the natural sciences,
for in his writings

and paintings, and

in his personal contact

with

men

and abroad, he exhaled the freshness, the
freedom and progress of America, and who shall

of affairs both in this country
vigor, the spirit of

attempt to measure the value of this influence to our young republic

Audubon's preeminence

is

due not alone

to his skill

?

as a painter

and mammals, or to the magnitude of his contributions to science,
but also to the charm and genius of his personality, a personality that

of birds

profoundly impressed his contemporaries, and which, by means of his
biographies and journals,

type

now

rarely met,

it is

still

our privilege to enjoy.

His was a

combining the grace and culture of the Frenchman

with the candor, patience and earnestness of purpose of the American.

There was about him a certain poetic picturesqueness and a rare charm
of manner that drew people to him and enlisted them in his work.
His
friend. Dr.

Bachman of Charleston, tells us
Audubon what no one else

privilege to give to
qualities

and

characteristics

that

it

was considered a

could buy.

His personal

appear in some of his minor papers, notably

the essays entitled "Episodes."

These serve

to reveal,

perhaps better

than his more formal writings, the keenness of his insight, the kindness
of his heart, the poetry of his nature, the

the vigor and versatility of his intellect.
13

power

of his imagination

and

JOHN TORREY.

By Nathaniel
As a pioneer

of

L. Britton.

American botany, John Torrey naturally

men whose works we

place

among

grand

institution developed in the city

the

resided the greater part of his
nition of

where he was born; where he
and where he died. Today's recog-

life,

Torrey as a master of botanical science,

appropriate in

New

society

which bears

versity

named

York, where he
his

is

name; by the

in his honor,

finds a

gladly celebrate today in this

and by

is

therefore peculiarly

commemorated by the
professorship in Columbia Unialready

his botanical collections

deposited by Columbia University at the

New York

and

library

Botanical Garden.

Dr. Torrey was born August 15, 1796, and died

March

10, 1873,

nearly thirty-four years ago; the pleasure of his personal acquaintance

now living. We have abundant
was honored and beloved to a degree experienced by but few; righteousness was instinctive in him; aid to others
was his pleasure; he was tolerant and progressive, and his genial presence was a delight to his associates.
He was educated for the profession of medicine, graduating from the
College of Physicians and Surgeons in 1818, but he soon abandoned it
and in 1824 became professor of chemistry at West Point; after three
years service there, he was elected professor of chemistry and botany
in the College of Physicians and Surgeons, a position which he held for
nearly thirty years, during part of this period lecturing on chemistry
also at Princeton
he was also United States assayer in New York from
is

therefore

known

to

but few persons

evidence, however, that he

:

1854 until his death.
Dr. Torrey 's attention was directed to botany during his youthful
association with Professor

Amos

Eaton, and his interest in that science

was subsequently stimulated during his medical studies by the lectures
of Professor David Hosack.
It early became his favorite study, and,
notwithstanding his noteworthy services to chemistry, his fame rests
on

his botanical researches, although they

hours of

rest

were accomplished during his

and recreation, — largely during the night.

His botanical publications began

in

published by the

Lyceum

of Natural History,
14

"A Catalogue of Plants
New York,"
now the New York Acad-

1819 with

Growing Spontaneously within Thirty Miles

of the City of

JOSEPH HENRY
Born, Albany, N. Y., December 17, 1797
Died, Washington, D. C, May 13, 1878
Physicist

Noted

for his investigations in electromagnetism

First secretary of the Smithsonian Institution

and were completed the year after his death in the
"Phanerogamia of Pacific North America," in Vol. 17 of the Report

emy

of Sciences,

United States Exploring Expedition. His contributions to
botany include more than forty titles, many of them volumes requiring
years of patient study; they throw a flood of light on the plants of
His
North America, and form a grand contribution to knowledge.
of

the

on which these researches are based, were annotated and
arranged by him with scrupulous care and exactness, and are treasured
as among the most important of all scientific material in America.
collections,

JOSEPH HENRY.

By Robert

Woodward.

S.

This time, one hundred years ago, Joseph Henry, whose name and
He was born at
fame we honor today, was a lad seven years of age.
York, of Scotch parentage, his grand parents on both
sides having come from Scotland in the same ship to the Colony of New
Albany,

New

York, in 1775.
Doubtless he had himself in mind when in his mature years he
afiirmed that "The future character of a child, and that of a man also,

most cases formed probably before the age of seven years." At
any rate, he found himself early, for at the age of sixteen he had determined to devote his life to the acquisition of knowledge. Thus he

is

in

became,

in turn, student;

native State;

professor of

Albany Academy;

New

Jersey

— now

and discoverer

civil

engineer in the service of his
in the

professor of natural philosophy in the College of

Princeton University

of the first order before

His inventions and
of prime

teacher;

mathematics and natural philosophy

importance.

— and

a pioneer investigator

he was thirty-three years of age.

discoveries in electromagnetism especially are

They

include the inventions of the electro-

magnetic telegraph and the electromagnetic engine and the discovery
of

many of the recondite facts and principles of electromagnetic science.
From the age of thirty-three, when he took up the work of his pro-

fessorship at Princeton,

till

the age of forty-seven,

when he was

to the post of Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution,

called

he pursued his

original investigations with untiring zeal and with consummate experi15

It was during this period tiiat
skill and philosophic insight.
Henry and Faraday laid the foundations for the recent wonderful

mental

The

developments of electromagnetic science.
the depth of Henry's learning

is

breadth as well as

indicated by the fact that he found

time during this busy period for excursions and for lectures
fields

of

architecture,

and mineralog}'

He was

a

astronomy,

chemistry,

and researches

in addition to his lectures

man

rich in experience

and

ripe in

in

the

meteorology,

geology,

in physics.

knowledge when,

in

1846, he assumed the administrative duties implied by the bequest of

James Smithson, "To found

at

Washington, under the name of the

Smithsonian Institution an Establishment for the increase and diffusion
of

knowledge among men."

his death in 1878,

Thenceforth, for thirty-two years, until

he devoted his

to the public service, not alone of

life

our own country, but of the entire

In this work he

civilized world.

manifested the same creative capacity that had distinguished his earlier
career in the

domain

of natural philosophy.

and a leader of men.

To

his wise foresight

He became
we owe

neficent achievements of the Smithsonian Institution

an organizer

not only the be-

itself,

but also,

large degree, the correspondingly beneficent achievements of the

in

Naval

Observatory, the Coast and Geodetic Survey, the Weather Bureau,
the Geological Survey, the Bureau of Fisheries and the Bureau of Ameri-

can Ethnology;

for to

attributed the rise

Henry, more than

and the growth

appreciation of the scientific

We may

work

to

any other man, must be

America

in

carried on

of the present public

by governmental

aid.

lament, with John Tyndall, that so brilliant an investigator

and discoverer as Henry should have been sacrificed to become so able
an administrator. And American devotees to mathematico-physical
science may be pardoned for entertaining an elegiac regret that Henry
as a pioneer in the fields of electromagnetism did not have the aid of a

penetrating mathematical genius, as Faraday had his Maxwell.
po.sterity, just in its

estimates towards

Henry, as we have recognized
a many-sided

man

—a

in

our

all

But

the world, will recognize in

Benjamin Franklin,
Nature; a teacher whose

earlier hero,

profound student of

moral and intellectual presence pointed straight to the goal of truth;

an inventor who dedicated his inventions immediately to the public
good; a discoverer of the permanent laws which reign
like

realm of physical phenomena;

in the Sj)hinx-

an administrator and organizer

of large enterprises which have yielded a rich fruitage for the enlighten-

LOUIS ACASSIZ
Born, Motier, Switzerland, May 28, 1807
Died, Cambridge, Mass., December 14 1873
Zoologist, ichthyologist

Celebrated lecturer

and writer on natural history

in general

mankind; a leader of men devoted to
the progress of science; a patriot, friend and counsellor of Abraham
in short, an exemplar
Lincoln in the darker days of the Repubhc
for his race, a man whose purity and nobility are here fitly symbolized
in enduring marble for our instruction and guidance and for the instruc-

ment and

for the melioration of

—

tion

and the guidance of our successors

in the centuries to

come.

LOUIS A6ASSIZ.

A

Letter from Edward E. Hale.

Read by Addison E. Verrill, who added

interesting

personal

reminiscences of Agassiz.

Washington, D.

when

C, December

8, 1906.

saw Agassiz was at one of his
own lectures early in his American life. This was a description of
his ascent of the Jungfrau.
I think it was wholly extempore, and,
though he was new in his knowledge of English, it was idiomatic and
thoroughly intelligible.
At the end, as he described the last cHmb,
hand and foot, by which, as it seems, men come to the little triangular
plane, only three feet across, which makes the summit, he quickened our
enthusiasm by describing the physical struggle by which he lifted himHe said, "one
self so that he could stand on this little three-foot table.
by one we stood there, and looked down into Swisserland." He bowed
I think that the

and

first

time

I ever

retired.

know

Mr. Lowell, of our Lowell Institute,
who had "imported Agassiz," (that is James Lowell's phrase) might
have said before the audience left the hall, "You will see, ladies and
gentlemen, that we are able to present to you the finest specimen yet
discovered of the genus homo of the species intelligens."
And looking back half a century, on those very first years of his
life in America, I think it is fair to say that wherever he went he awakI

ened that

I said at once that

sort of personal enthusiasm.

was made a professor

in

of confining himself to

work.

He was

Harvard College

And he went
in 1848.

everywhere.

He

But he never thought

any conventional theory of a college professor's

not in the least afraid of making science popular.
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He

flung himself into any and every enterprise by which he could quicken
the

common schools, and in forty different ways he created
men and women. Naturalists showed themselves on

of the

life

a new

class of

hand and on the

the right

I

left.

have seen him address an audience

hundred people, not twenty of

of five

whom when

they entered the hall

And when

thought they had anything to do with the study of Nature.

hundred were deter-

after his address they left the hall, all of the five

mined

keep their eyes open and to study Nature as she

to

you may trace a steady advance

that year 1848,

New

England

That

much

is

as

that of a naturalist.

millennial address at

great

in the

schools.

an educator quite as

to say, that his distinction is that of

it is

From

is.

Nature Study

in

Harvard College, that the College had trained no

we imported

"for

educator,

In 1888, Lowell said, in his quater-

A

Agassiz."

great

educator he

truly was.

In

When Agassiz was appointed Professor he was forty-one years old.
my first personal conversation with him he told me a story which

may
as

own

not have got into print, of his

if it

were then an old experience to him.

five or thirty-five

training
friends

physical strength.

and

when

it

happened,

their carriages;

he was on

They

foot.

Whether he were twenty-

He had

eastern Switzerland.

in

They were

travelling in

parted with the understanding

ingly the next morning, Agassiz rose early
this valley

and

that, as the

previous knowledge of the region.

He

his

been with a party of

that they were to meet in the Tyrol, at the city of Innsbruck.

mountains by

spoke

shows how admirable was

it

his physical constitution.

somewhere

He

and

compass might

did not

Accord-

started through the

mean

direct or his

to stop for study

But he had no special plan as to which hamlet or
Before sundown he came in sight of
cottage should cover him at night.
a larger town than he expected to see, in the distance, and calling a
and they did

not.

mountaineer, he asked him what that place was.
Agassiz said that that could not be

Innsbruck.

The man said it was
The man replied

so.

with a jeer that he had lived there twenty years, and had always been
told that that

was the name of the

better than he did.

sleep there
miles.

I

and did

know

it

place, but

he supposed Agassiz knew

Accordingly Agassiz determined that he would
so.

gave

me

The

distance

was somewhere near seventy

the impression of a walk through the valley

passes at the rate of four miles an hour, for sixteen or seventeen hours.
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JAMES DWICHT DANA
Bom,
Died,

Utica, N. Y., February 12, 1813

New Haven,

Conn., April 14, 1895

Geologist, mineralogist, zoologist

One

of the principal foundei-s of geological science in the

United States

In later

made

Agassiz

life

some prophecies
and

to us

trace his enjoyment of the finest physical health

in

which we may
Health

strength.

and strength indeed belonged to everything which he said and did.

Among

other things he said, twenty-five years ago, that the last

years of our century,

— the twentieth, would see a population of a hun-

dred million of people in the valleys of the upper Amazon.

keep in memory

this

brave prophecy, because

I

am

sure

it

I like to
will

come

true.

From a Letter from Professor

F.

Read by Charles D. Walcott, who gave

W. Putnam.
also his

own token

of

appreciation of Agassiz.

"It

a real grief to

is

tribute to

pleasure
great

my

it

me

that I cannot take this opportunity to offer

beloved and honored teacher,

would be

and good man.

me

to

to say a

Not alone

to

— Louis Agassiz.

WTiat a

few words of appreciation of that

speak of his

scientific

achievements,

which are known the world over, but, from my intimate association
with the great naturalist, to tell of all he did, fifty years ago, for the

advancement and encouragement of the study of natural history; to
picture his inspiring method of teaching; and to dwell on his goodness
of heart, his genial magnetic personality and his wonderful power of
winning the Ufe-long devotion of his students."

JAMES DWIGHT DANA.
By Arthur T. Hadley.
It

my

was

my

privilege to

early years.

of science; his

To
life

know James Dwight Dana

intimately during

boyhood's imagination his figure typified the

personified the spirit of scientific discovery.

acquaintance with the world has not in any way

dimmed

man

Wider

the brightness

of that early impression.

The

services of the geologist are today recognized

sought by

all

who can

afford them.

If

by every one, and

he would make a voyage of

exploration and discovery, the resources of the world of finance are
19

No

placed at his disposal.

such aids were given two generations ago.

In Dana's journeyings he had to surmount hardship and

peril, and to
meet the coldness of those who knew not the value of the quest which
he pursued. He and his contemporaries were like the knights errant

They were men

of chivalry, devoting their lives to an ideal.

who combined

of faith,

the spirit of the missionary and the inspiration of the

poet with the clear vision of the observer.

The

largeness of Dana's

work was commensurate with the

largeness

many

pages of

not only to

It fell to his lot

of his inspiration.

fill

out

the record of the building of the world, as written in the

America, but

show

to

in

important ways the methods by which that

building was accomplished.

with mere description of

fossil life of

His creative brain never rested content

He had

facts.

the

more

distinctively

modern

impulse to reconstruct the process by which those facts were brought
to pass.

From

his observations of coral islands in the various stages

of their growth he deduced a geologic principle of world-wide importance.
It is this characteristic

than to any other

He was
spirit

which makes the great modern German school

headed by Suess look

of geologists

man

Dana

as their precursor,

The

not content with the work of discovery alone.

The

was strong within him.

and expositors w'ho should make
capacities

to

left

the

files

teaching

pioneers in science needed editors

their results

known.

Dana's achievements were phenomenal.

an editor he has

more

of his generation.

In each of these

Of

American Journal

of the

his

work as

of Science as a

monument. Of his work as an expositor those who have heard his
lectures and attended his class room exercises can speak with unbounded
enthusiasm. He was one of the rare men who by presence and voice
and manner could bring the truths and ideals of science home even
to those pupils with whom scientific study could never be more than an
incident in their lives.

But above
of

Dana

all

himself

his

works and above

— more

more than a teacher;

than an

all

his qualities stands the figure

exj)lorer,

his countenance, as

more than a
it

discoverer,

were, illuminated by a

touch of the light of a new day for which the world was being prepared.
" His

and the elements
life was gentle
So mixed in him that Nature might stand forth
And say to all the world, 'This was a man.'"
;
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SPENCER FULLERTON BAIRD
Born, Reading, Pa., February
Died,

Woods

Holl, Mass.,

3,

August

1823
1887

19,

Zoologist

Noted

for his

work

in the

Smithsonian Institution and the United States Fish

Commission

SPENCER FULLERTON 6AIRD.

By Hugh M.
The
him
is

life,

the character, the

illustrious

of Spencer FuUerton Baird entitle

any assemblage and on any occasion where honor

to recognition in

paid to those

work

Smith.

who have been

their country's benefactors through

achievements in science.

Developing a taste for

a very early age, and

scientific pursuits at

confirmed in those pursuits through the influence of friendships with
Agassiz,

Audubon, Dana and other leading

scientists

the

of

time,

Baird was selected as assistant secretary of the Smithsonian Institution

when only twenty-seven

years old, and there entered on a career

devoted to the promotion, diffusion and application of

scientific

edge among men, and marked by dignity, sound judgment,

knowl-

fidelity to

duty, versatility and general usefulness.

In the

many

phases of his intellectual development he resembled

Franklin and Cope; in the multiplicity of his public duties and in the
diversity of the scientific

accomplishments in which he attained emi-

nence he had few equals; in founding, organizing and simultaneously
directing a

among

To
in

number

of great national scientific enterprises he

memory

those whose

is

render an adequate account of the branches of

which he achieved prominence, benefited

erations

and added

invertebrate

to his country's

federal

a herpetologist, an

a deep-sea explorer, a fishery expert, a

an active administrator of
government

endeavor

future gen-

renown, one would need to be an

an anthropologist, a botanist, a

zoologist,

palaeontologist,

scientific

own and

his

a mammalogist, an ichthyologist,

ornithologist,

was unique

here extolled today.

scientific institutions

in scientific affairs,

—

for

geologist,

fish-culturist,

and an adviser

Baird was

a

all

of the

these

and

more.

We
alive

freely

acknowledge today the debt that science owed Baird

and now owes

his

as assistant secretary

memory,

and

especially for his inestimable services

later as secretary of the

Smithsonian Insti-

Museum and as head of the ComAmong all the establishments with which

tution, as director of the National

mission of Fish and Fisheries.

he was connected,

this last

was preeminently and
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peculiarly his own.

was conceived by him and created for him, and it would almost appear
was created for it, for certainly no other person of his day and
generation was so admirably fitted for the task of organizing this bureau
and of executing the duties that grew out of its functions as successively
enlarged by Congress. Insisting on scientific investigations and knowledge as the essential basis for all current and prospective utilitarian
work, he drew around him a corps of eminent biologists and physicists;
It

that he

he established laboratories; he

laid plans for the systematic

study of

our interior and coastal waters; he had vessels built that were especially
designed and equipped for exploration of the seas.

While he thus

inaugurated operations which have been of lasting benefit to the
at the

marine research

and physics

is

and the knowledge we today possess

directly or indirectly

The

person.

;

due

to

rapid development of piscicultural science under his

among

the nations

maintaining and increasing the aquatic food supply by

means; and

it

was no perfunctory

the grand prize to Baird as "the

does

all

spirit of

artificial

when in 1880, at the InterBerlin, Emperor William awarded

tribute

national Fishery Exhibition held in

The

of

of oceanic biology

Baird more than to any other

guidance gave to the United States the foremost place
in

fisheries,

same time he became the foremost promoter and exponent

first fish-culturist

in the world."

Baird influences the Bureau of Fisheries today, as

the other institutions with which he

his death nearly twenty years ago, the
in the interest of fish culture

duct and encouragement of

it

and since

associated;

good that has been accomplished

and the

scientific

was

fishing industry,

work, has been

and

in

in the

con-

consequence of

the foundations he laid, the policy he enunciated and the example he
set.

But conspicuous as were his services to science and mankind faithand unselfish as was his devotion to the executive responsibilities
imposed on him; beautiful as was his personal character, I conceive that
his most enduring fame may result from the enthusiasm with which he
inspired others, and the encouragement and opportunity that he aft'orded
The recipients of his aid can be numbered by
to all earnest workers.
;

ful

hundreds, and
fields;

of

and

many

of

them are today

their places in turn will

men and women who

will

his

worthy successors

in various

gradually be taken by a vast number

perpetuate his

memory by

efficiently

and

reverently continuing his work.

This evidence of the donor's beneficence
22

is

a noble and impressive

JOSEPH LEIDY
Bom,

Philadelphia, September 9, 1823

Died, Philadelphia, April 30, 1891

Anatomist,

Noted

foi pioneer

zotilogist, palseontologist

work among the

fossil

vertebrates of western United States

memorial of one who merited
but the bust

his

country's

something more, for

signifies

profoundest gratitude;

a recognition of that zeal,

it is

and strength in the American charby Spencer Fullerton Baird.

fidelity, self-sacrifice, intelligence

acter so preeminently typified

JOSEPH LEIDY.

By William Keith Brooks.
Joseph Leidy was born
score years

an

and

oflScer in the

in Philadelphia;

and there he

ten,

Philadelphia

died.

Academy

there he passed his three

For

forty-five years

forty years a professor in the University of Pennsylvania.

he was

and

of Natural Science,

for

His char-

was simple and earnest, and he had such a modest opinion of his
and of his work, that the honors and rewards that began to come
to him in his younger days, from learned societies in all parts of the
world, and continued to come for the rest of his life, were an unfailing
acter

talents

surprise to him.

His knowledge of anatomy and zoology and botany and miner-

command. Farmers
him and learned how to check the ravages
of destructive insects; physicians sent rare or new human parasites
and were told their nature and habits and the best means of prevention;
jewelers brought rare gems and learned their value.
His comments,
at the Academy, on the recent additions to its collections gave a most
alogy was extensive and accurate and at his ready

and

horticulturists

came

to

impressive illustration of his ready

command

of his vast store of knowl-

edge of natural history.

Leidy wrote no books,

in the

popular meaning of the word.

undertook the solution of no fundamental problem of biology.
are few

among

his six

hundred publications that would

tific

readers, or afford a paragraph for a newspaper.

and

lucid

and

to the point.

Most

of

them are

He

There

attract unscien-

They

are simple

short, although

he wrote

more exhaustive monographs. They cover a wide field, but
most of them fall into a few groups. Many deal with the parasites of
several

mammals
pork

is

Two

— among

them, one in which his discovery of trichena in

recorded.

hundred and

sixteen, or

about one third, of his publications are
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on the

extinct vertebrates of

North America.

His

ontology was published in 1846, and his

last in

occupied him for more than forty years.

He

first

paper on

laid,

with the hand of a

mammals

master, the foundation for the palaeontology of the reptiles and
of

palae-

1888, as the subject

North America, and we know what a wonderful and

instructive

and

world-renowned superstructure his successors have reared upon his
foundation.
his honors

enrolled

was

It

work

this

They who hold

and rewards.

among

that established his

title to

be

the pioneers of science in America are in the right, in so

far as the founder of a great department of

of

fame and brought

be his best

to

it

commemoration; but

I

do not believe

knowledge

it

was

his

is

most deserving

most characteristic

work.

can mention but one of the results of his study of American

I

He

showed, in 1846, that

was the

this continent

and he sketched, soon after, the outline
later workers have made so familiar.

horse,

which

More than

life.

of the story of

home
its

on a subject which seems

half his papers are

contain the lesson of his

ancestral

fossils.

of the

evolution

to

me

to

Like Gilbert White, he was a home

naturalist, devoted to the study of the natural objects that

he found

within walking distance of his home, but he penetrated far deeper into
the secrets of the living world about

him than White

wonders

In

and

in the simplest living being.

in that of the

plants that were

new

white ant, he found wonderful forests of microscopic

new

to science, inhabited

new and

strange forms.

Flora and

Fauna Within Living Animals

works

the whole field

in

did, finding

the intestine of the cock-roach,

His beautifully
of biological

gives the results of his study of the

is

by minute animals of many
illustrated memoir on A
one of the most remarkable

Another memoir

literature.

anatomy of

snails

and

The

slugs.

inhabitants of the streams and ponds in the vicinity of his

home

fur-

nished an unfailing supply of material for research and discovery, and

many of
much

so

his publications are

on aquatic animals.

He

interested in the fresh-water rhizopods that he

finally

became

abandoned

all

other scientific work in order to devote his attention exclusively to these
animals.

His results were published

water Rhizopods of North America.
of his works.

upon

I

home —

his

the

This

is

memoir on The Freshthe most widely

known

and must long be, the standard and the classic
have no time to dwell upon his work as the naturalist
Its lesson to
best and most characteristic work.

is,

subject.

its

of the

It

in
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EDWARD DRINKER COPE
Bora, Philadelphia, July 28, 1840
Died, Philadelphia, April 12, 1897

PalsBontologist, biologist, philosopher

Noted

for his discoveries

among

the vertebrate fossils of western United States

his deductions

from their study

and

to his

to

me

may be

useful

fellow-men and enjoy the keen pleasure of discovery and

come

later generations of naturalists

honor and

seems

to

to

be that one

distinction, without visiting strange coimtries in search

of rarities, without biological stations

and marine

laboratories, without

the latest technical methods, without grants of money, and, above

all,

without undertaking to solve the riddles of the universe or resolving
biology into physics

may,

and chemistry.

one have the simple responsive mind of a child or of Leidy, he

If

like Leidy, " find

sermons

in stones

tongues in

and good

trees,

books in the running brooks,

in everything."

EDWARD DRINKER

COPE.

By Henry Fairfield Osborn.
In the marble portrait of Edward Drinker Cope, you see the
large brain, of keen eye

and

man who

for a life of science, the

man

of

of strong resolve, the ideal combination

scorns obstacles,

with the present looks above and beyond.

The

who

while battling

portrait stands in

its

niche as a tribute to a great leader and foimder of American palaeontology, as an inspiration to
portraits its forcible

young Americans. In unison with the other
"Go thou and do likewise."

words are:

Cope, a Philadelphian, born July 28, 1840, passed away at the early
age of

fifty-seven.

Favored by heredity, through distinguished ancestry

of Pennsylvania Quakers,

who bequeathed

As a boy

intellectual

keenness and a

and
and with rare precocity giving promise of the finest quahties
manhood. Of incessant activity of mind and body, tireless

constructive spirit.

of eight entering a

life

of travel

observation,
of his

as an explorer, early discovering for himself that the greatest pleasure

and stimulus of

life is to

penetrate the

unknown

in Nature.

In personal

character fearless, independent, venturesome, militant, far less of a

Quaker in disposition than his Teutonic fellow citizen Leidy. Of
enormous productiveness, as an editor conducting the American Naturalist for

nineteen years, as a writer leaving a shelf-full of twenty octavo

and three great quarto volumes of

original research.

A man of fortitude,

bearing material reverses with good cheer, because he lived in the
25

world of ideas and to the very

moment

last

of his

life

drew constant

refreshment from the mysterious regions of the unexplored.

In every one of the

five great lines of research into

which he ven-

mountain peaks where exploration and discovery

tured, he reached the

guided by imagination and happy inspiration gave his work a leadership.

His studies among
zoologists,

who has

fishes alone

on amphibians and

published so

many

year of his death, he was a

Among

animals of

While

epochs.

far

all

has been a naturalist

papers, while from 1868 until 1897, the

tireless

acted as

infallible, his ideas

As a

minds

of other

Marsh

that Arcadian period

mammals.
marked new

student and explorer of the

these classes his generalizations

from

men.

would give him a chief rank among

reptiles there never

fertilizers

palseontologist, enjoying with

when

all

on the

Leidy and

West

the wonders of our great

were new, from his elevation of knowledge which enabled him to survey the whole field with keen eye he swooped down like an eagle upon
the most important point.

In breadth, depth and range
the

modern

specialist, the last

Owen and Huxley

type.

we

see in

Cope the very

antithesis of

exponent of the race of the Buffon, Cuvier,

Of

ability,

memory and courage

sufficient

whole field of natural history, as comparative anatomist
he ranks with Cuvier and Owen; as palaeontologist with Owen, IMarsh

to grasp the

and Leidy

— the

other two founders of American palaeontology;

natural philosopher less logical but

America

will

produce

men

represents a type which

is

more

constructive than Huxley.

of as great, perhaps greater genius, but

now

extinct

and never

will

Cope

be seen again.
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THE METEORITES

IN THE FOYER OF THE AINIERICAN
MUSEUINI OF NATURAL HISTORY/
By Edmund Otis Hovey, Ph. D.
Associate Curator of Geology.

Introduction.

SCARCELY

a century ago the scientific and exen

the popular

world scoffed at the idea that masses of matter could possibly

come from outer space
the earth,

—

in other

at the present time, although

and stone

of metal

much

"heaven") and

(or

words that stones could
well

it is

known

— "meteorites" — do

fall

strike the surface of

from the sky.

Even

that occasionally masses

fall

from the sky, there

is

misinformation current in regard to their character and the con-

ditions

under which they have come

to the earth.

Livy, Plutarch and other early historians mention several stones

which had been seen

which
to

Rome

that

to fall

from the sky.

Among

Phrygia and was kept there for centuries

in

fell

these were a stone
imtil

it

was removed

about 204 B. C. with imposing ceremonies; a shower of stones

fell in

stone that

the x'Vlban Mountains near
fell in

Thrace

Pliny five hundred years

Rome

about 652 B.

in the fifth century B. C.
later.

The image

C, and

and was known

a
to

Diana which
have "fallen down from Jupiter"
of the goddess

was preserved at Ephesus is said to
and was probably a meteorite, and idol known as the Venus of Cyprus
seems likewise to have had the same origin. Stones which have fallen
from the sky have been regarded as being of miraculous origin and
have been worshiped by many primitive peoples.

They have been

viewed with awe too by tribes and nations which could not be con-

some in India, China and Japan.
Arguments which form strange reading at the present day were
advanced by eminent scientists against the idea that any bodies could
come to the earth from space, and French scientists were particularly
sidered primitive, including

'
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vt'luiiK'nt

of such origin.

their dt'iiial

in

Lavoisier was one of a committee of three

Academy

the

I'^veii

who

famous chemist

presented to the French

1772 a report upon a stone, the

fall of which was said to
four
years
previously.
Luce
They recorded their
at
opinion that the stone was an ordinary one which had been struck by

in

have occurred

lightning.

It

was, nevertheless, a true meteorite.

Early in the year 1704 Professor Chladni, a renowned (Jerman
physicist, published a thesis in

which he collated many accounts of

bodies which ha<l been said to have fallen from the sky, discussed the

nature of the bodies themselves and expressed the conviction that
bodies could and did

come

our earth from space.

to

wedewa"
it

in the

first

as

Campo

in the interior of Argentina,

Don

the year 1788 by

visited in

del

described by the traveler Pallas,

The

year 1772 at the city of Krasnojarsk, Siberia.

found by Indians
first

known

meteorite and the iron mass

former of these was

'I'he

Chladni devoted

mass known as the "Med-

particular attention to the iron-and-stone

C'ielo.

who saw

latter

was

South America, and was

Rubin de

Mic-hael

Celis,

who

calculated the weight of the nuiss to be 80,000 pounds.
.\s if in direct

confirmation of Chladni's theory, a shower of stones

on June

at Siena, Italy,

fell

l(i,

scribe<l in cf)nnection with the

1704,

and

tiie

occurrence

is

thus de-

account of an eru])tion of XCsuvius by

Sir William Hamilton':

"I must here

niciitioii

happened near Sienna
niciicciiient of the late

in tlic

Deny,
irujst

to nie in

in a

from Sienna, July

fell

about bS

of .buie,

tlic l.")th

Bristol, bislioj)

ot"

'In the midst of a

about a dozen stones of various weights and

hotu's after the

circumstance leaves a choice

coiii-

though that

and which was coni-

12th, 17()4:

at the feet of different people,

the stones are of a (juality not found

they

about IS hours after the

the following words by the Karl of

letter flated

fell

state,

relation to the (iii|)tioii;

violent thunder-.storm,

dimensions

Tuscan

enipti()n at Vesuvius on

phenomenon may have no
nnmicated

very c.\tni(»rdinary cininnstancc indeed, that

a

in

men, women, and children;

any part of the Siennese territory;

enormous eruption

of Vesuvius, which

of difficulties in the .solution of this extniordi-

nary jihenomenon: either these stones have been generated in this igneous
mass of clouds, which produced such unusual thunder, or, which is ('(jnally
incredible, they

'

vol.

were thrown from Vesuvius at a distance of

Philosophical Transactions of the Koyal Society of London.

XVII,

p. 50:i.

at

least

.Mir. i-d..

2.50

180'.l,
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The philosophers here incline to the first
know your sentiments. !Mv first objection
fact itself; but of this there are so many eye-witnesses, it seems
to withstand their evidence, and now I am reduced to a perfect

miles; judge then of
solution.

was

7

to the

impossible

its

parabola.

wish much,

I

Sir, to

me a piece of one of the
weighed upwards of 5 lb.; I have seen
Naples entire, and weighs about 1 lb. The

His lordship was pleased to send

scepticism.'

largest stones,

which when

entire

another that has been sent to

outside of every stone that has been found, and has been ascertained to

have fallen from the cloud near Sienna,

is

evidently freshly vitrified,

and

is

when
and some

black, having every sign of having passed through an extreme heat;
Ijroken, the inside

of a light grey color

is

mixed with black

spots,

shining particles, which the learned here have decided to be pyrites, and
therefore

it

cannot be a lava, or they would have been decomposed."

Scientists,

however, are often hard to convince, and some of that day

contended that the Siena stone had been formed
tion of the particles of dust in

of the fact that Siena
largest stone of the

more than

1

in the air

by condensa-

an eruption cloud from Vesuvius,

in spite

250 miles distant from the volcano and that the

is

shower weighed 7h pounds, while several weighed

Even the 56-pound stone which fell DecemWold Cottage near Scarborough, Yorkshire, England,

pound each.

ber 13, 1795, at

almost at the feet of a laborer, did not dislodge this theory from the

mind

Edward King,

of

The

its

originator.

cloud theory was completely disproved at Krakhut near Benares,

India, on

December

19, 1798,

when,

directly after the passage of a ball

of fire through the air, a heavy explosion or a series of explosions

heard and many

stones^

fell

less for

a week before the event and remained so for

ward.

Even
of

tists

these

facts,

France and

it

easily accessible

many days

after-

however, did not fully convince the scien-

required

the

occurrence of the meteoritic

shower of L'Aigle, France, April 26, 1803, for
is

was

from a sky which had been perfectly cloud-

from Paris and M.

once to investigate the matter.

final proof."

Biot, a noted physicist

L'Aigle

was sent

at

Biot learned that on the day mentioned

a violent explosion occurred in a practically clear sky in the vicinity of

'-

Represented

Morgan Hall, No. 404 of the
by a small fragment one fourth of an ounce (8 grammes)

in the general meteorite collection,

fourth floor of this building,
in weight.
'

A

fragment of L'Aigle weighing 5 ounces (157 grammes)

collection.

is

in the general
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L'Aigle which was heard over an area seventy
directlv after a swiftly nioxin^- fire-hall

the

The

air.

to pass thronijh

two or three thousand stones within an

of

fall

(hanieter

niik's in

or series of explosions, was immediately fol-

ex])losi()n,

lowed by the

five

had been seen

The

area about 6^ miles long and 2h miles wide.

ellij)tical

largest of the stones

weighed 20 pounds, the next largest 32 pounds, but most of the fragments were very small. The occurrence at L'Aigle proved the correctness of another of Chladni's theories, which was that "

sky were nothing more or

The

oldest

exact record

document

"On

less

and 12

November, 1492,

in the

prolonged noise heard afar

was taken

was heard so
in

each of

milian,

there

ofi",

fell in

It

canton called

It

in flight.
fall

of

which we have an

An

ancient

to tlie

a singular miracle

the town of Ensisheim a stone

child to strike the
it

made

tlicni

was thought

it

a hole

ground

and many other

that sonic houses

had

in a field

more than

church as being a miraculous object.

distinctly at Lucerne, Villing,

who was

happened:

forenoon, with a loud crash of thunder and a

was seen by a
(iisguad, where

weighing 200 pounds.

deep.

in the

states:

the sixteenth of

tiie

halls"

that of Ensisheim, in Elsass, (Jermany.^

is

for between II

near

than meteorites

existing meteorite of the

still

fire

five feet

The

noise

places, that

King Maxi-

fallen.

then at Ensisheim, had the stone carried to the castle;

after l)reaking off

two pieces, one for the Duke Sigisnumd of Austria and

the other for himself, he forbade further damage, and ordered that the

stone be suspended

Within the
been
are

j)ast

.seen to fall

now

in

the parish church."

century

from the

many

.sky

-

stones aiul

some masses

and afterwards have been

of iron have
collected

and

in cabinets, while .several hundred specimens have been found

which are

.so

much

like the positively

known

meteorites that they have

been classed with them and are jealously guarded

in collections.

Classification.

Meteorites are generally divided into three classes according to their
mineral

composition:
".Sjderites,"

1.

or

alloy of iron
'

A

iron meteorites,

which

consi.st e.s.sentially of

and nickel;

fragment of this meteorite weighitiK alxnit four

ouiice.s

(129

grammes)

the general meteorite colU'clioii.
M'^letcher.

An

an

Introduction to the study of .Meteorites.

I'.

l'.».

1888.

is

in

I

c
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which are formed of a

"Siderolites," or iron-stone meteorites,

2.

nickel-iron sponge, or mesh,

II

containing stony matter in the

interstices;

"Aerohtes," or stone meteorites, which are

3.

made up mainly

of

stony matter, but almost always contain grains of nickel-iron
scattered through their mass.

The

line of

there are

demarcation between these classes

many

is

not always sharp, and

subordinate kinds of aerolites.

Countless numbers of meteoritic bodies, mostly of minute

must
to

exist within the

boundaries of the solar system, since from

size,

fifteen

twenty millions of them enter the earth's atmosphere every day.

Almost

all

these are dissipated in our atmosphere through heat

of

produced by

friction

presence

is

trail

at night,

and

stars are to

a

is

with the

air,

so that the only evidence of their

This usually

of light across the sky.

familiar to

is

visible only

as a shooting star or meteor.

all

Shooting-

be seen almost every evening, but they are particularly

Sometimes the November

abundant during August and Novemljer.

shower of meteors has been so pronounced that the sky has seemed
an

fairly to radiate lines of fire,

most ambitious

surpassing in brilliance the

effect far

works.

artificial fire

Not one

these shooting stars, however, reaches the earth
in fact, there are records of only

independent mass

is

a recognizable mass;

cabinets.

The

a stone meteorite weighing about one sixth

from the town

Austria, near which

founfl in 1877;

was

a himdred million of

varies l)ctween wide limits.

of an ounce called Miihlau
it

in

about 685 known meteorites which are

museums and private
The weight of known meteorites

represented in

lightest

in

in the vicinity of

the heaviest

Innsbruck,

mass known

is

Ahnighito, of the Foyer collection, an iron meteorite weighing more

than thirty-six and one half tons which came from Cape York, Greenland.

Some showers

of

dividuals than Miihlau.
collection, has

ounce.

while Hessle
cles of

Forest

been found

Pultusk

as the material

meteorites have furnished

is
is

fell

a famous
called,

in

even smaller in-

represented in

the Foyer

fragments weig-hing; one twentieth of an

fall

weigh

City, well

and the smallest of the "Pultusk

less

peas,"'

than one thirtieth of an ounce each,

in a veritable rain of meteoritic dust, the smallest parti-

which weigh about one four hundred twenty-fifth of an ounce and

could never have been found had they not fallen on an ice-covered lake,

where they were readily seen and recognized.

.
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Meteoritic musses are almost certainly extremely cold
existence in outer space, but

when they come

friction with the air raises the
]K)int, produciufi^ a <>Teat

their

temperature of the surface to the meltino-

amount

of

(lazzlin<;' lii^ht

In spite of this surface fusion,

heat.

(luriiio-

into the earth's atmosj)here

tion of the aerial flight of a meteorite

it is hi(;iily

is

as well as superficial

j)robal)le that the

many

so short that in

become even warm/
The rapid heating of the exterior and

dura-

cases the

interior does not

the ditl'erences of tem})erature

between different parts of a meteorite often lead
it

reaches the ground.

'J'his is

to its rupture before

particularly the case with stone meteo-

the iron meteorites being tough enough usually to withstand the

rites,

fracturing agencies.

^lost of the meteorites which have burst have

furnished only two or three fragments, so far as known, but a few have
furnished many, while there have been found 700 j>ieces of Ilessle, 1000

Knyahinya and L'Aigle,
and about one hundred thousand each of ]\Iocs and Pultusk. The
name "stone shower" has l)een appropriately given to the falls compieces of Forest City, several thousand each of

many individuals. "Ii'on showers" from bursting siderites are
much I'arer than the stone showers, only six are known to have occurred,
among which Canyon Diablo leads, .several thousands of fragments of
])rising

famous

this

The
.series

fall

having been found.

up of a meteorite is accompanied by an explosion or
and often the.se are startling in their sharpness and
when they occur near the earth. Forest City, 26S pounds of

l)reaking

of exj)l()sions,

intensity,

whicli have been found, just before falling burst in a .series of explosions

which were heard over an area two hundred miles

in

were three distinct detonations connected with the
Ben<i;al,

which were heard

at Ciorr.ckpur sixtv miles

meteorite was a small one, less than

The

occurrences at

fifty j)oun<Is

Krakhut, L'Aigle and

of

it

diameter.
fall

There

near Butsura,

awav, although the
having been found.

Ensisheim have already

been inciitioncd.

Chew ical

Some
ill

forty

one elements, four of which are gases, are

meteorites, but .several of (hcsc

'

(Composition

Sco also page

IS.

may

be regarded as

.said to

occur

doui)tfiil.

'i'lie
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O. C. Farrington*

in the

following order of importance:
1.

Iron

3.

Silicon

5.

Nickle

7.

Calcium

2.

Oxygen

4.

Magnesium

6.

Sulphur

8.

Aluminum

The
carbon,

other elements of particular importance in this connection are
chlorine,

chromium,

coljalt,

nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium

Mineral

Constitiiciifs.

Seven elements ha\ e been found

uncombined

state.

They

meteorites

in

the elemental or

and copper

in the

form

With these exceptions, the
chemical compounds and all but six of

and nitrogen.

constituents of meteorites are
list

in

are iron, nickel, cobalt

of alloys, carbon, hydrogen

the whole

hydrogen, manganese,

copper,

and sodium.

have their exact equivalents

in

minerals which are found

in the crust of the earth.

According: to most authorities the constituents of meteorites

divided into essential

and accessory components
*Schreibersite

Olivine (chrysolite)

Diamond

Pyroxenes (Orthorhombic)

Graphite (Cliftonite)

Pyroxenes (Monoclinic)

Hydro-carbons.

Feldspar (Plagioclase)
*Maskelynite.

be

Accessory.

Essential.

Nickel-iron

may

as follows^:

Cohenite
*j\Ioissanite

*Troilite

Pyrrhotite

*Daubreelite

*Oldhamite
Tridymite

Chromite
Magnetite
Osbornite

Lawrencite
Glass
Mournal of Geology. Vol. IX, p. 394. 1901.
The asterisk indicates the min1894.
E.Cohen. Meteoritenkunde I, p. 322.
erals which are peculiar to meteorites and are not known to occur in the earth's crust.
^
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E.ssrnfidI (

Tlie iron of iiu'toorites

iilways alloyed with

is

This " nickel-iron," as

nickel.

line in texture,

network of

and when

lines

is

'oN.sf if units.

it

is

it is

commonly

from

hroufi'ht out, indicatiii*;' j)lates

name

what are

of their di.scoverer.

is

20

which

jx'r

cent of

usnally crystal-

and "etched"

cut, ])olishe(l

determined by the crystalline character of the mass.
lines constitutes

to

(I

called,

a hcautiful

lie in

jxjsitions

This network of

called the Widman.statten figures, from the

When

these figures are strongly developed,

the meteoritic origin of the iron cannot be cjuestioned, but their absence

does not necessarily disprove such an origin.

WIDMANSrATTEN
('arletoii

origin

Island

is

Iron Meteorite.

Xiitural size.

LINES,

In

iron the plates are very thin.

e.xtrcmciy rare and has been fomid ahiiost

:iiid

e.xcliisivi'ly at

l)isc()

innnediate vicinity on the west coast of (ireenhnid.

The

other terrestrial

more.

terrestrial

OR FIGURES
tlii-

Di.sco, or ()vifak, iron contains less nickel

nincli

Native iron of

nickel-irons

.SmiiH

the nickel and a

little

(/.

(|ii;nif ities

c(»pper

Xe.xt to nickel-iron

im|)ortant constituent.

is

r.

than meteoritic iron, while

awaruite and jo.sephinile) contain

of nieliiliie eobail are also alloyed with

.sometimes found

the mineral olivine, or
'I'his

is

a silicate of

in

the

same

ehrv.solite,

as.sociation.
is

the most

magnesium, always con-

o

^

O

-0
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some

tainine-

in

all

the siderolites

and most

of the

sometimes comprising a considerable portion of their mass.

aerolites,
It is

which occurs

iron,

17

a dark yellowish-green to black, glassy mineral usually occurring as

rounded or angular grains, but sometimes as

crystals.

It is

prominent

in a slice of Brenham in the Foyer collection, where it forms glassy
Olivine is the gem, peridot.
grains in a mesh of nickel-iron.
The minerals belonging to the group known as orthorhombic py-

Chemical analyses

roxenes are next to olivine in point of abundance.

show

that

gradations are present from the colorless enstatite to the

all

The

almost black hypersthene members of the group.

monoclinic

pyroxenes, which are important constituents of terrestrial igneous rocks,
are represented in meteorites

common

ene like

alumina which
is

brown

is

to l)e

compared with

many

has been found in

It

diopside.

and occurs usually

to green in color

in crystals.

by only two forms, an iron-alumina pyroxone nearly free from iron and without

augite and

The

augite-like mineral

in grains or splinters rarely

meteorites, but

diopside

has

been identified only once wdth certainty.

The

great feldspar series has been identified in meteorites in four

forms,

namely:

anorthite,

of

its

Of

these, anorthite has

of

some meteorites and measurable

most cases Avhere feldspar occurs
go no farther than

oligoclase

albite,

and labradorite.

been found forming a large part (35 per cent.)

to identify

it

crystals

have been obtained, but

in a meteorite,

it

in

has l)een possible to

as belonging to the plagioclase section

of the mineral group.

]Maskelynite

composition
tinct

is

it is

a transparent, colorless, glassy mineral.

related to the terrestrial species leucite, but

form and thus

to occur in

In chemical

far

is

known only from

any of the meteorites displayed

meteorites.

It is

it is

not

a dis-

known

Foyer.

in the

Accessory Constituents.
Schreibersite

is

a phosphide of iron, nickel and cobalt which
It is tin-white in color,

probably peculiar to meteorites.
bronze-yellow or

steel

gray on exposure to the

OTanular, flakv, crvstalline or needle-like.
bersite

is

air.

Next

is

changing to

In structure

it

is

to nickel-iron schrei-

the most generally disseminated constituent of siderites and

forms some of the shining

Carbon occurs

lines to

be seen on etched sections.

in at least three

forms

in meteorites, as the

diamond,

AMERICAX ML'SFAM dVlDE LEAFLETS
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as graphite

found
but

in

They

1891.

occurs usually in nodules and only

enough

form of graphite
after

(Graphite

(cliftonite)

in siderites in i)articles that are large

The

for easy examination.

first

are extremely minute in size

have been obtained.

crystals

iccoii'nizable

Diamonds were

and as hydrocarbons.

(diftonite)

Canyon Diablo

in

material

yery

is

fine.

The

cliftonite

considered by most authorities to be a pseudomorph

is

diamond.

Hydrocarbons of seyeral kinds haye been found
cording to Cohen^ they

may be grouped

Ac-

in meteorites.

compounds
of carbon and hydrogen alone; (2) comjxjunds of carbon, hydrogen and
oxygen; (3) compounds of carbon, hydrogen and sulphur. None of
tlie meteorites in the Foyer collection is known to contain any hydrointo three classes: (1)

carbon, but the fact that any meteorite should contain such substances
is

of great scientific interest.

j)re-terrestrial history of the

It is

pretty clear that they belong to the

masses; hence, since they are readily com-

bustible or yolatile, the meteorites that contain

them cannot haye been

heated to high temperatures, at any rate, subsequent to the formation
of the

compounds,

'i'his is

made

statement already
flight

is,

in

many

an additional argument

that the heating of meteorites din-ing aerial

instances at least, only superficial.

existence of hydrocarbon

in sup])ort of the

compounds

in

Furthermore, the

meteorites, \yhere no

formation of such compounds
C'ohenitc,
in coloi-

occurs
is

in

which

and looks

in isolated

in

like schreibcrsitc.

The

crystals.

It

is

crA'stals.

it is

As

in

HK).')

far as inyestigations

the

same way

'

Mctcoritciikunilc.

licit

'

.MetcoritenkiiiKlc.

licit

among

it

occurs

in

I,

far

microscopic

the constituents of meteorites,

fact

condensed within them, either by occlusion

and zinc absorb hydrogen or by .some

According

I.

and

by Henri Moissan.

that j)latinum

form of chemical union.

tin-white

haye been carried, heating develops the

that meteorites contain gases
in

is

howeyei',

carborundum, has thus

Canyon Diablo, where

the latest discoyery

haying been found

rarer,

Moissanite, the natural carbide

of alurninuni con-esjjonding to the artificial
in

and cobalt,

inncli

only terrestrial occurrence of cohenite

the basaltic iron of (Jreenland.

been found only

to the

the earth's crust.

a carbide of iron, nickel

is

can

life

haye existed, shows that organisms are not absolutely necessary

p.

p.

l.'ii).

1G9

to Cohen'" the following gases

have
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been found: hydrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen and
marsh gas (Hght carburetted hydrogen).

common

and constitutes brass- or bronzeyellow nodules, plates and rods which are to be seen in nearly every
TroiHte

is

in meteorites

The

section, particularly of siderites.

mineral

be the simple sulphide of iron, FeS, but

and

crystalline structure are

matters of investigation and dispute.

still

Canyon Diablo and Willamette
in the

usually considered to

is

exact chemical composition

its

contain, or contained,

shape of rods, and the fusion and dissipation of

the aerial flight of the masses gave rise to

some

trate them,

and the same statement

Pyrrhotite,

the magnetic sulphide of iron,

is

taining

much chromium,

mineral

is

differs

it

from those

many

Fe^

just

S12,

troilite

which pene-

other meteorites.

occurs in stone

Daubreelite

likewise

is

mentioned through con-

giving the chemical formula FeS, Cr2

S3.

The

peculiar to siderites and siderolites and has never been found

in the stone meteorites or in the earth's crust.

Diablo, where
shell

much

mineral during

of the holes

true of

meteorites and chiefly in the form of grains.

a sulphide of iron, but

this

it

may

It

occurs in

be seen surrounding nodules of

troilite as

Canyon
a black

with metallic luster.

Oldhamite, a sulphide of calcium, CaS; tridymite, a form of

silica,

SiOa; chromite, an oxide of iron and chromium, FeCrj O4; magnetite,
the magnetic oxide of iron, Fe^ O^;

osbornite, another sulphide or

oxysulphide of calcium, and lawrencite a chloride of iron, Fe
sparingly in

some

meteorites.

Lawrencite manifests

itself

CI,,

occur

rather dis-

agreeably through alteration to the ferric chloride, which oozes out of
the masses of iron and stands in acrid yellow drops on the surface or runs
in streaks to the

bottom.

Glass like the volcanic glass of terrestrial

rocks seems never to be absent from the interior of stone meteorites,

but from the nature of the case

it is

not found in iron meteorites.

Surface Characteristics.

The

surface of a newly-fallen meteorite always consists of a thin

veneer or crust which differs in marked degree from the interior of the

mass.

In the case of the

siderites, this

seems

to

be a polish due to melt-

ing and friction, together with partial oxidation.

which are known
which

is

to

somewhat

have

lain long in the

Some

iron meteorites

ground likewise show a crust

similar in appearance, but

it is

due

to

slow oxidation

or

MrsFAM criDE LEMLETS
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"rii.stiii<i;" in

excej)tion

the i^round

and

Almost without

the rust crust.

is call'-'d

aerolites are covered with a ci-ust, the

tlie

appearance of which

varies accorcHiijj; to the mineral composition of the mass.

almost always l/lack and

A

few meteorites

ill

patches.

of

its

The

usually

is

a (hirk-i^ray crust, a!id

pos.se.ss

crust of the stone meteorites

hein^-

composed

This

fusion.

"'lass, like jijlas.ses

as

may

lection.

which have

in
its

crust only

of volcanic oritjin, does not lon*^

lain

long

in

is

it

resi.st

usually missin»>- from those

the earth or

it

is

much decomposed,
the Foyer col-

in

on different parts of a meteorite

crust \aries in thickness

and often shows ridges and furrows which are due

to friction with the

Fre(|uently the ridges or furrows ra liate from one or

air.

is

luster.

character on account

he seen by examining Long Island and Helma

The

hifrli

some show

<r'assy in

is

Tlic crust

has

it

of silicates which have been cooled rapidly from

the atmos})heric agents of decay, h?nce
aerolites

sometimes

du'ii, hr.t

more centers

such manner as to show which side of the mass was forward during

So

Hight through the air.

.smallest
cru.st.

members

(juicklv

is

the crust formed that even the

of a meteorite shower usually possess a complete

In the case of angular fragments the crust on the ditt'ercnt

.sides

can usual-y be distinguished as "primary" or "secondary" according
to

whether

it

was

a

j

art of the original

mass or was

exterior of the

formed u])on the new surfaces exposed by the bursting of the

Another

common

surface characteristic of meteorites

of sliailow depressions or pittings,

been called

"thumb

in

in a

may

comparatively short time.

|'ro<ii:c:'

The

rust-

simi'ar shallow dej)ressions, as

be seen from an examination of the surfaces of the great hollows

will

in

The.se pittings are so

chara^-ter that ex])osure to the atmos})here

obscures or obliterates them
ing of an iron mclcoiite

mcteorit:'.

an abundance

which on account of their form have

marks," or pie/ogiyphs.

shallow and superficial

is

The

Willamette.

true |M*(v,oglyj)hs doubtless

owe

their origin

to

several (hfferent causes, the most j)otent of which are une(|ual softening

of a

mass due

to

var\ing chemical composilinu and rapidl\- changing

pressure and consefjuent erosion during

Without

<'oin<{

more decnlv

turn our atlciuioii to

llic

(light

through the atmosphere.

iiUo the subjeci in i;eneral

l-'over collection.

we mav now

CAPE YORK.

The Woman'.

Weighs 3

tons.

HOVF.Y,
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THE CAPE YORK METEORITES,
"Ahnighito," or

"The Tent,"

''The

Woman" and "The Dog."

(Siderites.)

For

centuries,

and perhaps

for thousands of years, the three

masses

known as the Cape York meteorites lay on the north coast of
Melville Bay near Cape York, Greenland, but they were seen for the
first time by a white person, when they were visited by Commander
of iron

Robert E. Peary, U.
Tallakoteah, a

1894 and 1895 under the guidance of
Eskimo tribe which up to the early part

S. N., in

member

of the

CAPE YORK.

"The Dog".
of the nineteenth century
utensils

The

Weighs 1100 pounds.

had obtained material

for knives

and other

from the masses.
three meteorites were

known

as a

group

to the

Eskimo under the

AM
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"The Great Irons," and each had its own name
The smallest mass, weighing about 1,100
pounds, was tailed "The Dog"; the next larger mass, weighing ahout
three tons, was named "The Woman," because the shape was thought
to suggest the' squatting figure of a woman with a babe in her arms and a
name

of "^'aviksiu'" or

suggested

In

its

sliaj)e.

shawl thrown about her, and the largest mass, weighing more than
thirty six

and one

half tons,

was known as "I'he

The

'^IVnt."

last,

however, has been formally christened by the daughter of the explorer
with her
long,

()

own name,

feet

" Ahnighito."

This great mass

is

The Woman and

the

Dog were visited by Peary
much difficult and

obtained the following year after
incident of which

Woman

10 feet

1

inches

1

inches high and 5 feet 2 inches thick.

was the breaking up

in

1S04 and were

exciting work, an

of the cake of ice

on which the

had been ferried from the shore to ship just as the mass was

about to be hoisted aboard.

Fortunately there was enough tackle around

the meteorite to j^revent

loss.

its

Commander Peary

In ISOo,

visited

Ahnighito, also, which lay on an island only four miles from the two
smaller masses, but he could do

he

made another voyage

unsuccessful.

was brought

little

toward

His third Mttcm])t was made
safely to

New

^'ork

in

Shows hroad

'i'he
.].

The

next year

in

1S97,

was

and the meteorite

NATURAL

SIZE.

Wiiliimn.statten lines.

three masses are closely similar in chemical composition, ar.alyses

K. Whitfield giving the following results:

Nickel

The Dog.
90.99%
8.27%

Cobalt

0.r):i%

Iron

removal.

ihe ship "Ilojie."

SECTION OF AHNIGHITO.

by

its

for the purpd.se of getting the great iron but

'IIk •^^ (»ni:in.
'•>!

;

-^TVr

7.7S%
0.53%

Almigliilo,

.4S%
7.79%

91

0.53%,

5

^
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Besides these metals there are present small quantities of copper, sul-

The

phur, phosphorus and carbon.

and the

close proximity in

similarity in chemical composition

which the masses lay when found indicate

the probability that they are parts of the

same

fall.

WILLAMETTE
(Siderite.)

Gift of Mrs. William E. Dodge.
This
tics,

in the

^

is

the most interesting iron meteorite, as to external characteris-

which has ever been discovered, and
United States.

1^^^^^-

Its chief

it

dimensions

is

the largest ever found

are, length

?*

10

ft.,

height

?*lfr

AMKHIC.W
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IiihIci's

'J'lic

lint

iidii,

l-alci'

nictcoiitic

llic

cliaractci-

iIm'

ol"

foimd

l)een

his claim.

the

hilt

for

snit

its

striking; characteristic

and deep

series of hollows

pits

on the front

sjjallow hollows

the

rite thron<;-li

have had

ot"

at the

it

was

the contest

in Apiil, lOOC).

next to

its size, is

the

The hroad

sni'lacc.

its

now (nrned toward

the atm()sj)here and

a<faiiist

the iron dnrinf"^ the Hif^ht of the meteo-

dcej) |)ot-likc pits on the rear side (the side

in

the <iromid where

also the cylindrical holes

mass from hoth
the

mass

and they seem

fell,

which penetrate deeply into the

'I'hese pi'ohahly l)e<i;an

sides.

it

the dccomposili(.n of s|)heroidal nodules of

of rod-like masses of troilite.
siu'lace of

Mnsenni

\\ illamette,

side, " hrnslseite," (side

lyin^f in

origin

thcii'

Note

troilite.

own lanch

the center of the b'oyerj are most prohahly <lne to rnstinn-

facinji;

while the meteorite was
to

to his

recovery, and

which indent

llovva<:;e ot"

The

air.

of solid

jisccitaincd.

owners of the land on which

the wall) wei-e j)rol)al)ly caused hy friction

consc(pienl meltinj^ and

lc(|u(-

of the State het'ore the finder relincjnished

specimen was received

I'he

The most

iiislitnted

supreme conit

carried to the

now

conic upon a

mass was soon

one of the judspcctois removed the meteorite

three-(|narters of a mile distant,

had

hail

tlicv

tliat

su|»|)(»s('(l

(iisl

ill

MCSF.r.M Clini-: IKAFI.I'/rS

In

with the decomjxjsition

addition to these holes and pits the

indented with small shallow (le|)ressions which

is

also .seem to he a feature of the decom|)osilion of the iron.
.V

fractured face shows ^Villamette to

^ramilar

'.)

coli:ilt

.

I.

."».")

pei'

rcmarkahle
In

for

it>

analysis

coarse

almost delinitc jilanes

and etched surface shows rather

shows

the

that

iron, S.O!) per cent

cent

|ilios|)liorus

hounded

hein^^

j)(>lished

Chemical

lines.

contains ahout
of

j^raiiis

A

crvstals.

W'idmanstiitten

amount

the

texliM'c,

su^<^estin<i,'

Ix*

nickel

Itroad

meteorite

and

a

small

and sulphur.

(.W^'ON

|)I.\1U,().

(Sid IT He.)

Canvon hiaWlo
the fact that

proven

to

allhonidi

it

a siderite

which

contains diamonds.

occur

manv

is

in onl\

is

know

n to

chielly

This ^em stone has heen

two meteorites, the other

m.asses arc

famous

jxtpiilarly

hciii;;'

contain c.arlion

in

a

from

definitely

l{us>ian

fall,

the lorni of a M>ft

IIOIEY, Til K
black powder.

The

1S9I by Professor

ill

confirnied by Dr.
of

FOY ER M E TEA

(x.

A.

K(x-nii>;

of rhiladelj)hia

George F. Kunz of

New

CANYON

several

1()S7

and other

Canyon Diablo

investijia-

wcMijhino;

Diablo.

Diainoiids Iimvo Ikmmi

poiiiHls.

t'ouiul

in

spociinciis of

tliis

crystals

carborundum.

this is the first

This new mineral has been named

time that

it

has been found

Canyon Diablo was found
in the vicinitv of the

in ISO! at

in

f;i

of

also crystals of a mineral corresponding exactly in

position to the extremely hard artificial silicide of carbon (rSi2)

as

made

and was afterward

pounds and obtained not only recounizable

diamond, but

2i>

York, Professor Huntington
of Paris

In 1905 MoLssan dissolved a fraijment of

A\ eight.

R I TES

discoverv of dianioiids in Caiivon Diablo was

Harvard University, Professor Moissan

tors.

)

the

com-

known

moi.ssanite,

and

nature.

and near Coon Butte, Arizona,

town of Canvon Diablo.

The

oriirinal size of

the

.
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mass

not known,

is

l)ut

thousands of fragments have been collected,

varying in weight from a fraction of an ounce up to 1,087 pounds.
16 tons of this material are said to have been found within

More than

the radius of 2\ miles of

from 130

to

Coon

Coon Butte

Butte.

hollow about three-quarters of a mile

like

probably 1,460

There
and

is

it

is

is

a conical

hill

rising

160 feet above the surrounding plain and containing a crater-

deep

feet

in

greatest diameter

and

originally.

no lava of any kind

now supposed

to

in

Coon Butte or in

its

immediate

vicinity,

be most probable that the "crater" was

caused by an immense meteorite striking the earth at

this point.

The

main ])ortion of the mass has not yet been discovered, the fragments which
have thus far been found being only the portions separated from the
original mass during its passage through the atmosphere and at the time
of

its

impact with the earth.

Two

fragments of Canyon Diablo are in the Foyer collection, one of

which weighs 1,087 pounds and

is

the largest piece which has been dis-

was described and figured by Professor Huntington in the
Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Boston,
A slice of the meteorite in which a diamond was found is in
for 1894.
the general ^Museum collection and is figured on page 15.
A polished and etched section shows strong Widmannstatten lines
covered.

It

which are com})aratively broad and somewhat discontinuous.
meteorite consists of 91.26 per cent iron and

S.2.'3

The

per cent nickel and

cobalt, with small (juantities of copper, platinum, iridium, phosphorus,

sulphur, carbon and silicon.
parts

of

the

masses.

nodules have given

Nodules of

Through

rise to

troilite

are abundant in

decomposition

deep holes

and

erosion

some
these

in the iron.

TUCSON.*
(Siderite.)

The Tucson
'

meteorite, which

This specimen

is

is

also

known

as the "Signet" or the

a rcpioducf ion in cast iron of tiic faniou- iiicson meteorite,

National Museum at Washington. The model from
been pre|)arcd was presented to the American Museum
by the Smithsonian Institution. 'l"he original weighs 1,100 |)oun(N. and tliis cast
has the .same weight

the original of which

which

is

in the

this reprotluction has

HOVEY, THE FOYER METEORITES
"Ring" on account
Mountains about

of

its

peculiar shape,

was found

in the

thirty miles northwest of the city of

31

Santa Catarina

Tucson, Arizona,

was known to the Spaniards for at least two hundred
years before the region became part of the United States. Tradition,
indeed, relates that this and many other fragments fell in a single meteorand

its

existence

shower about the middle of the seventeenth century. The attention
of Americans was first drawn to this and its mate, the Carleton meteorite,
itic

TUCSON, OR

" SIGNET."

A

Weight, 1400 pounds.

cast in iron.

who

described them as being in

use by the blacksmiths of the town as anvils.

In 1863 Signet was taken

in

to

1851 by Professor John L. Leconte,

San Francisco and thence transported by way of the Isthmus

ama

to the

Smithsonian Institution at Washington.

032 pounds, had been removed

was afterwards deposited

Tucson

is

to

of

Pan-

Carleton, weighing

San Francisco the preceding year and

in the hall of the Pioneers' Society in that city.

classed as a siderite, but

its

average composition shows the

AMElilC.lX Ml'SI'JWf (WIDE LEAFLETS
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presence of from S to 10 per cent of stony
iron,

niattei-

included

in

the nickel-

and the proportions of the mineral constituents varv considerahlv

in different parts of

the mass.

The

nickel-iron

is

an alloy consistini;

of 89.89 per cent iron, 9.58 per cent nickel, 0.49 per cent cobalt and 0.04

per cent, copper, while the stony matter consists of olivine, carryin*^ an

unusual quantity of lime and associated with noteworthy <|uantities of
schreibersite

and chromite.

BRENHA^I.
{Sideroliie.)

Brenham

is

some of its frao;ments are
shown in the Foyer illustrates

classed as a siderolite, but

The etched

entirely of nickel-iron.

section

clearly the peculiar texture of the mass.

The

metallic portions consist

BRENHAM
Sidcritc

I

Irl'l

)

;tii(l

Siderolite (right) in the simie

of about SS per cent, iron, 10 j)ercent. nickel
stances,

'i'he

dark

^n*een

which break out from the

and 1

jiiece,

j)er cent,

other sub-

an<l glassy portions are crystals of olivine,

iron almost entire.
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The Brenham meteorite was found in the year 1886 scattered in
many pieces on the prairie in Brenham Township, Kiowa County,
Kansas, over an area more than a mile in length. The fragments were
hardly covered by the original prairie
projecting through the sod.

mowing machines, plows
heavy "rocks"

was a source

Nearly

and

soil,

several of

them were

were found by being struck by

all

or other farm implements.

The

occurrence of

a region where stones of any kind are a great rarity

in

of surprise to the

ranchmen and

led finally to the discovery

that they were meteoritic in origin.

About

fragments of the meteorite have been found, several of

thirty

which were used

many

for

purposes about the ranches and had a rather

was learned.

prosaic history before their value

The

smaller but heavier

(75-pound) mass here exhibited was used for years to hold

down a

cellar

door or the cover of a rain barrel, while the larger but lighter (o2.5-pound)

mass served
of

as a weight on a hay-stack.

It is

which these are fragments burst soon

phere.

The

been found

is

weight of

total

all

probable that the meteorite

after reaching the earth's

atmos-

Brenham which have
piece known weighs 466

the fragments of

about 2,000 pounds; the largest

pounds, the smallest an ounce or two.

Other specimens of

this meteorite

may

be seen

in the

Morgan Hall

of

Mineralogy on the Fourth Floor.

FOREST CITY.
(Aerolite.)

On

Friday,

May

2,

1890, at 5:15

p. m.,

a

brilliant ball of fire shot

across the sky from west to east in northern Iowa,

its flight

being accom-

panied by a noise likened to that of a heavy caimonading, or of thunder,

and by

scintillations like those of fireworks.

dazzling even in the

which were due

full

to explosions,

miles in diameter.

The

meteoric light was

daylight prevailing at the time and the noises,

were heard throughout a

district

200

This meteor was the Forest City meteorite.

meteorite burst when it was about 11 miles northeast of Forest
Winnebago County, whence its name, and most of the fragments
were scattered over an area about one mile wide and about two miles.

The

City,

cnnE
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lont>;.

More than

a

found, most of which

thousand fragments of
\vei»>h

from

.,'„

LEAFLETS

tliis

of an ounce

to

meteorite have been

20 ounces, but a few

The

weif];h several

poimds.

Each

of the group,

which

exhibited here in the Foyer collection, weighs

about 75 pounds.

is

The

is

a perfect httle meteorite.

black glassy crust over the surface of

largest

all

the

masses shows that the meteorite exploded early enough in its atmospheric flight for even the smallest fragments to become superficially
fused by friction with the

The fragments show

air.

FOREST

Shows

crust

oil

a " primary" and

CITY.

large

and small

pieces.

a "secondary" crust, the former formed before and the latter after the
bursting of the original mass.
Forest City consists es.sentially of

fel<lsi)ar, en.statite

(a

member

the ordiorhombic-pyroxene group of minerals), graphite, troilite
nickel-iron.

The

iron

is

of

and

present in small particles di.s.seminated through

of
the masses and in dehnite lines suggesting the Widnuui.stiitten figures

a

siderite.

IIOVFA',

The approximate

THE FOYER METEORITES

mineral composition of Forest City

6.2%

Silicates (feldspar, enstatite, etc.).

nickel-iron

is

is

19.4%

Nickel-iron
Troilite

The
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.

.

.74.4%

an alloy consisting of
Iron

92.7%c

6.1%
0.7%
The specific gravity of the mass is 3.8. Some chroraite is present, bnt
not as much in proportion as is found in the Long Island, Kansas,
Nickel

Cobalt

meteorite.

Some
general

may

of the smaller individuals of this fall

Museum

collection

on exhibition

alogy (No. 404 of the fourth

in the

be seen

Morgan Hall

the

in

of miner-

floor).

LONG ISLAND

(KANSAS).

(Aerolite.)

Long

Island

is

the largest stone meteorite known, the fragments

which have been recovered aggregating more then 1,325 pounds

The

in weight.

pieces here exhibited weigh together 86 pounds, the largest weigh-

ing 32^ pounds.

Some

of

the meteorite, but most of

was found

in

them show the original external surface of
them show only fractures. The meteorite

more than 3,000

pieces scattered over a gourd-shaped area

only 15 or 20 feet long and 6 feet wide in the northwestern corner of
Phillips County, Kansas, near the

The

name.
as

it

town

of

Long

Island,

whence

its

small area of distribution shows that the mass burst just

struck the ground, or that

time of bursting

is

it

also indicated

was broken by impact.

The

late

by the lack of secondary crust on

the pieces.

Stony matter makes up about 80 per cent by weight of I^ong Island,
the

remainder having originally been nickel-iron and

partly changed to limonite through rusting.

of

some

of the fragments in the case the nickel-iron

shining dots.
bronzite

On

The

troilite,

now

the polished surfaces

may

be seen as small

stony matter consists essentially of the minerals

(one of the orthorhombic pvroxenes), olivine and chromite

36

Mi'sFAWi crinr: li:.\fli:ts

\.\/i:i{i('.i\

and

l)ears a close

and

iiiten'stiiiii;

igneoiis rock j)eri(lotite.

whole)

is

'I'lie

reniarkahle and

is

reseinhlaMce to the terrestrial hasaltic-

content of cliromite (0

the hif^hest yet

rej)()rte(l in

Ix)ng Island presents a feature heretofore

])er

cent of

tlie

meteorites.

unknown

in

meteorites.

Certain of the planes of fracture show striated surfaces with groovinj^

and

polishintj (.slickensides)

due

to the parts nrindincr toffether in their

LONG ISLAND
SlickcMsidcd

flii;lit

throuirji

surl'iu-c

illustrated

in

the mass lu'forr

it

fell.

space heforc the mass reached our atmosphere.

of the pieces in this case
is

showiiiK iMovcinciit

on

show such

slickciisided

smfaccs and

on*' of

Two
them

this j)age.

Otlx-r fine s))ecimens of Lon^^- island

meteorite collection on the t'ointh floor of

may he seen in the neiu-ral
the Museum (Hall No. 404).

£^^^

Weight, 3C6 pounds.

Front or " Brustseite."
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SEI.1MA.
(Aerolite.)

The Selma
p.

M., July 20,

meteorite

believed to have fallen at about 9 o'clock,

is

1898, but

it

was not found

meteor of July 20, 1898, seems

what west

of north,

and

to

its flight is

March, 1906.
in

fire

The

a direction some-

said to have been

a heavy rumbling noise and a "trail of

The

until

have traveled

accompanied by

ten or twelve feet long."

meteorite was found about two miles north-northwest of Selma,

Alabama, near the road
the nearest town, as

is

to

Summerfield, and

it

takes

its

name from

the rule with meteoritic falls.

Selma weighs 306 pounds in its present condition, and it is probable
that its original weight was about four pounds more, one or more small
fragments having been lost from the mass. It is one of the ten largest
aerolites ever found,

in the

United States.

and

The

is

the fourth largest aerolite that has fallen

others having been broken up, this

is

proba-

bly the largest entire stone meteorite in the country at the present time.
Its dimensions are: length, as it rests on its pedestal, 20^ inches; width,

20 inches; height, 14 inches.
In shape Selma is roughly polyhedral without pronounced orientation features, but it is probable that the upper side, as the specimen

was the "brustseite" or front during the flight of the mass
through the atmosphere. This side is bluntly pyramidal in shape.
The original glassy crust of the meteorite has been mostly decomposed

now

lies,

thumb-marks, or piezoThese peculiar markings may be
seen on the front of the meteorite and in the illustration on page 37.
The mass is deeply penetrated by cracks on both sides, and the position
and character of the fissures indicate that they were caused by unequal
heating during flight through the atmosphere, the tension produced

and washed away

so that the characteristic

glyphs, have been partly obscured.

not being enough, however, to cause complete fracture.
During the years while the meteorite lay buried in the ground alteration

due

to

decomposition advanced considerably.

fragment shows the unaltered stone

to

A

cut

and polished

have a dark brownish-gray

be made up of spheroidal "chondrules" firmly imbedded
The largest chondrules observed are
in a matrix of similar matter.
are extremely rare and most of the
these
but
across,
inch
one eighth
color

and

to

40
particles

AMI-JHr.W MISI-JM clIDE LEAFLETS
have

less tliaii

half this diameter,

(lose exaiiiiiiation with a

strong magnifying glass enables one to see minute grains of iron scattered

through the mass.
olivine, enstatite
little troilite.

f\\

The

stony portion of this meteorite consi.sts of

and a monoelinic pyroxene, while the

The

specific gravity

is

3.42.

iron contains a

